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a 
1. Introduction to ITS 
I Intmduction to rrs 
1.1 History of the TIGER Series 
u~ first dimension rtfc 
of the particle trajtcwrits. 
fqplhatitims it is d e W k  to have a mom detailed model of the low energy transport. h h TIGW[12] 
and CYLTRANP[13] codts, we added the more elaborate imizatioelaxaeion model from the SANDYL 
codr;[14] to the TIGER and CYLTRAN cod-, and we extended ph~ton transport down to 1.0 h V  (all 
m m h r  codes of the ITS system allow trm~port over the range 1 .O GeY to 1 .O kew. 
In CYLTR.ANM[ 151, we cmnbiued the wllisiod t.vmport of CYLTRAN with transpprt in m a m s c ~ i c  
electric and magnetic fields of arbitmy spatial dependence using a Runga-Kutta-Fddb~g algorithm[ 161 to 
integrate the Lmmttz h e  aquatimls. An important mdficatiun of this algurithrn[l7] made possible the 
develupment: of the ACCEFTM code[l8] , which cmbims &e collisional transport dthe ACCEPT c d e  
with m a c m p i c  field transport. SPHERE[19] md SPHEM[20] were two s p i d  pupow code3 thw w e e  
restricted to multiple concentric spherical shells withuut and with macmmpic field transport, respectively, 
EZTRAN, EZTRANZ, and S m  am c m i M  oholetc. Before ITS, that still kft us with eight 
stparate code p a c k a g ~  to rnahtdu. Five of these - TIGER, CYLTRAN, A.CCEPT, TIGERP and SPHERE 
- had been publicly r e a  md were disseminated through the Radiation Shielding Information Center at 
Oak Ridge Natiwd Ldmrutcq. CYLTRANM, CXLTRANP and ACCEFTM were not publicly released. 
but w m  rntthtdwd locally fm u3e thmughout S m d h  Nationd Lahatmks. Maintaining multiple C& 
p a c h p x  had became quib hdensorne for UB 8s well a8 fm usm of the codes. As a result. irnpwbnt 
mctdilidm were not being implmnted in a timely fashion. Furthermm the multipliciv d packages 
had resulkad in uneven development of the various c m h  such that each code bad unique featurn that had 
not yet hen implemented in the other coder. 
In order to d y  this tituatim we dcvelDped ITS [the 1ntxgmk-d TIGEIR Series), whose full h p h -  
mentation supwseded dl other versions d t h e  TIGER s& cddes[21]. The c o m b i d  pru- libmy file 
WW obtained by impti- the eight c&s in the fimt three columns of Table 2 in such a way BB to minimize 
the reptition of coding that is c~nmm to two or rnm uf these codes. This prcwws lad quibt -ally to the 
development of a new code, ACCEPT". In ACEPTP, the improved low-~aergy physics of the SANDYL 
code was added to the ACCEPT M&. Those individual d~ appehg h Table 1, but not in Table 2, were 
of a more s- nature than the &.hers and were no longer 3uppareed since their functicm wu dupli- 
c a d  !q at Teast me d the lTS &. Additional cmss~secticm data and associated logic allowed transport 
from 1.0 kV to 1.0 &V[22] for both e h t r m  md photons. A new * f m t ,  orddndmdmt input 
pmedure based on descriptive keywords and maximum use of defauh and internal enor c W g  resulted 
io a very gimple ami uxer-friendly input scheme. Integration of the various cod= resultad in the a v W l i t y  
of addillonal w m m  uptim fm each code. 
Tgbla 2, ITS m I 
a 
w 
a 
a 
rn 
rn 
‘ a  
rn 
rn 
1, IuWuction to lTS 11 
ternally released at Sandia with a verified capability of adjoint particle transpmt on CAD geam&ries[23]. 
Table 2 shows the cpck loptiIsns available iu the currmt version of ITS. 
From top to bottom, the codes grouped by MW in Table 2 will b r e f d  to as the TEE& cocks, the 
CnTRAN codes, md the ACCEPT cddes, mpactively, From left to right, the c d w  grouped !y column 
will b r e f d  to as the sttandard c d m ,  the PCODES, the MCODES, and the hIlTS c&s, res@vely. 
We aclarowld8e that wme wnfusi~n may result from 3 dud ccmt.ext&pxdent use of the term “lTS”. In 
general, we will use ‘*IT$’’ to mean the mmplemnt of the MlTS c& @e,, the first thm colurnm rsf Table 
21, and we will uw “ITS c d t a ”  to refer to h e  entire m i e x  of c d t s  including the MlTS codes, 
Since the hitial d a e [ 2 9 ] ,  f d h k  frum the uwr commmiey has h i m  of great benefit tu the &vel- 
opment of the ITS c d t  3ystem. As a con5qqucnce pf this bedback, sukaquent vcniws have implemented 
impwtaat improvements in physical accuracy, new capabilities, variance duction, and uwr friendliness. 
2. Overview of the Ducumcntaticm , 12 
Last Modified: F~bruary 16,2004 
2 Overview of the hcumentation 
T ~ G  dwummtatim has b w  writha with the Inmtio~ that it may be u d  as EL reference manual for 
the expert user and the kginning u s r  alike, Brief mrviews are p v i d d  on step-by-step txccuticm of 
the program (in Running ITS), ou pttpmmssm options (in Code Options), and on program keywords (in 
Summary of IT$ IC,.eywords). These may e e m  BS quick refmnces for h e  expert and as an initid meline for 
the novice. Each of these m ~ 1 l ~ e . d  by more detailed cxplauatim that in turn may be a s s o c i w  with 
sections containing further d&.a.ils md/m theory fm the c d e  fmtum. It is intmded that all UBWB should 
begin by referring to the Running ITS section md fdIw references in the dammentation BX necessary M 
gain further underatandin8 of features to be used Usas are mcw~ed to peruse the cntirt manual to 
gain a bemr undastanding of the wde package and how various options may be employed. However, some 
ser;tions apply to restricted subsets of the code options aiujlable and may not h relevant to the user’s spifrc 
types of pmblems. 
The ITS manual can be constructed frrnn the MTj&hcurneots contained in the D ~ c s  directory. 
To obtaln a specific version of tha manual, a cv3 checkout may €E used to request that yctsim. One may 
we the date from the cover of the IT$ manual (e.g,, cvs checkout -D “Ap~l5,2002“ its), OT one may use a 
release tag Ie.g., cvs checkout -r lTSvmicmn5.0 it.$), 
Each section is cmtahed in the D ~ f l c & u n s  ditectmy as a separate *.&x file. Each d these file3 can 
be compiled individually (see the following secti~n). The Dwdhlisc directory contains the bibliography file 
(’JTS.bib) that should k used whenever an individual file or &he manual is k i n g  campilad SD hi citationns 
can be resolved. All of the f i p  ueed by the documents me contained in the DmdGrafics directory and 
are mcapsulated pstscript files. When c o m p h g ,  these &mld be in the same d h c t m y  rn the documat 
king compiled. 
To compile the m u a l  using a 3mW IKtgX.compder, a M M l e  is available in the Docs diredmy 
will create the manual in DVI fom. ”make p” will m a t e  the mmud in postscript fmmt. ‘”make 
pdf’ will m t e  the manual in PDF format. ‘ h a k e  view” will cmte the manual and display it using xpdf. 
“make clean” will remove all of the temporary files ueed to mt the m u a l .  “make realclm” will: remwe 
dl tempwary files and the dvi, ps, and pddf files. 
To compile the manual in Scientific WcdcPlace@[30]: The dimtoy DmdbIisc contains two auipts 
for comrting the sactian docurnem into secti~ns to be h d u W  in the manual. The “&sccticms” sdpt 
should be exesuted, It uses the “wmmenth&rs” script to comment out portions of the section documents, 
The section d u c u m t s  will be placed h the Ducs directory. The DDCE dimtory dm contains the ITTS.EX 
document. This is tbe main document that includes en& of the smtions and must b~ campled to creak the 
manual. The lTS.bib and Crq$Gca files are also necessuy for mmpiling the manual. A wpy d each of the 
9ccticm d m m t s  must te placd in the dimtmy in which the ITS.tex &e is to b~ compiled and must also 
be placed in the swpkmp dmctmy. A copy of each of the Graphics files mnst be placed in the directory 
in which the ITS.tex flle is to be campiled The lTS.bib file must be placed in the swp!KlTeWbibtw&ib 
directory. Opcn the ITS.m file with Scientific WmkPlaw, and perfmm a ‘ T y p e t  Cornpde” with the 
“Gwaa B Bibliography” and “ h e r a w  an Index’’ options selected. This will compde the IT$ manual 
Into a DVI file, The ITS.dvi flk cm be viewed using * ‘ T y p &  Preview”. P o  properly fonnat the m u d ,  
it i g  naessary trs trick Scientific WorkPlace into thinking that the file flu chqed,  This can lx done by 
opening 1TS.B  with a text editor and sadq the d~~umcnt.  The manual should then be recompiled using 
rn 
m 
a 
rn 
m 
rn 
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the Typeset Preview" command.) From 'hare, the mmml may be printed to hardEupy or to a pstxcript file, 
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Repsion Testing of lTS (RegTBst~tex} contains step-by-step instructions on how k~ prfm q g e s -  
sfcm tests fur ITS aud details the test$ that cmprin rhhe ITS regression test suite. 
Summary of ITS- Keywords (CADKemum.texx)  contains a table of kcywmda arai1abIe for 
the p m w  fib u w i  with CAD calculations and default settings assodated with those keyword$. This is 
milabla IS a s e p t e  dmumtnt outside of the manual. 
K.eywords fm ITSCAD (CAI)Keywmds.tex) wntains I listing of the paamettr keywords for use in the 
param- fib with the CAD mde option and chmiptians for using each. keyword. This is available ai a 
wparate document outside of the manual. 
CAD Geometry (GmmetryCAD.tex) contains the requirmmts for input cif 3-D CAD geometry models. 
This is available as a xepmte d c c w r i t  outside of tha manual. 
Unit Testing of ITS (Ud~ts,tex) contains d~criptim of each of the unit tats for ITS that are cm- 
tained in the r~posiemy and how to perform tho% tesm. This is available IS a s e p t e  dwument out& of 
the manual. 
ACE Library Build far ITS-CAD (ACEtuildtex) crsntaim i n f o d m  MI building the ACIS libraries 
and sp~cihc rnc&i&cm th8t have been nepessary to t d d  the libraries nu certain platforms. This is 
available as a separate document and is only available to Sandia developm. 
3, Overview d the ITS Code package 15 
3 Overview of the ITS Code Pa-e 
3. ITS -the Monte Carlo prugrarn 
16 
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dcme for the ASCI Rad (tflqx) machine. To utilize this, me would exacute “c~nflgue -t~~get=iS%-tRqps”. 
If one Is  adding a new, unique m e t  option, it is nacssm tp add the Dption to the wdgure.in file and to 
fie configmb file. The changes qujred in the DonAg.sub file may lx identified by warding fm “tflops”. 
SpiAcatim Qf a target machine by name can be useful not mly for m s c  wmpd~ng but also for installing 
the mftwme m an unusual instance of a operating syxtem, while maintaining the target monlig file for the 
When the Makefile h been sueccssfuly created, one must attempt to ttuh an executable. Ta do this, 
it i s  necessary to 3 p u f y  I valid set of pnpmcessw defiuitions. This can be b e  in dther the Makefile w 
the Makefilein. CbangM made in the W f i l e . i n  will not be bst when one executes configure agaiu. The 
MWle.iu.defs should not !x modified, as it s m e s  w 3 backup for the M W 1 e . h .  The preprwessw defi- 
nitions ~ r r :  specified in a section titled “scripted wtting”. Valid q t i o n s  m listed in chis &on. Examples 
An mutable CBu then be produced by executhg ‘hake”. If this is not succe~sful, it will lx ne€e$$Rry 
w identify the settings in the Wfib.in andlor mnflg file$ th~t  need t D  te modified. We can off= only our 
general eqmience that the problem is (1) most likely to be in the specification of prepmsw definitions in 
the M&eflL.ln file or the cdmpiltrs in the target d g  file, (2) pmssibly in other geteings in the target config 
file, and (3) bast likely to be in the hwt conflg file, 
When a working executable k obtained, my modifications rquired in the M&fib,in file @her than 
specifying prepromsa definitions) shwld be transfed to the M ~ l e . i n . M s  file, sa they will not be 
b s L  
We then recommend that the r e p s i o n  tests !x run tu determine that the software is functiwing prop 
erly MI the new platform. To mn the te~ts ir h necessary to copy h e  swdn md mCVS fiLw frwm the 
Scripts dirrctory to the SHOMEhin k t u r y .  It is also necessary to copy the Subscripts directory tu 
$HOME%itdSubscripts. If creating a Makcfile requires a w m m d  other than aimply “,/cc+nfigurt” without 
flags, it may be necessary to mochfy the $ H O W d f i m C V $  wnpt to recognize the platfwm dependency. 
A p d e  for running the regression tmts is provided in the mtim m Rsgression Testing dIT$. 
When the regression tcsts have been suocesshlly e~tcuted, the software may bc deemed to have been 
3u~cassful~y installad, 
Finallyl we recammend that the urn mnsidur the advantapc of impprting the mftwzm hb a CVS 
vmim control system[31]. The original fibs pmvided should be imported first. Then any rndficatbm re- 
q u k d  to install the softwore m the p M m  can be comr&ed to the repmimy. Thic providtw a convenient 
mechmism for storing and tracking future Dode modificatim md mtracting chanps that have heen made 
w the cude over time. 
U S U d  D P M h g  Sp&m. 
of Valid @OJM w %NG = RNGl”, “OPT1 = -DMITS’, and “OPT2 d’, 
rn 
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5 RunningZTS 
5.1 Running ITS without Scripts 
CODE MODIFICATIONS: If desired, code modihxticms c a ~ l  be mule bfure building an e m t a b l e .  
I: 
CAD FILES: If perfmirig a CAD calculationy a @le must k constructed md a satfile must be 
p v i d d .  
EXKUT‘ION The command *Yts.x <mdat >output” e x c u t s  the ITS code, where mdat is the ITS 
If prf&g 8 CAD calculatim, the command “ih,x pnnfile” cxtcutts tbe ITS &. (TIE film its.x, input file. (The files its.x, fon,11, and mdat are required) 
fort, 1 1, prmfilre. mdat, and W d e  are requhd-) 
5. Running ITS 
5.2 Running IT$ without Scripts - Details 
CROSS SECTIONS: Cms sections must Ix; generated either with XGEN [for the continuous-energy 
codes) or with CEPXS {h h a  rauItigmup cad&. Unless the FILE-NAMES keyword i s  a d ,  the file 
must be named ‘Tort. 11“. Mom detailed discussion d generating c m s  section flles can found with the 
docummtatiw for the XGEW md CEPXS cob. 
INPUT FILE: An ITS input fib must be consmH&. E m p h  are avaihbk for each code option in 
itdTe:stsmegTe$Mnput. keywords relevant to specific code options and thdr defarrlts are given in the 
Summwy of ITS Keywords section. Spuf i c  instmtiuns €or fumatting e& keyword in the ITS input u e  
given in the &ywo& €or IT5 saction, 
CAD FILES: Lfpuf~miag a CAD calculation, a p d 1 e  must be c p m m d  and a satfile must be 
pmvidd. hnstructicmas for setting the CAD pumetem in the @le file are provided in the Keywords for 
FS-CAD section. The satfile Bhould mntain the dedd CAD geometry in ACIS SAT format. 
# 
rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
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5.3 Running ITS with Scripts 
CROSS SECTIONS: Crass $ecticmns must be gm& either with XGEN (for the caotinuous-energy 
mdes) M with cE;pxs (for the multipup codes). 
CHE-CKOUT: Do a “CN checkout -P its” to acquhe a c q y  of the pode cm on the platform where the 
repolsitmy is located. U necessary. tar the dimtwy and tmsfer it to the &sired pIat fm.  
BACKUP: M&hg am unaltered backup mpy can be very important fur W n g  code cbanges whau 
working on a p W m  that dms not have access to the repository. 
CUI FEE Copy the ir.dScriptdits.cui file to ~ O U F  working directmy, and edit it fm your specific prob- 
lem. The mztims of tt cui file are: 
1, driver script - the dafauh nmCVS i s  usually acceptable. 
2. defs - sdects wde Options. See Code Options for m a  infurnation. 
3. pmflb - only required for CAD &uladws. See Keywords far lTS-CAD for more infcmmlion. 
4. mffile - only required for CAD cdwlations. 
5. diffs - thb section must k v e n t ,  Code modification patches may be speciftad 
6. mdat - mtains the ITS input. Sm Keywards for ITS fur mom infomatim. 
b 
a 
rn 
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5.4 Runaing ITS with Scripts - Details 
CROSS SECTIONS: The sendD script will request the name of a m 3 s  section file. For the cwtinuouus- 
energy c&, the c m 6  secticm fik must bc locatad in $H€JME’~ccmss3. For the multigmup cdea, the cmss 
sectim file must be located in $HOMUcmsm and must be #hen 3 name with the extension “.1 l”, More 
detailad docurnenWkm on gemmtiug ms scctim film can k fwnd with the XGEN and CEPXS C&B. 
€3ECKClUT Do a “CCM checkout -P its’’ to acguirt a copy d the most m t  vetxion of tht c d e  m 
the p l a t f ~ m  where the repmitory is located. It is rrscosmmwM that a -P flag bs used when ch=k.ing out 
B copy of the code to avoid acquiring empty directories th t  mmspond ta out- m r y  structure. A 
variety of dBte and release tags can be used to q u a t  older vasions of the code. See CVS dpcumentatim 
at http~~ww.ndim.edrc.cmu.ad~tl~CVS~cvs~.hrml for additional infmmtion, 
BACKUP: Par working on platforms that do not have direct awess to the repositwry, it is recommended 
that two copies of the repsitory be set up: we copy to be used as a working directory in which c& 
modifications and builds can be PerfDrmed, and cme unabred c q y  that ciu be compatrd With to maintain 
a record of chanps made to the working version, The d t e r e d  copy should be give a m e  uniquely 
ipdi&g the cy3 version. For example, if f i e  check out was performed as [cvs checkout -D *TFebruq 1, 
2002” ib), then the unaltered copy might be named ‘5tsOlFebZtKl2”. The n a m  of the dimtory will be the 
indication of the vmicm, which is a very i m p m t  key ta repeating a caliculatiw at w m t  later time. 
SCWTS:  The scripts ~ n d n  and nmCVS that are located in iWcrip  must be copied to SHOMEhin. 
The gcripts in itdScriptdSubscripts must k wpkd to $HOME.#bidSubsriph, Sendn is a script for launch- 
ing jobs, nmWS is a driver script for p d d g  jobs, and the Suhcripts are utilities used by ~ n d n  and 
nmCVS. Struln will position he cui file, iucluding the sedms of the driver script. The dIiver script contains 
h e  commands m s a r y  to build d execute the program, clean up after itself, and prduce  relevant result 
iuforndon in a job fib. (Ifmw, it will also include in the job file infomation useful in &ecminir~g 
the cause of a job failure). $HOMRhiu should lx included in ypw $PATH. 
CUI FILE: The itdScriptdits.Cui file is available as an example. Ym can copy it w y m  working 
dimtary, and edit it for y w  specific problem, The prtions of a cui Ab E, 
1, I)RIV€R SCRIPT; The wript nmCVS is a v a l e  as a driver script. Ym may substitute tt mustomized 
script by including it in h e  fint p~rtiw of the cui file. 
2. DU$: Inshuctiuns for setting the prepmessor delinitions ate included in the “defs” prtion of the 
itmui fib md in the Code Ophons section. It is important that options be set under the proper variables 
(e.&., MITS s h d d  be $el- under qtl, and MPI should be sehzct~d under opt3), becrtusa the Script 
will lmk @e., p p )  fm thme s p d 5 c  &gs. Thm should be no spaces in the sattingc. 
There are stvml options fur running the scripts that may b set in the d& poition of the cui file. 
C m p h  Aags may bc specifid. The user may request &T n d k a t h ~ ~  that the scrip have finhhad. 
The user may also requast an interactive gcript. The hterwtive script should be uced on systems that 
require job queuing M cross compbg.  The Rrst half of the script will build the axacutabk. The files 
for running the job will be heated in $HOMEhp!<jobme>. The executable is named ‘%SA*’, 
the input file is md ‘kmdat”, the parameter file for lTS-CAD ia named ‘mfde”, and the p g m  
output should be W t e d  to a file md “mtjmt”. (01 janus, the user should muve files to scratch 
space t~ perform the calculariw and m m  the files back when the cdilculation ;S complete.) Whm 
the calculation is complete, the u3w may execute the “pp8tpm” file in the $HOMEAmp/<jolmams> 
d j r ~ ~ h y ,  This will produce a jwb file in the directory fmrn which the job wa6 miginally submitted. 
3. PRMFILE; hnstructions for setling the CAD puwmtm in the ‘”prrr$le” @on of the itaxui file are 
provided in the Keywords fm lTS-CAD scdon. This ppCtim is only quired  for CAD cdcuhtions. 
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4, SATFILE; The “satfile” p d m  is used to transfer the; desired CAD p m a t r y  to the l ~ a t i c m  in the 
tmp dimmy where the d c u l a h  wilI be p e r f m d .  Only two lines are requirad Tb first liue 
should include the desired Q.m file containing the entire CAD pmetry, The x-cmd line may contain 
anything but must contain a return. This p~rtian is only required for CAD cdculatims. 
5. DIFFS: Patch= to be applied to the code hould be i n a d  in the ”diffs” pPrtion of the its.cuUi fib. 
Thew patches can lx formatted as a cvs diff or as a d i ~ d o r y  &E, Riffs can be lifted aut of job dlos 
from previ~us c~lcu1ati0ns. Atmatively, osne can checkout a copy of the code, make rndiiimkm, 
and then generate a di f fs  file. On a pl&tfcmn with acms to the CVS repasitory, m e  can use “CVS 
diff > dffW from within the iWctde directory. On a platform without mess to the CVS repmitory 
ow can perform 3 d h t w y  diff, but t h i 6  must be perfumed frrrm within the itdCdde directory of 
the unaltered copy d the code, and it must use the -r and -b R a p  [in that order), such as “diff -r -b , 
$HOWi’saaltmWad> diffd’. Then, the diffs B l t  can be used in the its-ctri fib. Multiple diff fih 
(diffs from two different executions of the dH c o d )  cannot be patched to a dngIe ws fde. 
New files can be ddad to a build. Within the cliffs pomcm, a line d the following format denotes h e  
&tare of I new file: 
New file: < D i m t o r y F i l e m >  
To be included in the compiling and linking o€ the mde, the clcw file must k refexnced in the 
Makefi1e.h and M&fib.in.defs list d BDUTCCS. This change in the Makedla.in.defs can also t~ 
included in the diffs pwti~n by making the desired change in a copy d Mdcefik.in.d& and ashg the 
cvs diff prowdure described above. 
6. MDAT; The lTS input should be included in the last portion of the cull file. The kqwards relevant to 
specific code opticmas and their defaults are given in the Summary Df  ITS Keywords mtim. Spcxific 
ir15tructi~ns for formatting twh  keyword in the ITS input are gives in the Keywords fm ITS tx-ctim, 
$ENDN WlTH0I.T CVS: Submit the job ushg the command “smdn im.cui <jobme>”. This script 
prompts you for the following 3 p i e m  of i n f m a t i m  
1, CROSS SECTIONS: First, it q m P  the name of the cross section fib <ems> to be u&, For the 
wntinuous-mergy c&, the script looks far the file at ‘*$HOMWcms3~<cr5>”, Fw the multi- 
gmup codes, thc script lmks for the file at “$HOMWcrossrd<msa>. 1 l”, 
3. DIRECTORY DIFF: Next, the script requests a loa1 dhxtory with which to pmfm a d&T, The dif€ 
command will be atid m c o m p  the two ditwtorie,~ and a l l  subdinxtcirim The job file win uot 
m d  the m i o n  numbtr d efther directory, t h d ~ r e  the user may not have enough information 
in the job file to duplicate a cdculation unless the dlff dmctmy has a m e  comportding to the tag 
a d  in the cvs checkout d the code. The dimq mme appew in the job file. 
rn 
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1. CROSS SECTIONS: First, it quests the name dthc c m s  section file <cross> to be used For the 
Dontiuuous-energy &s, the script I& for the file at ‘*$HOM~c~s~Y<~ss>”. For the multi- 
group C&B, the script I& fw the file at “ $ H O W m s s d < m s > .  1 l”, 
2. LOCAL COMPILE; Sacond, mdn requests the l d m  of a checked-out copy of ITS that cm be u e d  
for making the executable. Thus. yw may use a version of the code that you have checked out and 
modifled You must give a complete pnthnama fmtha b IT$ dimtory (q., / p c r a W m p q / i t s ) .  
ND files will be dt1m.d from the make dIractory BX a result of the cdcuht im, but some f i h  may bt 
modifid if requested in the dif7t1 sixtior] of the cui ilk Any new film that have beeu included in the 
dhctory (other than h u g h  the difys $wtion of the cui flk] will not appear in the jot, file, but they 
may be used if h e  Makefi lehdfs  has been so modifid (in which a t ,  the job file will show the 
&mw to the new file 85 B M m n c e  in the Makefikin.defs and Makafile.in)+ Attempts to apply 
djffs in a directory w b r e  the diffs have d m d y  been applied for a p ~ v i o u c  mlculatim will m u l t  in 
m m r .  
CVS COMPILE: To request a cvs B e c k w t  of the code, you my respond to this q u e 8 t  with ”tume’’ 
(or press +‘E&”’). The cy3 checkout will be perfcrmd in the $HOMEhm@(jobname> directory 
and should nw affect any other vmicmns d the &. 
3. CVS DIFF for LOCAL COMPILE: Enter ‘hone” or Simply p s  “Enlet’ with no hput for this third 
+BL 
VERSION for CVS C O W :  If your responnw to the second q u m t  wa$ “ncme”, the gcript que5t5 
the versi~n for a CVI checkout. The command will be issued a3 ‘kv3 c k h u t  <~@rn> iWC&”. 
The response to this quest will be used for the <options> and any valid cvg flags may be uscd that 
do not contain a slash, T’, Examples Df  valid syntax for r e s p s ~  m: -D n w ,  -D “ b h  23,2I501”, 
-D “3 hours ago”, -D *‘2 f d g h t s  ago’: -c lTSversim5.0, ek, An~ther valid resppnse is to simply 
press “Ented’ with no input+ which will result in the checkout of the mast recent ve&m of the code. 
4. C V S  DIFF for LOCAL COMPILE: If yw gave a pathname for ma kin^ the cxtcutable but not for a 
directwy diff, the script quest8 the version for a cvs diff. The syntax for responses to this tequcst 
RE the s m  u for specifying the cvs m i m  for a checkout. The drrxtmy in which the emx-utable 
is made will be compared with the repmitmy win8 the cvs dlff command Thh wrsicm ( h i t  will 
appear in the job file) and the result3 of the cvs diff (that will also a p p r  in the job file) can be used 
to q d l l c a  a Cdtlculaticm. 
C V S  WDATEKWF for CVS COMPILE: If you did not give a pathname fur makhg the executable, 
the mipt  q u e s t s  a v d c m  for a cy3 update and M, In this CBSB, the script will check out a v m i w  
of the code using the options in the third resprm~ apply the * ‘ M 3 ”  from the cui fib, attempt to 
u r n  to the wmim of the wde spscifled in this respnw, md then c o m p  the multiq code to 
the repmitory using the cvs diff command with the options spacihd in this respwse. Thc wrsicm 
requestad here (that will appaar in the job file) and the rtsuh of the cvs difT (that wil l  &D appear in 
the job file) can be 1.164 t D  rep- a cdculaticm. 
Fw either of h e ,  if no Dpticm h specifid fcr the CYS dff, “-D u w ”  will be used. The date and time 
of the submhicm of the calculation, which are mmdd in the jDb file, and the results of the CVB d H  
can te used to repmdwa the chulation at a later clak. 
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EXECUTION: On platforms where the intmacdve Bcript i8 umd kmuse crow compiling is required, 
it may bc necessary to move the files to purfm the calculation. Hmver, it will Ix ncctssary to move 
the fiIes back to their original I d w  after emucution. For example, calculatims on jams are much more 
f ic ient  if prfomed in kcratch spa~8, but the pmtproc script will not work on janus. Aftcr execution+ the 
files must be moved back to $ H O M W p  space, a d  the po$tpw gcript must be w;ccukd w sasnl00. 
If excutirm fails M if after the run the output file is €and to ccm&lin erron, it m y  be dabble to use 
the tmp dlmtcq a3 a working dimtory w debug the wde M c d c u ~ c m .  Hwwer, &r the calculation has 
b p d o m e d  successfully, it is likely that one must mubmit the job with c m t e d  input so that the job 
file will accurately reflect the code modificatimc and the input uged to perform tht calculation. 
POSTPRDC: When the interactive a d p t  i s  used, postpm must be executed to produce a job fila. The 
job file wil l  be plaDed in the dimtwy from which the job was originally launched, just as with the ncm 
interactive script. 
EVi4L.U- RESULTS: Emas may o c m  3t a number of stages in the calc&ticm. The stage at wKch 
the emr o c d  is usually i n d i d  near the start of the ohoh file. S m  wrnmun c ~ u m  ofe m  am: 
1. Configure - If the platform has not been used bdore, h e  n a t s ~ q  c d g  film may not bt pmmt 
3. l?xecution - If an m r  statement is generated [search in the output for ”>>> > >”), then m mticipamd 
problem has been found in the input andbar cross wctiong, md dlynostic infonmticm should be 
av&bh. Such an mor might also re~ul t  if the hhkefile.in.dds was m-4, and an mcutable 
with the wrong wde q t i o r i ~  ic hiq used. If the code generam an ~ x ~ c u t i c m  enm, the UBLS m y  
have introduced I bug vla a code rndificatim. If a h g  is fmnd in ITS that was not introduced by 
&e UWI; please notify the JTS develqms pmviding enough details to reproduce md understand the 
e m :  a descriptiun of the error ohwvd, the version of the c& being used, diffs showing any code 
mdficatims made, and the input and output files. 
The fdlowiug is a list of p h t f m s  op which ITS haas been suc~ssfblly built and tested. F~l lc~whg the 
name of the pWm is the system type md operating system 
pwb -lu <nodes> -e; <pmessws> -tM <max tima> -noDFS its.com 
If not using the scripts, the ccmfigure command must spcify Blue Pacific ai the target platform: 
ACIS6 h available for CAD calculations. Hxecutables built with mmpiler DptimiZatiw will not func- 
tim. For the code to fundm p p l y ,  thc &bug flag must be used for cmpiling the RS C++ code, 
md this is set in the bl- Donfigure file. 
c o n f l p  -tqct=r)owcrpc-bhepific 
. . -lite 
rn 
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M,AU .} 
Jobs m submitted m the queue using the psub c m n d  
p u b  -In <nodes> -g <pmessmi> -tM <max t h e >  -noDFS its,wrn 
If not using the mipts, the d g u r c  command must spxify white 3s the target plalfom; 
m f i ~  - e t = r ~ 6 0 0 0 - ~ h i t e  
ACIS6 is available fm CAD calculations. Emutables built with compiler Pptimizhm will not func- 
tim. For the code to fundon properly, the debug flag mu8t k used for ampiling the ITS C++ code, 
and this is set in the white configure fib. 
b s  (Sun, soms 5.7) 
The Mver script is funcdcmwal for n o n O S  commands. With MPI, the script is set to use 2 pmmsms. 
The mpirun command should be used to specify the number of proctssm fm parallel calculations. 
CAD qtim are not available The SUN mhikct-~~re option supplim a cpu timer in serial. 
Luigi (Sun, Solaria 5.3) 
The driver script is functional for ncm-CVS commands. The scripts cm te uwd in either sdd or 
MPI. The scripts can be u d  in either interactive or m-interactive mode. With MPI, the script is set 
tD uae 2 promsm. 
A queuing system is available, and MPIjDbs can b submitted as: 
h u b  -n<# pmessors> -i<input file> +<output file> mpijob mpirun itx.x 
CAD qtim ue not available. TIE SUN d t a c t u r e  option supplies a cpu timer in serial. 
Janus (i386, TFLOPS), compile cm an100 (Sun, Solaris 5.9) 
The dher suipt is funmimd for building the executable on gaxnlD0 in interactive mode. The jab 
mugt be e.~8cuted from januc. The pt-proctMing must be done MI the applicaliw sewer, 
Job$ are m interactively u&g the ycd w m d :  
yd -BE <# pmessm> -p 3 it6.x < <hput flb> > <output file> & 
QA, QB (HI' Alpha., Tru64 OSFl V5) 
The diver acnpt is fumtiund €or building the ~mtable in interactive mde. MIS# I i W e s  are 
milable for CAD. Jobs are submitted to the queuing system using the bmb c w a u d .  The ACE 
library path muse !x set In the conflgbt-osfl flla for ruming on QSC or QT. 
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I Zelda {Cmpaq Alpha, Tru64 OSFl V5] 
The dtiver script is functional for non-€VS commands, but should only be wed in i n t a d v e  mode 
with jobs submitted to the queuing sybtm. The scripts wiIl functicm much m m  ~ficient ly if the. 
$HOME variable is set to your /scratch ~ p a a  since communications with /remote space are very 
Stdin cannot be rad cm U d a ,  aw it is rewrnmdad that the lTSINP definition be used, This will 
qxn the input flb a3 “itshp” md the output ftk a3 ‘5ts.mt”. The user may wish to alter the c& to 
use the names “mdat” and “output” to cmfonn nith naming ~mmtions in the scrip&, 
Job8 are sub~mitted to the queuing system a: 
I€ not using the scripts, the cwfigure wmrnand must specify zelda as the target platfwm: 
CAD options are not mt&ble. 
slow. 
bxubrms -n<# pmessm> -o<Dutput file> itxx 
C O n f i f l t E  -w8d@-Xlda 
Ross (Cmpaq Alpha, Tru6.4 OSFl VS), compile cm Angar3 
me driver scdp is fumtiod for bullding the executable in httmcti~e mode, The job must ke ex& 
cued from MSS. ACIS6 libmiex ~ t e  a v ~ i h b k  for CAD. lTS-CAD mugt be executed from ms2 if the 
executable ii3 larger than 16MB. The post-processing must be dome MI mgab.a. 
Jobs are run interactively using the yod command: 
yod -9z <# pro~$sors> i&x < <hput file> > <output file> & 
Jobs may be submitted to the queuing s y s m  with the qsub cornmad. 
If not using the scr ip ,  the configure cmnmand must swfy MSS EM the targu platbm: 
confi#ure -tq*Rlphs-mss 
I Gollum (DEC AlphB, OSF1 V4) 
The driver script is functitiwal for serial versions of the code. ACE36 libraries are available fm CAD. 
The OSFl architacturn qtiw p v i d e s  a wallclcck h e r .  
1 Linux (x36, Redhat Lillux 7.X) 
Tne driver scrip is functional. 
&vert m-time problems have hen observed using optimization with gnu compilers prim to gcc 
vcrsiw 3.0.4, E m u s  resulb have b-eu observed using gnu cmpilm afterg~c vmiw 3.0.4. 
CAD optionns are not gewmlIy iv&ilabk. 
Crater (AMD Athlm. Linux) 
The driver script is f~~~c t iona l  i  l modes. With MPI, the script is set to use 2 processors. The mpirun 
command should be used 10 ~ @ f y  the number of prucemm fpr parallel calculatiwa. Computation- 
ally i u w e  ca!cuhtionns ghwld be run on compute nddes. Hhher the Calculaticms ghmld be submind 
while Iogged into a compute node, or the emutable should k mmpded w i ~  the DYNAMIC option 
so that the master prucws does not perform Monte Carlo simulations. To perform CaIcuMrns w the 
compute nudes, the f i l ~  must b 1-d within the l h d i n  clkxtmy, which is mounted a p a ~  all 
Severe mu-time problems have k e n  observed using optimization with xnu compilers prim to ~ - -  
vmion 3.0.4. E m t o u s  mults have hen ohervcd ushg gnu c m p i l m  & e r g ~ ~  vmim 3.0.4. 
ccmlpute nodes. 
a 
rn 
a 
a 
rn 
a 
a 
a 
a 
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6 CodeOptions 
The platform may lx selected ag one d the following (though the setting is p ~ r a l l y  incIuded in the 
AIX (provides a CPU-timer and mr traceback) 
IPC (provides a CPU-timer) 
SUN (provides a CW-ther) 
OSF1 (pmddes a wdlnclock timer] 
LINUX (provides a wdl-clwk timer) 
ASCIXED (unique implied do-Imp 6 t t l l c W  required for CAD cm AsCIRED) 
{MPI provides a wal l - c ld  timer independent of the platform.) 
w&g(mt-* file, so this is automatically selected by executing ccmfigure): 
Select the random number ~eneramr 8s me of: 
RNGI (generator in 3.0, cmly available in mid) 
RNG2 (RANMAR) 
RNG3 ( M e m u a  Tivister, only available in dwelopmmnt vmion) 
Tp select to run m a panilel platform: 
MPI 
To select dynamic pmllel load balancing: 
DYNAMIC 
O h  SVWle option3 a: 
PCODES ( m m  ionimicm and relaxation for ccmtinuouus energy c&s) 
MCODES (magnetic and electric fields for continuous mergy c d w )  
CAD ( h d s  muit be provided to a CAD pckage) 
ITSWP {the hput file is opened as %,irtp’*, the output file is o p m d  as ‘7ts.m’~ 
.. 
a 
rn 
m 
rn 
a 
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TIGER, CYLTRAN, or ACCEPT must be selected as the c d e .  
RNG1, RNG2, or RNG3 must be dected as the randum number generator. 
C”KI”R4.N i s  nDt currently functional for MITS. 
PCODES or MCODES cannot be used with MITS. 
PCODES and MCODES are mumally exclusive. 
MCODW cannot be used with TIGER. 
RKGl cannot & used with MPI. 
CAD can only b~ used with ACCEPT. 
Ifnnone af A M ,  PC, SUN, OSF1, LINUX, and MPI iu-e selected+ there will be nw timer. 
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7 Summary of ITS Keywords 
This section contains liseings of ktywoh relevant to the ITS {contiuuuus-energy) codes. the MlTS 
c d m  in fonvard mode, and the MITS codes in adjoint mude in Tablea 3,4,  mid 5, respectively. Only those 
keywprds applicable to the c& and m& are listed in e r h  t&le, Mmy keywords in forward mode do not 
apply to adjoint mode and vice vma, The keywords are listed approximately in order of irnpcmnce. In 
addition, for tach keyword the default m& behavim is listad The default behavior will be employed by the 
c& if the keyword is not found in the input deck. 
The secondary keywords used for biasing m listed in Table 6. These are secondaty bo& for the 
BIASING, BIAS-GLOBAL, and BM-ZONE keywurds. The ~ u b k ~ o r d ,  limitations on the code and 
mode with which the subkeyword can b~ used, md the defmlt code behavior BTC listed in the table. In 
addition, the global md mne-depeudent features of the subkeyword are listed. The BIAS-GLOBAL and 
BIAS-ZONE keywords are intended to bt  used together. The BIAS-GLOBAL subhyworda rn used to 8x2 
global biasing parameters. The BIAS-ZONE subkeywords me used to set me-depmdent: t h i n g  pmm- 
et.ers or to activate global parameters on a zmedepmdent basis. The BIASING kywd i 6  an alternative 
to the BIAS-GLOBAL and BIAS-ZONE functionaliry and dwa the user tu $et global and ma-dqandtnt  
parametem within the subkywprds. 
M m  detailed descriptions of the syrrtax, subkeywords, and use of thtse ktywotds are c~ntahed in the 
Keywords for ITS section. In some cues, these k p d s  M their defaulm depend upon the code option @re- 
pmesxor dcliniticmn) beyond the choice of MlTS or ITS. A lidting d the wailable prepropes6or definitions 
is cwtained in the section on Code Options. 
7. summary of ITS Keywords 
D DEFAULT I 
no reflection zone (ACCEPT only) 
d m  in MeV p mrce particle {ACCEPT cmly] 
.. 
I mm.E-mtds 
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I ESCAPE-Sl;rl ces 
MW-DATA-SSI 
FILENAMES 
- 1 mu 
default names tfort.3. fm. 11. em.) 
deposition cdculau ia A. , n3 
charge depmition in dmnx per source paaiclc 
energy of cutoff photons is dqmd.ed locally CUTOFFPHOTON$-ESCAPE 
Table5 MITS a EFH 
KI 
ADJONT I fm 
I rmlired 
- 
I 
I 
35 
I NEW-DATA-SET 
7. Summary of ITS Keywords 
I the more strimnt amlies 
8, Keywmb for ITS 
Last Madiiid: Mar& 3,2004 
The input keywords mwt b t  specified io Bither the CUI file kir uslng me Scripts to exmte the code) or h 
the hput file (if executing the cdde manually). Refer tp the documentation on Rwming lTS for more details 
on specifying the input fila in the CUI file or otherwi~~. 
8.2 bywords 
Syntax: ADJOINT 
Examplt: ADJOINT 
Default; Fom& 
This keyword triggers adjoint transport. It cm be used at any point in the Input deck. Fmward and 
adjoint nu16 can be mixed, lmt for adjoint calculations the ad jh t  Bpecilicmtion must be made for d 
Ili3W&ta-$fA 
Adjoint mule q u i r e s  3 mandatory keyw~rds: OE€lmmY, DETHCMR-RESPONSE, and a sur 
face or volume source. The quantity of interat must be specified using the D E m R - W S P O N S E  
keyword with one of the wxmdary keywords CWRGE, M S E ,  ESCAPE M KERMA. The for- 
ward sontr&) must be described using me or m m  of the muroe bywords with prefix PHOTON- 
m r c e ~  are not yet implemented.) If a s u r f m m m  is requested, the user may further select surfkes 
using the SDlJRCE-SURFACES primary keyword. Tbic must be done for ACCEPT [no defaults); for 
TIGER, the default is that hth surfaces art specifid. 
, ELECTRON., OT NETJTRON- a d  suffix SURFACE-SOURCE M VOLUMESOURCE, (V01~me 
2. BATCHEB 
Syntax: BATCHES Wmettr(1)J 
Example: BATCHES 10 
M u l t :  2.0 b a t c h  
3. BIASING 
Syntmx: BIASBG 
Example: BIASING 
FLestricticms: B m O N - R R  is d i s a h w d  in adjoint. The user cmuot s W ~ m u s l y  spec@ 
SCALE-EP and SCALE-PE in the s m e  input zune. Note that SCALE-EP and S C D - P E  dways 
d e r  to s&g thha forward c m s  section, even in adjoint. Thus, when using SCAL3-PE io adjoint, 
an e l m - a d j u w t m  would be more likely to turn into 3 photton-adjuncton. 
The keyword BIASIN0 enables the same glDbal t h i n g  functions BS BIAS-GLOBAL and the same 
Neither BJ.AS+GLOBALnm BIAS-ZONE can i~ used with BIASING. 
h a 1  functir~ns BS BIAS-ZONE. l3-e altcrnative IIIC~IO~S ~CU+ b i ~ ~ h g  p - a r ~ .  
(a) COLLISION-FORCING 
rn 
rn 
a 
a 
rn 
rn 
a 
a 
a 
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hfault: Russian Roulette is not USBd Natural photm-todtxtron CTDBS s e c t i m  are 
[-r(l)] is the RusBim Rouhtt~ surriraI probability used in dceermininx the number of 
phmn produced swndwy ehtrcms follwed. If [ P m m ~ l ) ]  is omit id or 0.0, Russian 
Roulette will lx used such that the mtml number of elacuons [the n u m b  p d u c e d  if SCALE- 
BREMS or SCALE-E2 had IM been wad) would be followed, if Rwcian R w l m e  arid SCALE- 
BMMS or SCALII-EP were used thmughout the problem. 
The kepmrd CUSTOM-EU! indicates that custDmizad Russian Rouli~tc lrsgic has been iacIudd 
by the user in function FLRRK. 
The addidod parmdtm wt the ZDM for which Russian RwIttct is to ke turned m The list 
of input zona beginuing cm the following h e  s p i f y  the rcgi~ns of tht problem where Russian 
Rouletk is b be used. The frw-tion of phPtDn p r d u c d  secwchuy elecms to lx followed is 
the i u v m  of the scaled lmmsxtrahluns production, 
U d .  
(d) NEXT-EVENT-ESCAPE 
8, €kpmrds for ITS 40 
With this keyword, semndary particles m not banked. Rather, th& weights me changed to 
accwnt for multiplicity and absorption. 
(0 P H - ( f i d O f i b l  
Syntax: PHOTRAN 
Exampie: PHOTRAN 
Default: Srxcwdary C k ~ t r w S  me followad, If electron crags Mcti~n3 are not provided 
1 , 6 6 ,  8- 
for MlTS, hen this keyword is unnecessary. 
[parametmfl)] is a scale factor used to modify bremsstrahlung pmductim so as to increase the 
photon papulation without increasing the number d primary histories. For example, if [pum- 
emfl)] is set equal to two, then there will be twice as much bremsstahlung phmn production. 
The ELIXTRON-RR seccmdary keyword can be u& to control the number of secondary el=- 
tax p m a t d  by this increased populatim d photons. 
m e t e r @ } ]  is the iudw of the material, accdug to the mder in which the matehls are read 
from the moss mtim file, on which the impact icmhadori scaling is b e d  if SCALE-A4PACT 
is not used. The default is material n u m k  1. 
The Wticmd paramem bghniag on the following linc spcify tho= zon- in which bremc- 
smahlung biasing is activated. 
(h) SCALEEP (A4m 0tzi)r) 
rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
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a 
a 
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k w r .  The a d d i t i d  p a r a m c e t r x  bepunin& on ehe following h e  are me mput zones in  which 
the scaled c m 3  sections are applied. Because the scaling factor mmt only te SI& mce, this 
saccmndary keyword may not Ix rtptaead. 
SCALE-IMPACT( IT$ &by) 
Syntax: SCALE-IMPACT Iparamttcr(l]l 
Default: Natural pmbabdiy of e2ectmn impact ionization, txEcpt that if the SCALE- 
BREMS keyword has been used, the %ale factors for t lsctm impact ionization will b~ 
based w the br~mstrahlung scaling (such that for electron slowing from h e  maximum 
energy to the global e l t c m  cutDff energy for every five bnmsstrahlung h t e r d c m s  there 
will IM we cltctmn imnact ionization went in the material mecified tw Cnm-2’Il of 
EXRJIIP~K SCALE-IMPACT 2.0.0 
SC ALE-BREI 
Syntax: TRAP-ELECTRONS [p~m&r(l)] [ ~ U W ~ H Q ) ]  mid] 
Example: TRAP-ELECTRONS 42 5 CUSTOM-TRAP 
14-68  
40 35 40 35 35 
Default: The trapelecaum energy group is the electron cutoff group+ 
For lTS, the global electron trapping cutoffsnmifigd by [parameler(l)] is energy in MeV. 
For h4ITS, the global alectrwn trapping cuk JU lower energy hound of the group specified 
by [ v * ~ f l l J +  
This keyword must Ix followed by two SEI - aramete@)] numbers. The first w mntains 
the input m s  for whih  electron trapphg energies are to be specified. The wcmd set specifies 
the energy below which trapping is testad for the cornpondin8 input zmm. In lTS the clactron 
8, ~ w d  for ITS 42 
h p p h g  energy is spa i f id  clhectly in MeV. In MITS the cwreepclndhg energy group is s p -  
ified. (The lower energy gmup bwnd is used in fmd, and the upper energy group bound is 
u s d  in adjoint.) 
Elacumn trapping is either ineffective or tlot implemented correctly yet fm adjoint Calculatim. 
E k m n  trappin8 is not filly functional for CAD. Trapping will only function with “GEOME- 
TRY 3” and “GEOMETRY 4’t, Trapping will be ptrformed mly w subzones that do not include 
a Z W t  hund€uy. 
Thekeyword cu :-TRAP indictkc that cummized trapping lo& has been included by 
the user in submtiue SAm. 
4. BIAB-GLOBAL 
a 
a 
a 
a 
rn 
a 
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For ITS, the electron trapping cutoff specifid by Iparamttcr(l)] is energy in MeV. 
For W T S ,  the alactmn ~ p p h 8  cutoff is the lwa aqy h n d  of the group specified by 
Electron trapping is either ineffective or not implemented correctly yet fm adjoint cdculatims. 
E k m n  trappin8 is not fully functional for CAD. Trapping will mly knctim with 'GGEohE- 
TRY 3" and 'GGEOMHTRY 4". Trapping will be ptrf~rmed only on submes that do not include 
a zone boundary, 
The keyword CUSTOM-TRAP indicates that custDmirad trapphg logic has been included by 
the u3er in subroutine SAVE. 
- w 1 1 1 .  
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7. CUTOFFS 
Syntax: CUTOFFS mtttr(l)] - [parmete4611 
Example: CUTOFFS 0.01 0.1 2 * For ITS 
1 3  
0.5 0.2 
Example: CUTOFFS 48 49 47 2 0 3 * For MlTS 
13 
45 45 
1 3 4  
45 45 40 
Defaults: In lTS the global e l a ~  cutoff m q y  equals 5% of the maximum s p u r n  mrgy,  
and the global photon cutoff mqy equals 0.01 MeV. In MlTS fonvard mods, the cutoff group 
is the last p u p  for & species. In hIK5 adjoint mode, the cutoff gmup i c  the first group for 
eaczl6pWies. 
In MITS the indices refer lo the 1Pcd group numbers as they were gcnemkd by CEPXS before they 
were wmed [for adjoint cdculatim) in tht Monte carla. In forward mode+ ehuons which slow 
down below the lowest energy h the cutcrffgmup are no longer tmmport&d and theh energy and charge 
are lcxally deposited, Photons which dowoscatecr bebw h e  cutoff group M which RE absorbed (only 
in the default cutoff group] have heir energy locally depsitd mid transport terminated. In adjoint 
m 
rn 
rn 
rn 
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mode, particles which speed up beyond the highest mnergy in the cutoff group will no Iwpr be 
transpwted. 
WARNING: The CUTOFS keyword Qouuld be ugBd with caution in adjoint mcdu Caution is also 
w m t e d  in using this keywurd with neutrons in fmard mode, Low energy tw.utmn3 may pmduoc 
high c q y  photons and my be impostant in the transport pmess. 
Thh keyword modilk the default units of charge and energy deposition outputs tor we ACCEPT 
c&. Thee smndary keywords may be used with DEPOSITION-UNITS: MASS, VOLUME, and 
SCALE. MASS and VOLUME mutually exchive. If the MASS keyword is usad, deposition 
values for e&h input zme will be divided by the m a s 3  of mattrid in tht zone- If the VOLUME 
keyword is u d ,  dep~t ion values for each input ZWB will be divided by the volume of the zone. If 
the SCALE keyword is used (ahher sepmtely or in addition to the MASS M VOLUME keyword], 
depmithn v h  for each input zone willb multiplied by the scaling factor [Pmmeter(l)]. The two 
character s h g s  of] the line following the keyword are the new uois  for energy and charge dcpositicm 
will be used (only) for hMs in the wtpt file. The character she can be up to 15 charactera 
lmg and shwld lx tnclosed in Siqle quotation marks, 
WARNING: Accurate MASS or VOLUME scaling depend w the accuracy of the volume data used. 
Internal calculation of mne volumes is not available for all subzoned bodies or budy mmbinatians. 
Refer to eht GEOMETRY keyword for further inform&m. 
Syrrtax: DETAILIONIZE 
Dtfault3: Line mliatim is reported, but the source of the ionization is not detailed. 
Example: DETAILIONIZE 
This keyword specifies that lint radiation due to & w ~ n  impact ionization aud photon ionization m 
to be repd ~pU#b3ly4 
(a] CHARGE 
Syntax: CHARGE 
Exmple: CHARGE 
Default: Charge depsitim kii not the quantity of interest in the djoht cdculation. 
This keyword sped.fles charge &psition for the quantity d interest to be detemhed in an 
adjoint calculation. The fobwing MATERIAL sub-lqwotd must be present. 
i. MATERIAL 
Syntax: MATERIAL wmter[l)l 
Example: MTHRIAL 5 
Ikfanlt: No default, this sub-keyword must be present. 
This specifis the material in which cluuge &paition ic calm- 
ii. LOCATION 
Syntax: LOCATION 
Example: LOCATION 
Default: milt c h q e  &psition calculatad at the migin. 
See the POSlTION keyword for secrmw keywords. For now, normalization logic is only 
included for MINT and VOLUME distrihtim. 
@I DOSE 
Syntax; DOSE 
Example; DOSE 
Default: Energy depsitim is TKA the qmtity of interest in the adjoint calculation. 
This keyword specifics me%y depwiticm for the quantity of interest to be d e t d e d  in an 
adjoint calculation. The f i l lwing MATERIAL sub-k.yword must be pmmt. 
i. MATERIAL 
Sgntm: MATERIAL w t e r ( l } ]  
Example: MATWIAL 5 
Default: No default, this sub-keyword must be pment. 
Thh specifia the material in which m ~ g y  depositioo is calculated. 
ii. LOCATION 
Syntax: LOCATION 
Example; LOCATION 
Default: Point dpw depwition calculated at the origin. 
See the POSI'TION kywcud for seamday kcywm&.For now, ncmnaliaaticm logic is pnly 
inc1t1de.d for POINT and VOLUME distributiws. 
IC) ESCAPE 
syntax: ESCAPE @f-wwd] 
Example: ESCAPE PHOTONS 
Default: No default for the k t y w ~ r d  ESCAPE M ita t.dary keyword. 
This k g y w d  spwifiec particle m a p  (or leakage) for the quantity of interest to be & m i n e d  
in rn adjoint dculatim. The tertiary keyword must be preaent and be either ELECTRONS, 
P 3 O M N B ,  M NEUTRONS for ele~mn-escapa, photoniscap, M ncutmn+cape, respec- 
The user can furher $pedfy the type of escaping quantity through the fallowing sub-keywcrds: 
tively. 
a 
rn 
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i. 
ii. 
iii. 
GROUP 
Syntax: GROUP [pmamekr(l)] 
Exmple: GROUP 8 
Default: The pmclc escape is integrated over all energy groups. 
This sub-keyword spaifies the group index d the quantity of iutcmt, The cmhr Df the 
p u p  structure is that produced by CEPXS befm the iwersiw which o w m  in the Mwte 
Carlo in d j h t  mode. 
LOCATION 
Syntax: LOCATION 
Example: LOCATION 
Default: No default surface for panicle escape. 
See the POSITION keyword for w.cmddary kgywords. Only the SURFACE keywords me 
fundcmal. The s u b k e y w d  SURFACE specifia the surfaca h u g h  which forward e$- 
cape detector-msppnse will be calculated. 
BINT 
Syntax: BINT [pammt@l)l [pumemr(211 
Default: The particle escape is intepted over lab angles frpm Cb90 &p~. 
Example: BINT MO.O 45.0 
For mw, the &mct d h x i c m  is LOCAL-NORMAL to the spcified esc- surface. The 
escape distributim is betwm~ an@ given by mettr( l ) ]  and [pammt@2)] with de- 
faults of 0 and 90 dtgraes, respactivcly. The escape direction distribution bh is based on a 
crwimlaw to yield partick current. 
1. 
ii. 
MATERLAL 
Syntax: MATERIAL ~ r n e ~ l ) ]  
Example: MATERIAL 5 
Default: No default, this sub-keyword must !x present. 
This specifies the material in which K E W  1s &ul#d. 
LOCAI*ION 
Syntax: LOCATION 
Example: LOCATION 
Default; P&t KERhW dc- at the origin. 
See the POSITION keyword for secwdaq keywords. For now, nprmalimhn lo& is oaly 
included far POINT and VOLUME disnibutiws. 
R e f e m  
Y 
Syntax: DIRECTION mtter(l)] [parameter(2)] 
Example: DIRECTION 90.0 90.0 
Default: reference diredun ic pmitivez dimticm. 
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12. DUMP 
Syntax: DUMP 
Example: DUMP 
Default: no dump 
13. ECHO 
Syntax: ECHO -I)] 
Example: ECHO 1 
Default: IID &D 
If * W H O  1” is i n d  in the input stream, all sub$equmt input card hags will be e c h d  to the 
Fortran unit 6 output. If “ECHO 0” is in& in the input stream, subrqutnt input card images Will 
not h =hoed. 
Synm: EUCTRONS 
Example: ELECTRONS 
Default: e1-n source if neither PHOTONS or NEUTRONS primmy keyword is used. 
15. ELECTRON-EMISSION (i‘TS ACCEPT&& Ody) 
The number of surfaces on which t a l k  are d e k d  is specified with [pmrnwZ]] .  This must be 
f o l l w d  immdlak ’ ly with Zx[p~uame~2) ]  lines. The user must sptclfy the rmrface indices of 
the body numbers for which mlJie$ are desired using @ammtt$3)1 and [parameh(4)1, mppectively. 
Figure 2 illusmates how many of the body types used in ACCEPT have their surfaces numbwed. The 
rectangular pmdkIupipd (Rpp) is numbred the m e  33 the BOX w h m  A1 points in the positive 
xdirection, A2 pints  in the positive y-dhecticm, and A3 pints in the negative z-dimcticm. The right 
circular cylinder (RCC) is nnmberad the 3 m e  as the TRC. 
The suhurfacing (equidistant subdivisicm) af each surface must b s p e d i d  using t w e e 3 ) ]  atld 
[pmmet&#)] to request &he number o€ divisims in the two dimensions. T f i ~  meaning Df thew ‘+U” 
and ‘Y” pmmetm depend u p  the surfw being subsurfaced and are di3cussad kIw. The output 
will refer only to L single subiurface numhr, corresponding tu i a m m t i n g  the I p a r a m e ~ 6 1  value 
first. For ample ,  the 6th s u h h e  in a “3 3” subsurfacing cornponds to the 2nd U-division and 
the 3rd V-division. 
rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
a 
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(a) MINE 
8. Keywords for ITS 
For Bither of these tertiary keywords, the user must insure that the energy Is less than or equal to 
the global electmn cutoff {if less than, the grid will be truncated). 
h MITS, this keyword allows the user tD ‘*collapse’’ the default bin sttucture (which is one bin 
for every p u p  in the electron group structure] into fewer bhs. 
i. USER - The USER saccmdary keyword must lx present, and this h e  must be followed by 
[parmeta(l)] numbers (integers) which spec@ p u p  indices. The lower-bound energies 
of the s p i f i d  p u p s  fwm the lower-bound energies Df the escape bins. The indim 
sh~uld -ear in mictly increasing order. 
&I Nm+lT 
Syntax: N B ~  [paramcler(i)] ~ y w m d ]  
Example: MINT 5 USEX 
Default: 18 bins of 10 d e p s  emh up tD 180 & p s .  
10.0 30+0 90.0 135.0 180,O 
This keyword d h s  the user to define a polar bin structure for mmding electron a- [pa- 
rametet$l)] spif ies  the number of p l a r  bins. 
If the USFJk seconndary keyword is pmmt, then this h must be followed by @muneter[l)] 
n u m h  which specify angle bins in ascending order up to 180 degrees. 
If the DIRECTION-SPACE (CYUMN d ACCEPT OH&) keyword is used, @mmeter( 111 
polar bins are internally p e m t e d  and azimuthal bitu are g m m d  wch th3t angular blm are 
approximately qual in size. 3e.C h warning u& a u b k e y w d  NBN.  
If no m o d a r y  kqward is pmt, then Wmeter(l)] qual width bins will be d&wd 
(c) NBINP (CYLWarad ACCEPT Ondy] 
Syntax: NBINP [pa~a.mete~l)] WsER] 
Example: NBm 9 usm 
10.0 30.0 140.0 235.0 360.0 
Default: 1 bin of 360 d e p s .  
This keyword allows the user to define an azimuthal bin structure fur rcmrdiug electron ts- 
cape. [param&m(l)] specifies the number of ahuthal bins. If the U8FR secondary keyword 
Is p e n t ,  tha this line mu8t be folluwed by [p&rmw&4l)] numbm which spacify angle bins 
in asceding o& up to 360 dqrees.  If the USER k y w m d  i c  not p e n t . ,  then [Pmettxfl)] 
qual width bins will be defined. Note: NBINPcannot be used with the N~INTDIREJCTION- 
SPACE Dptiw. 
WARNING: I3-a azimuthal 9cdq of epcaplng radhjicm is ody rarely requested, the a% 
hutha1 djmmsiw d the escape arrays has hen suppressad to the default value d cmt bin in 
order to saye mmmy, Conaequentiy, if the keyword NBINP is usad to obtdn more than me 
azimuthal bin, the user must incease the dhemion of the &muthd amp by h m h g  the 
value of the parameter lxMAz (IKPMAZ for photon escape, IKNMAZ for rieumn m 
M u e d  in the paramsh file. 
rn 
a 
rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
SYntRX EXECTRON-SURFACE-SOURCE 
Example: ELECTRON-SURFACE-SOURCE 
Default: No forward eltxtmn burface sources in adJDint mode. 
This signals that electron e- is to bt tallied. The follwing keywords are swmndary 
keywords amxiatad with this primmy k y w d  that describe the bin structure used in taUyhg electmn 
escape. D i M o n s  are in the LOCAL-NORMAL frame unless the DELTAO-A’ sub-hywwd is 
used. 
I . .. rn 
X. Kevworda fm ITS 
19, 
20, 
i. ISOTROPIC The forward-source is uniform in angle within the specified angular bin, e,g. 
a thin surface of a radioactive material. 
ii. COSINELAW The fonvard iource has a cmhs-law distribution With respect to the ~urfact 
normal, q., this c m ~ p n d a  10 the "isotmpic+flux" m e $  of cwmk particlw. 
iii. DELTAOAVE The fmward B ~ C C C  is the average, within the spif ied angular bin, of a l l  
plane-wave wunxa with n o d s  within the Bpecifid angula bin. For a& plane wave, the 
~ o u m  is a delta function n o d  to the plane, S(0- 11, This mifit k used to help a m s s  
vulnerability to plamwwe s o u ~ ~ e s .  
(c} NBINP ( C Y L T M d  ACCEPT €My) 
Syntax; NBINP [pameter(l)J [USER] 
Example: NBINP 5 USER 
10.0 30.0 140.0 235.0 360.0 
Defd1: 1 biu of3615 hgrees. 
This keyword allows the urn to deflne 3u azimnthal bin ~mcture fm recording angular distribu- 
tion of forward ~ o u m  for MI adjoint calculmtion with elrxtron 3urface sources. [paramettr(l)] 
specifin the number d mzimuthal bins. If the USFX stccmdary keyword is prcstnt, then this 
h a  must be followad by [pmmcter(l)] numbers which speedy angle h s  in ascending order 
up to 360 & p s .  If the USER kcywotd is not present, then ~ & 3 r ( l ) ]  equal width bins 
wil l  be &firmed. NBINP cannot biz wed with the NBINT/IXRECTION-SPACE option. 
WARNING: B~FEUZK azimuthal smring d escaping radiation is mly rarely quested,  the BZ- 
imuthal dimension of the escape arrays haa been s u p p s e d  to the default value of wm bin in 
order w save memory. Cmsequmtly, if tha keyword NBINP is used to obtain mure thaa ow 
azimuthal bh* the user must in- the dirnmsim of the azimuthal m y $  by incming the 
value d the parameter IKMAZ (JKPMAZ for photon a-, lKNMAZ fm wutr~n escape) as 
defined in tha paramsh Ale.  
Example: ELECTRON-VOLUME-SOURCE 5 7 
Default: No volume source. 
Sptax :  ENERGY [Paramcte~l)l kywurdl [ p r n W 2 1 1  
Example: EAEEtGY 4 
Exmple: ENERGY GROUP 1 
Default; For IT?,, 1.0 MeV monomergetic mum. For MITS, a m o m - p u p  s ~ u m  in the 
(MITS Only) 
highest energy p u p .  
a 
rn 
a 
a 
a 
h MJTS, the m e  my be $@fled as a m~erwget i t ic  s m  or as a mono-gmp smm. For 
an e l a c m  source, the user may specify a rncmomqetic source with the energy specifid by @- 
ramekr(l)] in MeV. For any particle species, if the hyward GROUP appears on the lint, then the 
associated [parmetd2)] specfie-s the single p u p  index which wil l  be u3d for all the s o m e  par- 
ticles. The spi f tc  energy of the hdividd histories will be sampled unifmmly over the width af 
the p u p .  Thus, if the user desires a rnwoemxgetic awt-cz, the crow sections generated by CEPXS 
must include the appropriate single-mergy (or rSonrce-lind*) p u p .  
21, ESCAPFdURFACEEi (Forwad Only) 
Syntax: ESCAPE-SURFACES E~uwTE~.M(~)] 
Exmpk: ESCAPE-SURFACES 3 
Default: All surfaEcs of the tscappe zone (tdlicd as a single surface) for ACCEFT Borh 
surfaces [ Z m  and ZMAX) for TIGER. All thm surface3 (ZMAX, ZMIlU, and W X )  for 
CYLTRAN. 
This specifies the numhr of escap surfaces fm which the integral particle excape or the qwtd 
particle acape WiIl be displayed. Thh h y w d  muat be followed by [ p m e ~ f l l ) ]  wpm lines of 
the secmdary keyword SURFACE. 
Any swiftcation fm CAD will lx ignored. All escaping particles a r ~  scored in a single bc~dy!suriace 
(a) SURFACE 
Syntax: SURFACE [ k c y w d ]  (non-ACCEPT c&) 
or STJRFACE [parameter(l)] B O W  [parameter(2)1 
or SURFACE 3 BODY 2 
(ACCEPT codes) 
Example: SURFACE ZMAX (mn-mm c&s} 
This mb-kywMd s p i f i a  the surfaos index thrpugh which the escaping particles will b~ 4- 
culated. 
For TIGER and CYLTRAN, ~ u r f x e  ZMIN refm to the minimurn-z surface and surface WMAX 
ic f i e  mruiimum-e surface. For CYLTRAN, ssrrface RMAX 16 the laterd e- s& at 
maximum rdm.  Fm ACCEPT it is necessary to s p d f y  b d ~  th surftux index a d  the BODY 
number. Figure 2 illustrates how m y  of the M y  types used in ACCEPT have thdr surfaces 
numbwed. In the case of the arbitrary pIyhedm (ARB), ehe user explicitly specifics the order 
in the input. The right circular cylinder Is  numbered the same as the truucated right-circular cwe 
("RC). The r~xatqplar parallelepiped w) Is numbered the same a& the BOX where A1 points 
in the positive x-direction, A2 points in the positive ydiracticm, and A3 points in the p i t i v e  
* w w .  
The user is CBUtionQd to make sure that the desired ~urfwe has a unique de~riptiwn fur the way 
the u3er Izas sp~cified the gmmtry, otherwise the mult may be invalid. For mxampk, if I m e  
is defined as the union of two bodies and those two bctdies have coincidental surfacts, a particle 
may exit the zone surfwe through either om of the two body surface$. 
(ACC3PT codes) 
22. FILENAMES 
58 
Example: FILE-NAMES 
Default: Default n a m ~  (baed MI Fwtran anit namtx) m used. 
8, Keywwds for ITS 59 
Syntax: FINlTE-ELEMENT-FORMAT [CHARGE] DOSE] 
Example: FINITE-ELEMENT-FORMAT CHAROE 
DtfauIt; no flnite-d-t file 
24. GEOMETRY 
60 
[p=m*d3)1 [ ~ W 4 1  
Example: GEOMETRY 0 1 
RCC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.25 
RCC 0.0 0.1) 0.0 0.1) 0.0 1.0 03 
SPH 0.0 I1.0 0.5 2.0 
SEW 0.0 0.0 0.5 3.0 
END 
z1+1 
z2 +2 -I 
Z3 +3 -2 
z4 +4-3 
2.54 
END 
SUBZONE 1 
110 10 
smzom 2 
1 10 10 RCC-RCC AZ 4 
END 
rn 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
I 
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3 
1 
2 
1 
0 
Default; ID default 
This ktyword signal8 the beghuhg of geometry iuput for the ACCEPT cmks. The value w f  
~meter(l)] determines the option for setting the hubma volume$ in cma: 
(a) 0 (normal and default) causes the voIumear to be set internally  ti^ 1.0, 
(b) 1 causes the code to read volumes from the iuput strem. 
(c] 2 requires that the user provide the necessary l q i c  for computing the volumes at the appro- 
priate place in subroutine VOLACC. 
(d) 3 causm volumes of all BU~DIIBS to b calculated, while the volumes d input zanes that me 
urn submd are s e t  to 1.0 cm3, 
(e] -3 ha.8 the same effect as 3, but cau3t3 printing of wslumts to be S U p p M S a d .  
(r) 4 has the ~ I I B  e f f a  as 3, ht srrbzcme volurna for user specified zcmw may be werwritteu. 
Tracking debug ig turued off or cm waxding to whether [Pmmeter(2)3 is set tqud to 0 (default) 
or not, mpixtively, WARNING: The tracking debug ftaeure may produce a lot of iufcmaticm. 
11 is suggested h t ;  a single history be simulated to agms the size d the resultin8 output file 
p r o d u d  
The SUBZONE-ONLY mb-keyword WEBS ACCEPT to process input firwugh the p m e t q ,  
write a FINTTE-ELEMHNT-FORMAT flk a d  thm quit. No further pmesBing of hput is 
perfumed and UD particle transport is perfmmd. This hture is used to produce a refined 
aubmne structure without energy or charge deposition results. The resulthg file can k used 
when mapping the mults of a pvious calcula?im performed w a co= subzone strucm 
onto this refired bubzpne structure. Thm is a tool to perfcmn this mapping called MAPPER. 
M a t  follows the keyword h e  is the list d primitive bodies used to wmt the combinatorial 
g m q  followed by an END h a ,  the list of input zones constructed from the primitive bwdies 
follwed by an END line, the list of subzcming spccikatim3 followed by an END he, and 
possibly a list of z m  volumm depending u p  the setting d [paramctc~l)]. 
Immediately after t h i ~  information, there must follow a w i e s  of lines, one for each input zme, 
with each containing [patwmttr[3)]. These pameters p c l f y  the material foreach input zme. 
In the c w  of the MCODES, the ma.cmsrxlpi,ic field flag is inserted as meter(4)J on each 
line. This flag specifies the macrrsscqtic fields that are p m m t  in the given zone and m y  have 
tk v h :  0 for no flald, 1 for m y d c  Add cmly, md 2 for elatr ic field (and also pwsibly 
magnetic field). 
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Although bodies and z p ~ 6  m optional in ACISI) Y mode, the END statements must be 
included even if the sectims m otherwise empty, 
In HYBRI3D mock, CG zone3 may be guperimpwed w the CAD geometry. The escape zone 
must be speci&d a$ the last zone as the complement of m RPP (thal is, everything outside of a 
b d y  that is m RPP). Tht RPP thould be equal to or larges than the CAD assembly bounding 
box. A “&hd” void (cmspmding to L CAD “undefined” void) must be spcified as the 
second IO last zone. This should be the RFP (used to s p i f y  the escape zwe) minus all other 
dufind CG space. 
Material8 must bc s p i f i e d  for zones in all modes. In ACISDNLY mode, materials should 
be assigned tD all CAD Z P ~ B ,  md two additional void 3ssipmmts should €B made for the 
uodefined void and the escape zone. For HYElRID calculaticms, material assilnments should bE 
made fm all CAD zona followed by material assignments for al l  CG zones. Shw the wlddwd 
void and @cape mm are included in the CG description, no additional asdgntnent~ m q u k d  
for these. 
25, HISTORIES 
Syntax: HISMRIHS [p3mmttr(l)] 
Example: HISTORIHS 1OM)oI) 
Default: loo[) histories 
This specifies the total number of primary particla histor& to be followed. [paramekr(l)] carnot be 
greater than 2,147,433,647 Qx., 2”-l). To 9imulate m m  histories, the HISTORIES-PER-BATCH 
keyword should be used, HISTORES and HISTORIES-PER-BATCH m mumally exxclusive key- 
WQrdS. 
This specifis the number of primary partick ~$t.orie$ to be f o l l w d  pcr batch. [parameter(l)] camm 
be greater than 2,147,483,647 &e,, Z3l-l). To simulate m m  histories, the number of barns should 
be imreawd. HISTORES and HISTORIES-PER-BMCH m mutually axchusiva keywords. 
This keyword defim the s m  particles to be ntutmns rather than electrons. 
SX ELECTRON-FLUX 
SW ELECTRON-SWACE-SOURCE 
32. NEUTRON-VOLLJME-SOURCE (A~ijuim h i y j  
See ELEXTI 
33. NEW-DATAaET 
N-VOI 
SyUtax: NEW-DATA-SET 
Example; NEW-DATA-SET 
Defauh: cmeruu. 
Tnis keyword signifies that the data set for a particular Monte Carlo run has bwn read and h a t  the 
data set for a new Mmte &lo run follmc. Its puqmst is to permit multiple Monte Carlo ms within 
a single oode execution. I@ u q e  repmmU the exwptictn to the rule that the prim- bywordi 
we order independent. 
The cmss section file used for the calculation must cmtdn the cms mtioa data nectsmy for running 
dl of the problems. The input data being descrikd in the present gccticm must be repeated for m h  
problem, and the input data $eB for the different problems must be sepmted  from me anofher by a 
line conmiming fiis keyword. 
For CAD calculations, the prmfile and SAT file$ will not be reread for ewh run. Therefurn, a l l  of the 
problem must use the game CAD calculation pat;ametm and the 3 m e  CAD &omtry f l h .  
34. NO-COHERENT {ITS O@,I 
Syntax; NO-COHERENT 
Example: NO-COHEREWT 
Default: Coherent photon c c 6 n g  will b included in the calculation. 
This k y w d  deactivates the til-----hw ofcoherent photon scathing. 
8, Kevwmds for ITS 
STntEX: NO-DEPOS~ION-OU“T 
Example: NO-DWOSTION-OUTPUT 
Default: Entrgy and charge hpdticm output is written to ‘“fokl2” and unit 6 outqut. 
Tbiis keyword s u p s c s  energy and charge depcsiticm output. This may p v e  useful when the 
FINITE-ELEMEN’T-FOWT kepord is used With numawls submnes. 
Syntax: N O - m C a G  
Example: NO-KICKING 
Defaults: Terminal pmtssing of e l e c m  arrd piwc includes kicking, except in the 
MCODES. 
This byword is intmdd for dtvclqment purposes cmly, TJx “kickit$’ d e m n s  and pmitrons 
is m approximation that m o w  the partlcle to account for transpart at lower energ&, Thlx is based 
~1 the remaining practical muge of the parrick. U h g  this keyword will cauw the particle energy 
and charge to b locally depmited In the MCODES, there is no Hdcing, and using this keyword is 
redundant. 
a 
a 
a 
Syntax: NO-STRAGGLING 
Example: NOSTRAGGLING 
Defaults: Energy Iosa stra@ing is applied tD c ~ e c ~ .  
Sea ELEJCTRON-ESCAPH 
Sea ELECTRON-FLUX 
8. Keywords for ITS 66 
The RAYPRINT wdary keyword d l w s  the user to print mt the ray segment data for any or all 
of the myb gemrated with the RAYTRACE keyword. b y  sqgmeut data ccmtahs all the h fonna t im  
needad w perform a 1-D tmmport cdcuhtion along the @ of I ray. RAYPRINT with no parameters 
prints out ray segment data fm all rays. If [parameter(l)] ic presmC it is theuumbm of rays for which 
the user is q m e i n g  my segment data and requires [pa~xmetix(l)] p a h  of angles beginning cm the 
next lint d input. The angle pairs wmspond to the theta (polar angle, 0 to 180 degrcs) and phi 
(azimuthal angle, I) to 360 degrees) d each angular bin for which the u m  wma my segment dBta 
printed. The specified angh dD not have to be exactly the angular bin centroids, lTS will find the 
SM ELECTRON-VOLUME-SOURCE 
(4 ~ r r m  
sum: €QINT [Paramettr(l)l {TIGER c&s) 
(non-TIOEEt codes) 
Example: POINT 2.a (TIGER c&c) 
Default: Tht smm is a point SDWE at the origin. 
or POINT ~ e t e r ( l } ]  [parruneta(2)] [pa1xmW3)1 
or POINT 0.0 0.0 20 (IIOII-TIGER d t ~ )  
This sub-keyword 3 p a c i f ~ s  that the murcc is a p i n t .  For TIGER, the $irigle lmatirsn is the z 
mrdinate of the point. For tk non-TIGER codw, the three parameters specify the x, y and z 
mrdhates, mpectiwly. 
The default dimticma1 distribution i s  monodirectional in the psithe z - k t i m ,  but the =fer- 
m e  dbsctiw and s p u r o ~  distribution may be specified by the DIRECTION keyw~rd. 
(b) LINE (CYLTRANd ACCEPT Chip) 
Syntax: LINE rn 
Example: LINE 
3.2 3.1 5 5  
9.1 3.4 3.1) 
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distribution. 
This keyword specifies the s m  a& a line. The command line following the keyword contains 
the x, y, and z coordinats of one end of the lint. The next command line cwuins the x+ y, and z 
c d i n a w s  ofthe other end d the line. The mrrx is sampled utifmnly alwg the lint segment. 
The defmlt directional distribution is r n o n c i - M u d  in the p~sitiva z-tlirtxtion, but the Rfm- 
ace direction and s o u r n  dibtributian may be specified by the DEECTION kyword. 
(c] DISK (CYLTRANatd ACCEPT €My) 
This byword specifies the S D U ~  3s a disk. The three parmetem specify the x+ y+ and z mor&- 
nales d the lomtim of the mter of the disk. 
The default directid diwibuticm i s  mom-dimtional in the dittcticm of the orktmtlcm of the 
disk, but may be spufled with the DIRJXTICIN keyword. 
This subkeyword should be followed by the two follwing tertiary keywords: 
i. RADlU8 
Synm: RADIUS [ParametH(l]] ~ y w o r d ]  
E x r ~ n p l ~  RADIUS 3.5 RADIAL-BIASING 
DAult: Zero radius point source. 
[Paramcte~fl)] specifies the radius ofthe disk s m e .  This pmmetw may be followed by 
the keyword RADIAL-BIASING that will came $ m e  particles to !x sampled uniformly 
in radius (ralher than uniformly in area]. 
ii. ORIENTATION ( N c v y e ~ ~ ~ i o m z ~ )  
Syntax: ORENTATION [pwame&r(l)] [parmete@>] 
Example: ORIENTATION 
Default: The orientation of the disk is in the positive zdircction. 
Fur n~w, the orientation of the disk is set by the refemce dirsctiw under the DIRECTION 
keyword. 
(d) AI'WULUS KWW and ACCEPT Only) 
Syntax: ANNULUS [Parametcr(l)] @atamtttr[2)] [parameter(3)] N w d ]  [ p m -  
Example 1: ANNULUS 0.00.02.0 
Example 2: ANNULUS 0.0 0.0 2.0 PROFILE 4 
W411 
4.0 20 RBDIALBIASING 
0.0 0.5 3.0 1.0 
2.1 2.4 2.9 3+1 
DefauIt: Thm is no default ANNULUS spatial distrihtim. The orientation of the 
mnu1ua is in the pdtiva z--on (or m y  be d u h d  by the reference drectiun 3 p i f i e - d  
with the DIRECTION kyword). 
This keyword specifies the G D W ~  aa a rectangle. The three Iims following the keyword must 
mntaiu the x, y, and z c o d n a t a  of vec tm V1, V2, and V3 spifymg 3 mmIs of the rectan- 
gle. (Vl-V2) must be ~ r t h q o d  to (V3-V2), and the refemre direction is defiued by W - V Z )  
X (Y3-VZ). 
(f,SUR.FACE . 
This subkeyword specifies the curface index through which the mum particles will be 6t~1ted. 
For TIGER and Cl'LTRAN, surfwe ZMIN refers to the minimum-z 3urfx.e and surface ZMAX 
is the maximum-z surface. For CYLTRAM, surface M A X  is the lateral txmpe surface @t 
&mum radius. 
For C m M ,  3 wbitmq cylindrical surface can be specifid. W M l ) ]  is the lower 2 
cwordinate. Iparamete@)] is the uppr Z cwrdinate. [pm.~utw3)] is the radius d cyliudrical 
&ace. By default the refenme direction is h w d  normal but the reference direction may be 
defined as outward normal by u a i g  the keyword OUTWARD. The Efmncc direction c m o t  
lx changed with the DIRECZCIN kywurd. 
For ACCEPT, it is necessary to specify hth the surface index number and the 3 s s ~ C i a t . d  BODY 
number. Figure 2 illustrates h w  many of the body types used in A C P T  have their surfaces 
numbered. In the c w  o€ the arbitmy polyhedron (ARB), the user explicitly specifia the d e r  
in the hpu~ The right circular cylinder is numbered the uune BS the tnmcBtBd right-circular cme 
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Figure 2. Sur& indices fm ACCEPT bodies 
. . .  . .  
(TRC). The rectangular parallelepiped (Rpp) is numbred the s 3 m  as the BOX where A1 points 
in the positive xdimticm, A2 points in the positive y-direction, and A3 @ts in the pxitive z- 
direction. The user need not be Doncernad if the desired surface has a unique dwmiptim for the 
way the user ha$ specified the geometry, By ddault h e  reference dhwtion is I n w d  nmmd, hut ' i .  . . .  : .  : j 
the refmnce :dhe&on may be d&ned a$ outwad normal by using the keywdrd OUTWARD. j : :  . j  
The rekrtncc dirtctiosn caunot be changed with the DI€ECTION keyword. 
Syntax; UNEORh4-IWTROPIC-FLUX [ p ~ m e t ~ ( l ) ]  
. .  
. . . . .  . .  . . . . . . .  . . .  . . . .  . . .  . .  
LINIFOM-HOTROPIC-FLUX (CYLTRANaand ACCEPT Ortdy) . 
. . . .  
Example: UNIFORM-ISbTaoPIC-FLUX [pmeter( l ) ]  
Defikit:! mere is 110 default UNIFORM-ISOTROPIC-FLUX sourci;. . 
This keywc&:allows for the pimulation of a uniform' Isotropic radiation 'fkld. The d e r e m  
direction is inward normal, and the distribution is c o s i ~ - l a w  MI the surface. The refermx 
dirsctim catmot be changed with the DIRECTION keyword. 
For CYLTRAN, no parameter is m s m y ;  a cyLindw Bufficimt to surround the problem is 
automatidly used. . . .  
Fm' ACCEPT, [ p m 1 3 N I ) ]  $p~-Mes t k  i&x d'h body ovw which th swroe will .he ' " j . : . ,  
9ampled. WARNING: There i s  BO diagnostic to insure that mywhere outside d this My is the . .  j : j . .  
e#C* zone. 
VOLUME 
. .  . . .  . .  . .  . . .  . .  . . . . . .  . . . .  
syntax: VOLUME [pammaer(l)] [keyword] [EiRmmew(2)1 
Example: VOLUME 3 
. .  . . .  . . . .  . . . .  . . .  . . . .  
. .  
. . .  
. .  . . .  
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(ACCEPT codes} Example; VOLUME 3 SHELL 1 .d 
Default: There is no defauIt for the volume source option. 
Fm TIGER, wmete~(l)] i$ the input-zone index. 
For ACCEPT, [paramewl)] is a body index. For a SPH or RCC body, the keyword SHEJ-L 
may be used with specifying the i m  radius of the spherical or cyUu&al shell. 
FOF ACCEPT, the bctdy mferrcd to need not be part of thc actual zane description of the geometry, 
48. PRINT-ALL 
Syntax: PRINT-ALL 
E m p l e :  PRINT-ALL 
Default: Only the curnuhive results for the A n a l  batch will be written to the output file. 
This primary keyword causes the cumulative m u l ~  h m  al l  U s s  to be written tp the output file 
(Fortran unit 6). 
This keyword causes the spectrum of &orW energy to be calculated fw Input zona [pmwmtm(l)] 
through [paramew(2)]. These parametas ~omspond to the mkr  of the input zcmes s those z m s  
w m  input, If the parmetma are left blank, the spectrum of absorbed energy will be calculated for 
the antire p m e q .  Cmtaiu biasiug schemes, such as thaw activated by the sub-kywords SCALE- 
BREMS and SCALEIMPACT, are inccmsisknt with this calculatiun; PULSE-HEIGHT will cause 
them to b~ d d v a t e d  (a mwtge 90 informing the user is written to the output file). The follow- 
ing secoadmy h y w r ~ r d  ewibes the energy bin structure used in tallying the specmrn of absorbed 
m w p  
NElNE 
syntax: NBm [param*fll)] [keyword] 
Example: N3M 6 USER 
Default; kn  tiins of equal width plus total ak~srrrptirsn and escape [i.c., 12 bins Mal). 
1.99999 1.0 0.5 0.25 o , m 1  0.0 
If byword]  is not specified then [pmmeter(l)] is the n u m k  of desired equal-width bins plus 
2 (to account for both total absorption and escape). Urnword]  is USER, [pmmeter (111 is the 
number of bin emrgieg to be cad. The cmly choice fm b y w d ]  is: 
1. 
rn 
rn 
rn 
:. 
‘ m  
‘. 
rn 
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Note that the primmy keyword dm, with no c4.h~ parmeters cr keywords, will result in the calcu- 
lation of the cpectrum of absorbed energy for the atire geDmetry uelug the default bin structure. 
50. RANDOM-NUMBER 
[Parame~(l)] is the initial random number seed for the Monte Carlo IUII. Thi3 keyword cm l~ used 
to start a mu with the final random numhr from an earlier tun for wbich a dump file does not exist. 
For RNOl, this keyword can &o be uscd in &tugging to isolate the offending Primary history, For 
a similar gurpmt, the more Bophisticatcd user can use this keyword in conjunction with a print of the 
hitid raadom n u m k  seed of I swm partick, IRSAV 
For RN02 and RNG3, the state d the RNG is m a  than a shgk seed. See the RESTART-HISTORY 
See the Random Number &nerato~~ section for fudwr discussion d icsues crmcmhg random num- 
t h x  routiness. 
ktywwd fur a mt?dlod af debuggiag with tRmse gLxlmm. 
52. RESTART 
Syntax: RESTART 
Example: RBSTART 
Default: A new calculatiw is performed instead of 3 restart. 
72 
This keyword s p e d i ~  that a restat will be executed u h g  the state of the random number perator 
spcified in the file ‘kngstate.dump”. This file is written when the ppm exits due to an error in 
execution. It contains the state of the random numkr gemator at the start of the panicle history in 
which the error w d .  Only the offending histoty will be mecutBd, This d h s  the user tn repcat 
the single history in which an m c  OCCUCB. 
In parallel, tha restart must be performed with STATIC lomi balancing, 9im the RNO state is not 
p s e d  to 3 u W a .  
Syntax; SIMPLE-EREMS 
Example: SIMPLE-BREMS 
Default: more accu;mte brems~trahlung distributions. 
Symax: SOURCE-SURFACES [pmmeter(l)I 
Example: SOURCESURFACES 3 
Default: All surfaw.3 of the escape z ~ n e  (tdlied a5 a single surfact) for ACCEPT. BDth 
s u t f m  (ZMIN and ZMAX) for TIGER. 
73 
(TRC). The ractanylar parallelepiped (W) is r m m W  the same as the BOX whew A I  pintc  
in the positive x - k t i m ,  AZ p h b  in ?he prwitive y d k t i o n ,  and A3 p&ts in the positive 
' zdirectiun. 
56. SPECTRUM 
Example: SPECTRUM 5 
1.00 0.80 0.76 0.53 0.00 
9.04.0 3.0 2.5 2.0 
B ~ p k  SPECTRUM 5 WMBER-PER-BIN 
0.40 0.08 0.46 1 ,M 
5.04.0 3.0 2.5 2.0 
H m p l e :  SPECTRUM 5 NUMBER-PER-BIY-PER-MEV 
0.m 0.04 0.46 1.06 
5.0 4.0 3.0 2.5 2.0 
Default: mom-enqetic S W R ~  ('lTS] M mono-group swm (MlTS) 
Example: SP€CTRUM4 
1 .0 0.5 03 0.0 
1.3325 1.3325 1.1732 1.1732 
The user may bias the energy sampling of S D U ~  pmicles. If the BLUED keyword appears w the 
game lirw as thr; SPEJCI'RUM k.qwotd, the l h t  spemurn read will be the spechum sampled from and 
the sawnd ~pectnun will be the me 3pecaum of the murce particles. Both spectra must bt on the 
g a m e  mergy grid+ In the following example, the 1.3325 h4eV line Will be sampled 3 h e s  mow often 
by the code than the 1.1732 MeV he (but the pdcle weightc will IE adju8td to wzccouut for thr: fu4 
that the true SOUIUB has qual probability of tach line). 
Exampie: SPECTRUM 4 BIASED 
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1.0 0.25 0.25 0.0 
1.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 
1.3325 1.3325 1.1732 1.1732 
In adjoint mode, t h i s  keyword allows the &tector mponsc to be calculated by folding with multiple 
forward source spectra during a single calculatiw. 
S p h x ;  SPEmUM [ ~ a ~ f l l ) ]  ADJOINT-SPECTRA b y ~ d l  
B m p k  SPECTRUM 2 ADJOINT-SPECTRA PHOMN 
5 2.31 
4 1.56 
1.00 0.30 0.76 0.53 0.00 
14.2 13.1 10.1 8.6 5.4 
1.0D 0.50 0.25 0.0 
14,O 12.0 9.0 3.0 
h m p l e :  SPECTRUM 1 ADJOINT-SPECTRA PHOTON NUMEER-PER-BIN 
5 
0.462 0.0924 0.5313 2.2243 
14.2 13.1 10.1 865.4 
Default: The detector mpse is only calculated by folding with I flat forward spectrum. 
The defwlt i$ scmiug with a flat f m a r d  spectrum and is included in the output if thic k e y d  is uot 
used. If this keyword is UW to 3pecify fmward spectra, output will be gentrated b a d  m folding 
with the fornard spectra. In either case results will be given in the energy bin structu~e specified with 
the NBlNF, sub-keyword of the S U R F A C E S O ~ C E  selected. However, in the cw of the default, 
results will correspond with foldmg against a flat spectrum of unit strength for & c q y  span 
rqmrted. That is, the unit gtrength is applied to wh energy spm, not to the entire energy span of the 
przhlm. If this keyword is used, results will c m ~ p o n d  to the rmpmse due to source partides in the 
Wrgy 3pan rtpmted. 
a 
a 
rn 
a 
a 
rn 
a 
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This keyword applies only for pwdlel processing. [pmmmr(l)] specffiw the numbm dpmmsms 
to w h i h  lxbhes can be distributed. @ w 2 ) ]  spccihs the number d b a h  h a m  interma- 
dwy wltputs. [p~rmeter(3)] ic a factor multiplying the running averuge of the batch time such that if 
any batch time exceeds this time, the W is cod- to be in an injinitt Imp and the run will be 
tIxtnhlaM. 
If the mu i s  tmnimted for m assumed fnfir6t.e Imp, the random numb seed for that batch is output 50 
t.€w suhcqumtly, that htch alone cm be IUU by using that random number seed as the parameter for 
the RANDOM-NUMBER byword. If the code itself det.ecB m e m  condltitirsn that is not an hflmte 
Imp and calls ABORTX, the mh of random numhrs to the beginnin8 of the offending history is 
output and the "mg&.a.te.dumpT' file is written+ The user can subsequently run cmly the ofimding htch 
(with the RANDOM-NUMBER keyword) or the ufkudiiq histoy (with the RESTART-HISMRY 
WWW. 
58, TITLE 
Syntax: TITLE [~t~mmekfll)] 
Example: TlTLE 
Adjoint Dose ca -A' in in A1 box in Satellite GPS-4 
Default: no title 
This keyword signals that the next h a  of input cads [pmmeter(l)], which is tl title of up to 
80 columns that will be w r i h  to the output file and will b used BB the title on any plota that are 
@ W t & .  
9 TIGERkmetry  
76 
The geometry of the TIGER code$ is the 5tnpltst of the ITS membr.codss. It i b  strictly ow dimm- 
Simal. A particle traJeckq is de$u’ibed cmly in terms of the z d i n a t e  of p d t i o n  and the z direction 
Dosine, Neverthelass, this is often all that is necessary, and, became the TIGER c& are the fastest and 
simplest to use, they should always be w n s i d d  They are especially us~ft.11 in obtainiug accurate answe~  
W qwtiws involving very bask Wspmt phenomtna. 
9,l Problem Geometry 
92  Conventions ?or Es~phng Padelea 
In addition to quantities internal to the problem gmmetty such as charge deposition, energy dqmdticm 
and particle flux, radiation that escapes may also ~ E I  smred. Bwmse geometry is defined as infinite s h  
with cmly a fidte z-dimmnsion, particle escape is classified 8s om d 
1. Radiaeiw that escapes from the maximum-z boundary of the problem. 
2 Radiation that e s c a p ~ ~  frrnn the minimurn-z b~uudwy of the pmblm. 
rn 
a 
rn 
rn 
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10 CYLTRAN Geometry 
There arc a variety Df experimental ptublems in which the symmetry rquhmerM8 of the CYLTRAN 
codes atr: satisfied tD a good approximation. This is especially true in those experiments fm which the radi- 
atiw some is itself a cylindrical beam, as in the m e  of many puLd and stmdy-gtate elactmu a c c e i m t m .  
The mly essential requirement, hawever, is t h a ~  the material prnetry, as specifid by the input zones, be 
cylindrically symmetric. The traje~turias themdves are fully three dimensional. In a code modificatim, 
the more sophisticated urn may wish to &fine a nm-axisymmecric mum or, in the c u e  of CYLTMNM, 
b non-mhymmetric field  onf figuration, along with whatever azimuthal tallies he desks. Note that the logic 
is already included for sc~ring azimuthallydepmdmt escap~ distributions &e keywords ELIKTR€tN- 
€SCAPE, PHOTON-ESCAPE, md NEUTRON-ESCA€”E) and azimuthally-dependent chage depmitiun, 
energy depsiticln, and pardcle fluxec (see kywc& ELECTRON-FLUX, PHOTON-FLUX, NEUTRON- 
FLUX, and GEOh4RTRY, a$ well 35 the dirmuckm of Automatic Subzwing). 
10.1 Pmblm Geometry 
The mbmid geometry for the CYL.TRAN cmks consists of a right circular cylinder Df finite length. 
the axis of which coincides with the z axis d the Cartesian system that h u i b e s  the pattide trujwctorie~ 
The lcccatiw of this cylinder, hmaftix h d  to aB the problem cylinder, dmq the z axi~ is cmnplcwly 
arbitmy+ The entire vohme within the problem cylinder mug be specified in terms of material or void input 
mt~, tach of which ic bounded by two and only two cylindtrs coaxial with the z axis and two and only 
Tnt malerial con@~~ration is thm c p e m t l y  described by the h&lf section d the problem cyhdt r  
&.ahad by passing a plane throu@ its axis. An example pf such a half section is &own in Fig. 3. The 
tmimntal base line is the axis of the pmblm cyhder, and the other h h m t d  line3 m labelpd by the 
radii d the wmponding cylindrical t m n d m i ~ .  The vertical h a s  are labeled by the z cmrdhatc of the 
cimesp~nding plane boundaries. The solid lims are mal material bm~ndaries; the brdm linm arc not. 
The daBhBd Iim are employed either to complete the perimeter d tht problem cyliudm half secticm or 10 
b m k  m m  complex zones of a given material {e.g,, those haring Lshapd half 3wtion9 in Fig. 3) into the 
simpler input mnea required by the cpde [i.e., ZOM whow half sections m mtmglas). The dMtrd lines 
describe Bubming of a gim hput me for purpmes of obtaining charge deposition, energy deposition, 
Each zone in Fig. 3 is bunded by solid md!m dashed lines and mtains  a material index [cimld). 
A z m  iadex define$ a mid mw; od~erwist, the mattrial indim itre defined by the d e r  in w h i d  the 
mterialc art s p ~ j h d  in wrecuhg the c m s - d c m  genemhg code. Each of the= input m s  r q u h  a 
siugle input card fpr its dtwcrifion. ”ha dutted bs illu$tr3& submdug d a p ~ c u l a r  input zcme into equal 
axial m#or d i d  inwanat$. Azimuthal subzoning is also p~ss ibk  as discussed under the GEOMETRY 
keyword It dm follows from that diwussicm hi separate input cardg describhg thew subzoms are not 
q u k d .  This description is accomplishad i n t e d l y  by the code using the subming p-s specifid 
w the input card describing the input zwe. This feature allows the user to obtain h e d m m c i c m a l  chargt 
&position, energy dcpositicm, and flux profiles within a given input zone with a sin& input card. 
two plana perpendicular tD the z axis. 
and flux pmflles. 
The following input c& dBBuibe the problem p o m m  iIlu$t.rated in Fig. 3. 
GEOMETRY 6 
-2.50 -2.M) 0.00 1.25 1 
-1.5OO.oD 0.M 1.50 2 1 3 2 
10. CYLTRANGiaomttry 
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Rgure 3. Exmple of the half section of a problem cyhder 
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1, Rdiatirsn that e s ~ p  from the maximum-z boundary d the problem cylinder. 
2. Radiation that ampa fr : rnirbum-z hundaq Q€ the problem cylinder. 
3. Radiation that ogcapus h m  maximum-r c u d  lateral bwndary d tht problem cylinder. 
In forward mode, t h e e  Muitions must be apphd by the user with the ESCAPE-SURFACES keyword 
to sptcify where acaping p d c l a s  are to h tdJied. In adjoint m&, thhe SOURCESURFACES keyw~rd  to 
specify where escaping adjuncton pfuhdi3 am to be tal.lhd. The default in either m& is to prfm talks 
al all time surfaces. 
11 ACCEPT Geometry 
80 
The ACCEPT cocks provide cxperheut.ers and themists with a method for the routine mlution of cou- 
pled &ctrodphm transport thtuulh ~ d i m m k m d  rnu1tirnateh.I geometrim &scribed by the combi- 
natorial method. In the co,mbhat.orid scheme, f i h e  prwblem input ms we built up wt of prjmitim bodies. 
This is in contrast to m m  traditional schemes that define the m m  in tmtk15 of bounding su,rfms. The 
SANDYL c& is an example d the latter in that it makes use of a system of v i a l  quadratic surfaces md 
Cartesian planes in arder to define the &lm zones. We find the combinatorial rnethd of spwcifyhg hput 
zones in m n s  of solid bodies to be Bimpler, more W t i v e ,  and less mbiguous than spixification in terms 
of hnw 6 U f f E ~ X s .  The combinamrial scheme also l m  86 the cakulutiori prqpssac; at any particular 
time it makes use of idormation obtaj~~ed from past experience in o t r  to improve the efficiency of its 
search pmddures used in particle bwkirig. Thih same ltarning ability precludes the q u i m n t ,  typical of 
many other gemwhy s c h e s ,  for hpuuitq a substantial amount d tracking infprmation 
4. Spec@ the volumes of the subzom, if t 
The combinatorial-geometry method q u k s  a library of gemnetrial M y  types from which the user 
may chmw in order to -be h i s  problem confipmtion. The hfmmatim required to specify each M y  
type in a three-dimdonal Cartesian system is as follows; 
2. Sphere (SPH] - Specify the cDmpDnents of the radius vector V to the center of the sphere and the 
radius R of the sphere. 
3. Rqht  Circular Cylinder @CC) - Specify the c o m p e n b  Df a radius vecfo~ Y to the c e n w  of one 
base, the cornpmmb of a vector H fmm the cmkr of that baw to the center of the other bme, and the 
radilrs R of the cylinder. 
11. ACchpT W w  
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Figure 6. Risht Circulw Cyhdm (RCC) 
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Figure 7. Right Elliptical Cyhder (REC) 
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'6." Ellipsoid (ELL} - $peci€y the cornpoi& of the radius v e c m  Y1 and Va t~ the foci of the p l a t e  . 
prolate dJipmid m or] the major mic, the a ~ i s  &ut which the ellipse is rotated to form the body. 
The center ofthe body lies halfway between the foci. The square ofthe length dthe major axis equals 
. . . .  7; :Wedge W P )  -Specify the cornpents of a cadius vectorY to me of the comets and the components 
az, and 
&psoid a d  the length of the rnajwr mi$ R. lT5 om not meppt an oblate ellipsoid. The foci'uf a rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
the sum of the square of the length of the minor axis plus the square of the diatam between the feci, 
s W g  at that comer mi deflnin~ the wedge 
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. . .  . .  . . . .  . . .  . . .  . . . .  . . . .  . . .  . . . . . . .  
. . . .  
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. .  
! 
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. . .  . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . .  
Ffw 9. Ellipsoid 
. . .  . . .  
. .  . .  . . . .  
. . .  . .  . . . . .  . . . . . .  
F@M IO; 'Right A@ wsdgt (WED) 
. . .  . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . .  . .  
. . .  . .  . . .  . . . .  . . .  
. .  . . .  . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . .  
. .  . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . .  
. .  . . .  . . . .  . . .  . . .  . . . .  . .  
. . .  
. . .  . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . .  
. . . . . . . .  
. . .  . .  . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . .  
. . . . . . .  . . .  . . .  . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  
. .  . . .  . . .  . . . .  . . . . .  . . . .  
. .  . .  . . . .  . . . .  . . .  
. .  . .  . . . .  . . . .  . . .  
. .  
. . . . . .  
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8, Six (BOX) - Spxify the components of a mdlus vector V.to MIC of the wrne~~ md thi ckmpcmmts 
of three mutually perpmclicuh~ vtxtois 8 1 , ~ .  and q starting at that wmr and M n i n g  a rectangular 
p d l d e p i p d  of mbitrary mientation. 
. . r  . .  . . . .  
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. .  . . .  . . . .  . . .  . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
. .  . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . .  
. . .  . . . .  . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . .  
. .  . .  
9. Arbitrary Pdyhtdmn (ARB) - Specify the compunenm of k (k = 4, 5,6, 7 , : ~  8) radius vwtors, Vi 
through Vk, tct the imrtm of an arbitrary non-reentrant polyhedron ofup.tp 4ix s i b ,  and specify the 
indica of the cmm of e&h face by m m 3  of a series of four-digit nu’mbm between “1230” and 
“3765” (enter zero for the fd index d . a  tlme-mrncred face]. The Qia must apppear in either . .  
clockwise or wunterc1uckwis-e order. . . . .  . . .  . . .  . . . . . .  . .  
. . .  
. . .  . . . .  . . . . . .  
. .  . . .  . . .  . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
. .  . .  
. .  . . . .  . .  . . .  . . . . .  . . .  FWtW 12. Arbitrary Polyhedron (ARE) 
I’ . 
. . . .  . .  
. .  . . .  . .  . .  . .  . . . .  . . . . .  .. ; .. : 
. .L . , 
. . . . . .  . . .  . . . . . .  . . .  . . . .  : ,.I.’.’ . . . .  . . . . .  . . .  . . . .  
. , .  
. . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . .  . . . . .  
10, Tprui {TOR) - The kcfor Y specifies the coordinates of the c&tmid of the toms, the unit vector H 
specifies h e  axis of revolution+ the major radius R speclAas the distance from the centroid of the toms 
to the center d the ellipse to be rotakd the radius RH !ipacifies.the axis of the ellipse parallel to the 
H vector, and the radius Rp spedfles the Mhtr axis of the ellipse. For now, only circular (RH = %) 
tori m allwd. . . . .  . . .  . . . . .  . . . .  
. .  
. . . . .  . .  
. . . . . .  
..... . ,. . . . .  . -.:, . . . . . .  . : , .,’. I , . .-. ; ;;;. : < 
. . .  . . . . . .  . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . .  
. .  
. .  . . .  . . . .  . . .  . . .  . . . .  . . . .  . . .  
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. . . . . .  . .  . . .  . . .  . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  
. . .  
. . . . .  
Having defined the nemsary geometrical bdies, the mer must then mol% the entire .@km . .  gwmetry 
. . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . .  h to  input z m m  satisfying the following miteria: . . . .  . . . . . .  
1. An input m e  m y  consist tmly af dther a single homogemus material or I mid. 
2. E w y  pdnt of h e  problem geometq must lie within one and w l y  me input m e . :  : i , ,  , ,  
3. The final input m must be a void zwe surrounding the reit of the pm’okm geometry that is w& 
. 
. . .  
h u g h  a nun-reentrant surfm; any particle entwing this mw is treated a3 an escape particl~. 
Input zones are specified 8s appropriate c0mbinaeio03 of the previously defined bodies, Such cmbi-  
nations may lx as simple ab just a single body, or they may consist ~f complex htm$ections, unions and 
differences of various bodies. We illustrate the piuciples of input zone specificatlon with the kllciwing 
examples where, for simplicity, we omit t . i ~  escape ~ a ~ h  exampie involvm only two zmes, A and B, 
dafined by the C ~ S  hatching in Fig. 14. 
zpne A con,nSius of B 3phem, body #1, that is tangeut to z m  B, which cmsi6t& of I right 
circular cylinder, body #2. hpt m e  sptcification is simply 
A = + l  , . . .  
B = + 2 .  
In Pig. 
. .  
. .  
That is, input mne A rnrmht~ d dl spatial p h b  that Ne w i t h h  body #I, md similarly for m e  B. 
In Fig. 14b, the sphere ix inserted into B hole that h been cut in the cyh’der . .  So that 
A = + l ,  
B = + 2 - 1  I 
Thus, input mm E m W b  d all qatisl pdnts that lie wlMn b d y  #2 AND not w l t h h  body #11 Input 
zme E is s d f i e d  &$ the diffmmce.ktwwn two bodies. . .  . . .  . . .  
h Fig. \4e, boddies #1 and #2 consist d the same homqmmus material {or void), but they are itnb 
within a sacmd riBht circular cylinder, body #3, d mother material. The specificdm is 
A - t l  DR+2, 
. . .  B ~ + + 3  -1 -2 .  
Thus, input mne A cmdm dall apmtial pohb that Ue withhi EITHER body #I OB body #2. This is 
an example d input mne spiftcalion ag a union of b d i m  . . . . . . . .  . . .  a: : ,  j . : . . :  
rn 
. . .  
--.__--..._-----..__.._----.._.____._...-____.__I . . .  . . !  . . .  .... . . . .  
. . . .  , . ,  . . .  . . .  . . . .  . . . .  . . .  . . .  . . . .  
. . .  
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hFig .  146, the intmtctim d M y  # I  and body #2 consists of a d u e  hssmopmuus.rnateria1; the 
. . .  . .  
: mt d th ipce  within body #3 is filled with another material. The specification is . . j . j . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . .  
. .  . .  
A = + l + 2 ,  
B =  +3 -1 OR+3 -2 .  . . . .  . . . . .  
~ U C ,  input zone A c h  d SII aptid pints that k ~ i t h l n  MY #I AND within ~yaay #z. 
. .  . . . .  
WUTZONBA , j ' : '  w . . .  
. .  . . . .  
. . .  . .  
. . . . . .  
. .  . . . .  . . . .  . . . . .  . . . .  
: . Wmetl . . .  . . . . .  . .  
. .  . . . .  . .  
. . . .  . . . .  . . . . .  . . .  
. . . . . .  . . .  . ,. . .  . . . . . . .  
. %  . ' . . .  . . .  
. . . . . . .  . . .  . . . .  . ., . . . .  
. . .  . . .  
. . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . .  
. . . .  . .  . . .  . .  
1. The OR operator refers to dl fdmving body numbers 
. input zone ii initiated. 
rn 
. . . .  
rn . . . . .  . . .  . . . .  . . .  . .  . . .  
2, The AND aperam is implied before every body nurnbm that i s  om p m  
ator, except:that the first OR opsrator of a mion is an implid EITHER. 
' y an.kxplicit.OR qer-  
. . '  . . . .  . . . .  , .  . .  
% .  
. .  . . . .  
', . . . . . . .  . . . .  
11A3 Bubmne Spectficathn 
. . . . . . . .  a 
: j  In Vmsiw 2,O we kgm implemmting automatic submning 'features into the ACCEPT c&. (See 
i the sectim on Automatitic Submnhg fm kither dads,)  Io Etddilion to reductiom in memory requircrnmts 
md run t ima this powerful option eliminates the burdensome task off:othenvig pnerating an input-zone 
mning of input zcmes cmsistiug of a single body of type RCC, F W ,  BOX, SPH, WED, TRC, and TOR and 
. description .for w h  individual subzone. The ACCEPT codes now fe&re the fill three-dimensional sub- . 
: 
. .  . .  . .  . .  .  
. .  . .  . . . .  . . . .  . . .  
. . .  
I ,  . .  .... . d'. 
. . .  
. .  
. .  ; .  " '  
. ' <  . " ,.. ..:'.. a % .  . . . . .  . . :  ". 
I . .  . . .  . , . .  , ..... ., . . . . . . . . .  
rn 
I 
a 
rn 
subzoning fm soma multi-body input zones. Automatic subzorhg is available for CAD z~nes based cm RPP 
subzpnltq of the CAD bounding box. A11 of the avdilable subzoning 9 c h w  cm be used as n o n - m f d  
subzone averlays for obtaining simple profiles within cctmphatad CG or CAD m e s .  Each subumhg 
whemt divide8 the subzone entity into equal i n m a l s  in thm diffknnt dimensions b e d  on three iuaegers 
xupplied by the user. 
4. RCC - The thee integers curreapod to subpnirrg azimuthally &ut the cylinder axis, ia distance 
from ik axh (radially), and in di~tanca dong the cylinder axis (axially) from the center of the base 
Mmd by the radius YCcfDT V in Fig. 6, mpBctively. 
-ins used for h Rm: azimuthal, 
radial and axial. 
5. TRC - The three h t e p  cmbpcmd to the same s u b z ~ n g  d 
6. SPH - The three integers -xtm-apond to subzpning azimuthally about the l a m  z axis BX measured 
with respect to the positive x mis, in plar  angle as m e a d  with respect to the laboratmy z axis, 
and in distanEe f m  the center d the sphere (radially), respctively. 
7. TOR -The three integers cornspod to s u b h g  in the pD1oid.d mglc, the ~ B S  wctian d u s  of the 
torus, and the tumidal angle (angle & u t  the axic of revduticm). This is d o g w s  t~ the subzoning 
of an RCC, w h  the tomi i k  a cylinder with its axis wrapped in a circle. Thus, GIB RCC azimuthal 
angle i3 the TOR ploidal angle, th_e RCC radial cmdimte i s  the cross mticm radius, md the RCC 
ax-ial coordinate ic the toroidal angle. Currently, s u b d n g  ic restricted to circular tWi. 
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x 2 
f 
RCC subzoning 
TRC subzoaing TOR subzoning 
Multi-Body Subaoning Thue m currently X mnlti-body subzone entities available in lTS, These 3 u b  
entiti& can be divided hta 2 tyypes: closed shells and cylindrical-like shells. The clmd shell9 are the SPH- 
SPH and TOR-TOR. Both of thme q u h  t h~ t  the two bodit% be concentric. Tbe M R - M R  must €E 
wrnposcd of tod that shart au axis of rotation, BS BhPwn in Fig. 15, Subzoning i c  based on the same 
wordiw sygtmrs I the single body suhning. The number Df “radial” ssrbzcmes specifies the number of 
subzone layers between the inner and wter h n d a r y  of h e  &dl. 
The other 6 multi-hdy subzone entities all u ~ e  cylindrical-lih M y - W  wwdinates for subzoning 
uimuthd, radial, and axial. The azimuthal and axial hmdaries have th& usual m m h g .  The radial 
subwne boundaries are quaUy spaced htween the inner and wter zone boundaries far all axial wmatas .  
This is best iIlustakd in the curved subzone bound&& of the SPH-RCC. Fw the SPH-RCC, the center of 
the sphere must lie on the axis of the R E .  In al l  OtIZer case8 the W a c  deAniug the imer and cater radii 
must be coaxial with aach other. For the TRC-TRC, the wide paas of the frusta need not lx on the same 
side. 
a 
rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
1 
1 
SPH-RCC SU~ZOI@ 
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Mmt of these z m  are defined entirely as ehe 3 u k r d w  of one body from another. However, two of 
&$e z o m  require a third M y  to complete the definition of the input zone. The definition a€ the SW+RCC 
quire& the union with another R E ,  but the dimensions of the RCC are dictated by the SPH Bnd RCC 
desired. VIE mwd RCC mu8t provide an txtctwion of tha two planes perpeud ich  to the axis of the 
submctcd RCC and must be large enough in radius to e m m p s s  all  of the submmd regim. The planes 
of the RCCs need not be symmetric about the canter of the sphere. The RCC-TOR will typically require 
&e 3uhwticm of another cyli& with radius qual to the  oms radius Df  revolution and other panmeters 
identical to the first RCC. (This is donno to e lhhaw the hole in the cmkr of the torus.) If employing one of 
h c t  entities a.ij an explicit subzone ovday,  then w l y  the two bdim need to k specifid, 
AutrunaUc CAD Submuhe A method fa subzoning CAD z o n ~  is provided. The user specifies the zone 
n-r that should he subzcmd and the desired number of division$ in the x-, y-, and zrcoordintltes. ITS 
urn the h n d i n g  box of the CAD zone to a m WP, This RPP s e m s  as a suhone overlay for tallying 
purposes. 
while this is a simple and automatad mbzpnhg technique, the multing overlay may not be an efficient 
OT reawnable subzoning scheme for the CAD zone. In 30mc cam,  a user m y  b~ able to mmudly specify 
a more &+ut (nearly wnfwmal) subzoning gcheme for ehc CAD z m ,  
Submne Dverlays S u b m e  overlays (alternatively I e f d  to as nmzcmfmm.l subzomng) can be spec- 
ifled either implicitly or explicitly. The d t m d v e  is cdcirmd subming. C o d d  subZOnin3 q u h  
that the zone be dehed by the sme bodies as the subzonlng scheme (with two exceptions slated in h e  
description of multi-body subzoning that q u i r e  an a d d i t i d  body to cwmplem the z m  description). Nm- 
confurmal subzoning requires that the m e  be ccmtained m m y  within the subzone ovday. If this is not 
the case, errom can result due to invalid subzm itukm calcuW during the transport process. 
Implicit subzone overlayg cm be used by incorporating the s u b m e  mtity a5 the first b d y  (w bodies) 
in the ZOIIB descripticm. In this case, the overlay can be extracted fram the zone dcsuiptiw. 
hplicit subzone overlay8 use different combinatorial descriptions for the *ut m e  and the subzoning 
entity, and h f m  use different p m w i c a l  dtscrlptlons for the transport proms and far the subme 
tallying ~KKXZB. In these terms, CAD mbzming is always explich, but cm be w~otmkd by haviug ITS 
c m  the CAD bumding box into an Rpp ovday. 
The v o l u m  of tha problem s u b z ~ n ~  must be specified through cme of several automakd or m u a l  
mthde hat are available. If automatic subzcming h nut k n  qualed for any input m, the input zwes 
are the same as the problem subzcm~. The volume of the escape zone ia never specified. If the mer wishes 
trs supply the volume$ for a mu in which he has ques t ed  submning, he must msm that the volumes am 
speciiied in the p r o p  sequence. 
A general scheme for the p x i w  c d c d a t i ~ n  d the mlurna of m e 3  defined by the wmbinmrial 
method is TIM possible. The UGBT may select rn option ria [pmmete~fl)] a93wM with the GEOMETRY 
hywmL The default value of 0 wiIl cause the code to et al l  volumes to 1.0 cmsm A d u e  af 1 allows the 
u w  to md io the wslumes BS h & b d  below. If the geornelq is such that a $atisfactpry method exist$ for 
calcul~hg the vo~umes internally, the u6er may set [Pmmeter(l)] Bgual to 2 and uw a code modihatim to 
insert the necmssary l a c  at h e  proper place in Submutine VOLACC. 
A value d 3 trim the c d t  to automatidy calculate mbmm volumes and CAD zone volumw. The 
volumes of CG input m m  that are not s u h d  are: set to 1 ,O ems.  volume^ can be obtaiued for some zones 
(the zcmw for which conformal subzoning is available) by requesting d y  1 subzone (1 interval In each of 
the 3 dimensions). However, the u r n  needs to be aware that ~ E U  volumes are only available fm the simple 
91 
single M y  or multi-body cmMnation3 for which sub;r;onlng is available. Atkmpt3 to ctkuhte  volumes for 
more wmplicated m e s  my result in n m - c c m f d  mbzzwing Qea the discusaim of Automahc Subzcming 
for more detail). A value of 4 for the first pm- m the GEOMETRY keyword has &e same & a t  as 
If the d u e  of w l } ]  i8 negallve, the logic for setting subme volumes will proceed based on 
qtim 3* w e p t  that the user may then overwrite ~ U b z o l l e  vdume3 for selected m w  as de3cribF.d Mow. 
the absolute d u e  of the parameta, h t  printing of the volumes to the output ilk will be suppEsscd 
11.2 Geometry Input Data 
11.2.1 Body Data 
a 
e 
rn 
rn 
' a  
~m 
~. 
The h d y  dm begin immedhtely the line mntaining the GEOMETRY keyword. The &d of 
describing each of the body t p e ~  i c  discussed in the M y  definitirn section and illustrated in Table 7. The 
dmnpt.ion of each new body must begin a tlcw lk of input, and the first pammetm m that line must be the 
a p p r o p e  &me character mde for the h d y  t y p  Table 7 lists the additional hput paramelm wired (nr, 
MaulW) for each body type iu their p p r  sequence. The user is free to distribute h e  parameters over as 
rnmy lines as he plws. A line with the keyword END signals that the description of all of the pmblarn 
bodies is cmplete. 
11.2.2 hput Zms Data 
Gemstrid &peuficatim of the input mllcs begins irnmediawly afterr tha line containing the END pa- 
rameter fw the body data The method of dwribing the input a m e s  in terms of the input bodies is discusmd 
in Scc. 11.1.2. Body numbm are determhd by the d e r  in which the bdkx are read in. The descrl@on 
d each new input MSI~C must kgjm cm a tlw line of hput, and the fmt parameter on that h a  mu6t be a 
character 3tring begunipg wlth the letter 2. Anything follming this 2, that is not sepmted by a &limiter, 
is ignored. It is our ~ ~ m t i m  w f o l l ~  the 2 with the z m  number to impmve read&dity for the user, but 
the code numbers mms in the order they we rcad regardless of the numbering after the Z The Z pmmetm 
is followed by a string of pmmeten that gpecifiea the hput zone following the h of the right hand sides 
of the quatims of Sw. 11.1 2. For example, input lims descnmg the two input zones in Fig. 146 are: 
zoo1 +1+2 
+3 -1 OR +3 -2 
The urn is h e  to distribute the parameters nec--s~sary for describing an hput zone over as mmy lines 
BS he plea=. A line with the keyward END signals that the description of all of the problem input mues is 
complete. 
1 I. ACCRFT Geometry 
B d y  Type I RmlData 
BOX Vx Vy Yz Alx Aly  Ale 
A2x A Z y  A2z A3x A3y A3z 
Rpp ' xmin Xmax Ymin ~ m a x  Zmin Zmax 
SPH Vx Yy VZ R 
RCC Vx Vy Vz Hx Hy Hz 
R 
Vx Vy Vz Hx Hy Hz 
Rlx Rly Rlz R2x R2y R2z 
R 
R1 R2 
Vx Vy Vz Alx Aly  A h  
A2x A2y Ala Mx My A3z 
ELL Vlx Vly Vlr v2x v2y vzz 
TRC Vx Vy VZ Hx Hy Hz 
ARB VlK Vly  Vlz v2x v2y v2z 
v3x v3y v3z v4x v4y v4z 
VSx V5y V5z V6x V6y V6z 
V7x V7y V7z V8x V8y VBz 
Face Ikmiptions (see note below) 
Vx Vy VZ Hx Hy HZ 
R R H "  
M R  
END 
Thble 7. Data required w de#crlt)e awh h d y  type 
Note: The find line of the arbitrary polyhedron input contains a fourdigit number for & of the six facts. 
Thirty data ~ ~ U P A  are required fm this body type; If them are fcwer thm eight w m s  and six faces, zero 
valuec must b~ entered. 
113.3 Submnhg Data 
The a u m a t i c  Bubzoning capability is itwokd in the following way, In the subzoning section of the 
OEOMETRY data, the keyword SUBZONE must appear follDwsd by 3 pwmeter that spacjjies the number 
of tbe m e  to be submed. If h e  CG zone description begins with the body numkr(s) that define the 
subzoning pcheme (as either a cot~fmmal s u h i n g  m an implicit non-conformal subzone overlay) or if 
om wishes to automaticdly subzone a CAD zone b a d  on rhe RPP of the bupdiug box, then oothing el= 
n&s to appear on this line. To i m p #  an explicit submm averlay u p  either I CG zone or a CAD zoe, 
the keyword OVERLAY must be fdlcwed by a combinatorial description of the overlay scheme. Only 1 or 
2 balks are needed for the OVERLAY demiptim. The multi-bdy subzming depcdptions should consist 
The lint immediately following must rnnm h e  htqm that &flm the number of aqud-hmmmt 
subzpnes into which the mae is to be divided dcmg the thrw cmmte d h x t h s ,  The he orthogmal 
directicms Epmpmding to thma three integers are defined in Sec. 11+1+3. 
Additioual informatim is raquird for multi-body subzoning and for azimuthal subzoning For multi- 
body 3ubminj3, thm is a set of tertiary hywMds defining various input m s  to be subzod hat consist 
of the difference h e s n  two bodies. In this c m ,  me of the following keyword3 must follow the three 
d om body miIius mmec M y .  
a 
a 
rn 
rn 
rn 
a 
a 
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112.4 Volume Data 
If m t e r ( l ) ]  amxiatad with the GEOMETRY keyword is equal to 1, the m y  cmtaidq the vol- 
ume dum for the problem subzone$ ic inswted immediately after the line containing the END pmmeter 
for the dam speclfylng TJX subnming =hemes. The input zonts are numbred accmdmg tD the d e r  in 
which they m read. If an input zone is mt to be subzcmd, thtn it k o m m  a single subzcme. Themfore, 
if automatic wbecminx has not been q w 3 M  fur any input zone, the s u b m s  are identical with the hput 
zones (except that the tscapc zcmt is not iucludcd among the subones). If an input zone is to b~ s u b m d ,  
the s u b z ~ m  are numbered by immrnenting the body-hsed w h a w  in rn order c m p o n h g  to the 
invme of the ordar of the thee integers specifying the subming (gee previous subswtim). For axampla, if 
a11 input zcme consibtirig of an RfP i s  to be subzonal, the subzones are generated by first incremmting the z 
coordinar~ then the y, md finally the K me volume array must pontain 3u entry for each problem mbzorte 
{no defaults), wrcluding mly the exap zcme. 
If -111 associated with the GEOMETRY byword ic qua l  to 4, then the code first dcuhtes 
all subzone volumes analytically. These volumes can be ovenidden for submna of um$ptxif ld ames. 
Thew a p p r  immediately after the h a  containing the END pmmeter which termhates the hpt zont 
descriptions. The fimt h e  should give the i d e x  of the &&XI m. The follwhg Zinc3 should include the 
subzune index (a dummy value that 1s ignomd) and the subzone volume (in m3). Any a d d i t i d  pmeters 
will be ignored There should be one h e  for each s u b m ,  even for subzones that lie m h l y  putside of 
the original m e  (that have m volume). This f m a t  is rep~~ttd for ach zom. The user can sp~c1Fy ais 
many m m  (that are s u b d ,  of m e )  as h i r e d .  This section is tcrrninatad with a liue ccmtaining the 
kcpmrd "END". 
If [parame-kr(l)] is ucd q u a l  to 1 or 4, hme volume input data m omitted. 
11.2.5 Msterld Data 
For hput of materid datk ~ t u m  to the discussicm under the GEOMETRY keyword. 
11, ACCEPT W m e t r v  
rn 
a 
12 Suggestions for EfMent Operatim 
The gmerd q e d c m a l  liinitati~ns on the member & of lTS are defined by t h ~  mp~ of the keyword 
input. However, s p g c Z ~  infunmation an the array sires is provided by the Monte Carlo programs thmsslvas. 
If while prcmxsing the keyword inpuh an a m y  dimension required by a @culm problem exceeds the 
default allcccati~ns as defined by Fortran 77 PARAMETER seatemem, the execution itlm-ts immediately 
with a masage tD that effect being written to the output file. The user has the c h d w  of either m c i n g  
the requimeuts or i n m s h g  the a l l d c m ,  The latter is easily mmplished by modifyiug the &vmt 
PARANIETER sta&mnt(s) in the i t s m f i W F e . h  fib. The deflniticms d these intepr  patametm 
are lucated in the iWW61edWa.r.h Ole. We do not wish to exaggerate the wwxsity of this procadurc 
since, due to the n u m b  of mde uptiom ruld runthe optionnc available, m optimum usage d memory is not 
likely to be the default Mtlliguration. 
Immediately after a particular Monte Carlo member code bas sucmsfully promsed the keyword input, 
it prints Dut au extensive comparison of the qujred array dimensions with the allcxatim as defined by 
the PARAMETER statements. If desired, a uBer may then custpmizi3 the c& to the problem by reducing 
dl alhations to actual requirements. These modifications are ctpticmd, but m a y  be required when running 
wmplex pmblems with the more complex c&s on W m  with limited fast memory. 
1. Obviously, the numbm d h i g t m i ~ ~  should be kept as small EH pssible. All m e m k  codes provide the 
user with s s h a k s  of the statistical uncertainties of III~ output data. Assuming that thae uncertainties 
vary likr: the quare mot offthe u u m h  of hiistorits, these atit'rias then mw I a p d e  to the ultimate 
choice d the number of histories. The umr mubt decide what h e l  of statistical acclll.acy is acceptable 
for his  cir her particular application. 
2. To achieve p o d  parallel efficimq, the number d BATCHES should t~ an integer multiple of ehe 
number of the number of pmessm. The w w k l d  is distributed in batches, Having fewer b h e s  
than prccessws will result in some pm$mrs remainlng idle. The first paramew d the TASKS 
keyword can bc uscd w sptcify the uumbm of processm M th~c codt can determine the number of 
p m e s m  available. 
3. The mmkr of BATCHES should k at Last 20 and shmld not be excessive. For a calcuIatim running 
on hundrads of pmtscors for many days, it is not excessive to have more thau a thousand batchts. 
However, thm is comwlicBtion, p ~ s s i n g ,  and output overhead associatad with bgitmiq and 
ending batch- and having tpo many can affect h e  efficiency. 
4. Electron cutoffs should be as large as pmible, For example, if the s ~ m  is cm~energetk, a global 
e l e m  cutoff equal tD 5 or 10 percent of the source anergy should be adequate. Beccause the log- 
arithmic energy grid used in the electmn t r a n s p  mhnique becomes much finer at low m@m+ 
follcwiug eCtmn histpries down to low &a becomes very time consuming, On the ptha hand, 
- I 
running time is not very sensitive to the value of the photon cutoff mnergy because low energy photons 
have a high probability of k h g  abtssmbed after only B few intemtim. 
5 .  SimiMy, electron trapping meqie3 should b as luge &$ possible. For example, mns& tht sim- 
ulation of photaemissim by W-energy photon SOUTC~B. Bwcausa accurate simulation d boundary 
crossings is important, electron cutaffs must be Iw, On the othw if bremsstrahlung pwdtsctbn 
is not important, as is likcly in this caw, electron trapping anergies may ke 88 high a3 the maximum 
6. The quested energy, angle+ and spatial m02utim3 should be no higher than necessary. Demanding 
excessive mdution only makes it m m  difficult - i s ,+  cady - to obtain st&istically mmingful 
output. 
SOUl”iX l3lU’gY. 
Finally, the judicious use d a n u m k  of other vwimca reduction and uptiom CBU mdcedly increase 
the &cimcy of certain CaICulaticmns. Specific examples of thme are discussed under keywords BUSING, 
BIASGLOBAL, and BIAS-ZOm. Some Df these mu discussed h wen m m  detail in the d o n  or] Bias- 
ing. Users am warned, however, that the racHm3 and indiscriminate use of biasing procedure8 can lcad to 
misleading rtsulb. Any UR of bi~ssing schemes should te carefully considerad and scrutinizad, 
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13 outgut Files 
This section describes in detail the informition p t n t  in output files. The output flb m be divided 
into 3 possible sectims: pmpromsing infmmaticm (mythmg preliminary to the Monte Carlo calculatim), 
prpcesSing informadon (generated while the Mmt~ Carlo calculation is pmfomed), rtsulb. There may 
noOt b t  any infmmaticm generated while the Monte Carlo calculation is king pcrhmed. The output iYe ic 
organized into swtionns designated by new carriage cmml pages (“1” in the first column). Each section of 
the output file ic pmented qarately h m .  The meaning of Bach stmimuat M vdua (and its units) that may 
appear in the output file is discussed. secticms & w s d  here may a a  appear in a given output file5 as 
the output d e p d s  upon both the mdc options and output qtionns requestfxl 
13.1.3 read in^ Input 
If h e  “EKHO 1” byword is wad, hput i s  echoed to the output BS it is read. This cm pmvide the wet 
with information abmt when and why an m r  wun during the reading of input. However, for large iuput 
filts, it may be dehble not; to who the input to the output file, 80 as to minimize the k~ of the output fib. 
The entire input fde is included iu a job file, so thic section may be redundant, 
Minimal processing is pwfomd while the input is bting read, but some pm@%&rig h f o d o n  may 
be reported in thic mtim BE it i p  performed. An example of this is (for ACcEpT3 inhmaticm on subz~ne 
wllumM and how they were obtained. Fur CAD cdcuMons, negative volumes indicate that the volume of 
the sub- interse~Aed with the CAD zone and the volume of the €20 suhcme w a  in ~ g m m t .  This 
~ W W  that the subm* Jim mtidy within tIze ZOM, a d  fimfm CO-bRd d ~ t r o a  mp~ng lo@ may be 
activated in that sub-. The negative v a l w  are merely informative, and p$itiw v h  are used for all 
mult normdliratims. 
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E m  and waning message8 m y  bu included h this xccticm. The# m~sages  m generally precded by 
“>>>>>” and include the words “ERROR” M “WARNING”. 
i3.1.4 Reading Crags Section Data 
For ITS (not MIIS), this Wim includes: 
rn The title of Ihe XGEN calculation that produced the moss wction file. 
The numbcr of m c  section sets avVailabIe in the cross mtion file ic printed. This is the number of 
unique materials for which data wm gewmted using XGEN. 
4 For tach cm3s section set in the file tht following parameters [used by XGEN to produce the CTOLL 
sactiom) are stated: 
Z is the atomic number of the dement. 
W 1s the weight fitdm d the element in the rnada l .  
* A is the m m  atomic weight of the element. 
- lTRM is the level d data ccmtdned in the c m s  section file. If lesi thm 5, ITS cannot be run. 
- ISGN i b  the cms section model: l=M& H l a m n ,  2=Mptt Pmitrcm, 3=Srrcened Rutherford 
E l m ,  &Screened Rutherfd Pmimn. This should d w & p  be 1, unless the XGEN code hax 
been mctdifid 
- LTUB is the n u m k  of electron mbcteps tdm per step in the mdmcd histmy algorithm. If the 
mmhr of Bubsteps per step is d h w d  tu vary amx~ the energy grid, then ISUB applies only to 
the Wt mnergy span. The XGEN default is for ISUE to main comtant amsB the mcrgy grid, 
but see INDEWJSTJB under the DMAPREP DATA for more infwmaticm. 
- INAL is the qtiw USXI in XGEN for calculating eta in the Mmt ehtic C M S ~  section. 
- ICYC 1s the option 1.134 in XOEN for gmer3ting the tlatrwn energy grid. ICYCk1 means W 
a lo@hmic &ma has h used (see tfmt uext paramem), and this should always be the cage 
unless the XGEN EO& ha.$ been modified. 
= NCYC is the parameter W n i n i n g  the $wing of the elecm mrgy gtrd. Successive energies 
- NMAX is tho n u m k  of electron energy grid d u o s .  
= EMAX is &e maximum energy in MeV of the electron energy @. 
- EMIN is the minimum mergy in MeV of the e1ect.m tnew grid. 
- RMAX is the maximum electron rave in dcm2 in the material. 
- LMAT is the number of elements in the material. 
- MMAX i s  the a u m h  of angular bins in the multiple scatraing distrihtim. 
a by Ei+1 = 2-1~N”cE~. 
rn 
rn 
rn 
a 
rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
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1 A list of the data sets read from the m s s  section fib for each tmerial. 
The title of the CEPXS calculation. (This is a l w a ~  “mits data filt*’.) 
I The number of materids for w h i h  dala is available in the ~ ~ 0 5 6  d c m  s d  This is the numter of 
unique material compmitim for whkh data WZIB generated usin8 ISBPXS. 
rn The number of unique materials (both cDmpositiw and density) lakelled as material-densities. This 
is g m b  than or qual  tp the numbw of unique m a t d l  cmpoSitipns. @ o m  dala is identical for 
materials with the same crsmpBitiw but different densities, and less memory is requited by taking 
advanrage d this.) 
Fmeachmaterial: 
- The density of the d d  in 9(cm9. 
- The “detour” ofthe material. This is the ratio of the practical mugc to c c m t i n u w s - d ~ ~ -  
- Fm each dement in the material: 
down-approximatim range for an electron at the maximum energy of the a d  
* 2 is the atomic number of the element. 
* A is the mean awmic we@ of the elemcnt. 
* W is the weight W o n  of the element in the material. 
The treatment of p3itrom, Positrum may t~ trackad, n c ~ ~  tracked, M treated 3s electrons. In the last 
two cases9, annihilation will w u r  at the pair inmation site. 
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13.1.6 Stor43e Requirements y& AUocatiom 
This section compares CfIC size of may dimmsimns quired  with the allwcatim f D r  hose  arrays. The 
user may be able to decrease sums array a1~ocatimns to mpe with memory c w s h h t s .  M m l l y ,  au mor 
will have b gmmted before this point if a11 array has iusuficient allocation. A m y  &memion pmmeten 
are specified in itdCddHfiIeslpmm.s,h. 
13,1.8 8 0 ~ s  Information 
o€ the adjunctcm murce (as specified by the DETECTOR+WWNSH). 
The mnergy, spatial, and d i r s c t i d  distribution of the s p u r n  is statd. In adjdw this is the distributi~n 
13,119 output Optrolls 
The number Df htches md histmix per batch are staead. 
Optional output requests are stated here. For tach differential quantity requested, the h n h g  3trucW 
is Btated. For example, if ELECTRON-FLUX is requesM, then the i m q y l  polar-angle, md azimutlzal- 
angle biming strucm for the eltxtron flux ic stated. &y& that will trigger b h h g  infprmatipn 
to be printed here are: ELECTRON-, PHOMN-, M NEUTRON- in c m b i d c m  with -ESCAPE. -FLUX, 
-SURFACE-SOURCE, ur -VOLUMESOURCE, and EWLSE-HEIt3KI’. 
13.1.10 Physbcal Options 
The options used for modeling physics art listed. This iuc1ude.a physics for which input keywords 
provide switchs or cm3s sactiun scaling, and physics that may PT may not b incluckd, such BS fluo~.escenm 
lines and positron annihilatim. 
4 Whether the load distrihticm is static or dynamic. This is directly Elated w m e  of the DYNAMIC 
p v s m  definition, 
rn Number of pmesses. Thiic i s  the number d pmmcors determined to be available. 
a 
rn 
a 
rn 
rn 
rn 
a 
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I N u m k  of tasks (adjusted) TC the number d pt’tw2ssm requested wtu greater than the n u m b  af 
processors avdable, then fl 
I Intermediate print. This is 
will be w n m .  
l u m k  wchlally used is stated 
frcqumncy (in n u m b  d batches) with which the i n t m d l a @  wtput 
Allowed time factDr. This number (if paler than m} h the factor by which bmtch times are allmed 
to &date from the average batch time. That is, if a tmtch q u j m  more time than the average batch 
time multiplied by this factor, then the run is krminated. 
The following information is printad during the Monk Carlo calculation: 
For static calculations (not DYNAMIC) at tha mut of each cycle, the n u m k  d tasks performing 
Mcmte Carlo calculation$ and the initial mdom number s e d .  
I The task number, tha amber of random n u m k  used, and the batch time. This is printed when the 
master finishes a babh or when a batch, cmpond ing  b the intmnediate output p h t  f l tXp3cy, 
returns its mdts to the master. 
l3.2.2 Monte Carlo Ertms 
E m  thal m during the Monte Carlo cdculation will appear k f c m  the start of the results. This 
hhmatirn dm not have a saction header, The information will appear to be at the end of the physical 
options section, or for MPI it will appear to h part Df the parallel processing section. These messages 
g u m d l y  me preceded by *‘>> > >>”, include the wurd “ERRC7R”. and list infmmation that may be useful 
fcm debugging the emr. 
133 Results 
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13.3.1 DiagntMlm 
Timing infannation: 
The percent of tht p b k m  completed. In the outgut file, this states that the problem is 100 p e m t  
wmplete, unless the PMNT-ALL keyword is us&. This can be a useful m k r  while examining 
i n m m d a E  m d t s  to determine the progress of a calculation, either in the inmadiate output file or 
in the output flle if the PRD4T-AL.L keyword is used. 
I In serial if a timer is available, the estimated time to finish is printed. This is useful in emmining 
i n k r m d a z  output, while a calculation is pmmding. 
In serial if a timer is avaibble, the average time per batch. 
rn In parallel, the Monte Carlo time for the c m t  htch. In the output file, this will bc the last batch to 
cmpletc {u ths  h e  PRINT-= h y w d  is used). 
rn The initid random n u m b r  sead of this cycle. In sarial, a cycle is the en& mu. $or MPI with static 
load balancing, a cycle is me set of batches p & o d  in parallel. For e m p l e ,  to perfrmn 20 batches 
un 5 prowssws r q k w  4 cycles d 5 hidm tach. For MPI with dynamic I d  balancing, a cycle 
has no meaning, and the raudum number sd reponed is the seed for the uext batch. 
fmd. For MPI, this batch is the last fm which a sut of results is d v e d  by the master task. 
The initial random n u m k  seed of this batch, In serial, this tmch is the last batch calculation per- 
The initial randm number s& for the next batch. This ic the wed that wwld  be used ifthe calm- 
M o n  cmhued tp @ ~ n n  auother batch. This scad will be used if a mtmf is p&ormed This wed 
may be used with the R A N D O M - W E R  keyword to initiate 3 calculatioo using an itukpndent 
$&e$ of random numbws. 
Cumulated numhr of random numbers generated. This is the total number of randrnn numbers used 
in the c u m t  m. W$ counter is dn5tidillad when the IUEW-DATASET keyword is used, lmt it will 
be maintained through a restat. 
rn 
rn 
a 
rn 
a 
rn 
rn 
rn 
.. 
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SEC +~~rmdary e l a c m  hiamties simulated. This is the sum of KNOCK, P E, PAIR, COM, and 
AUGER. An electron history is not simulated unless the eleiztron is p r o d u d  above the cutoff energy 
mid is not immediately trapped. 
KNOCK - h o c k + m  ek.ctmns simulated. 
I PAJR - pair-producticm electmm end p i t m n c  simulated. 
rn COM - Comptm-producal electrms simulated. 
AUGER - Auger-produced electrons aimulawd. 
rn NBLK - number of times that sampling of electron energy-loss straggling would have resultsd in 
electrun ellfxgy gain. (Enagu bss was get to z m + )  
104 
a 
a 
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Exponent argument leas than -88 in f m h g  logic - h CYLTRAN and ACCEE’T cmly, if d l i s i c m  
forciug is used for photons, the cpde may attempt to use an expclamtlal argument ltss than -88. The 
value -33 is used i m t d  to avoid u n M w  m o r s  cm borne phtforms. This parmtttr [dd~ued 3s 
C83 in the H.6ldpwms.h fiIe) can bs adjusted+ 
I Exponent argument Ifis thm -33 in sampling distance to collision - In ‘MGFJk, the problem de- 
gcr ibd  in fie pmvims bullet can arise whether collision fming is used or not. 
Exponent qumeut l s s  than or equal to -58 in mt-evmt logic, mre w1t8 not tallid If the NEXT- 
EVENT-ESCAPE keyword is used [or if the logic is u s d  & to L pHOTON-3SCAPH or PHOTON- 
SUMACE-SOURCE request), then s c m s  are not k tdkd for which the p h b f i t y  d e m p  ic 
small (and may caube m undMm error cm wme pladms). N m  that because the tally is prupr- 
tional to the pmhability of e s a p  which is s d ,  thic is unljkely to a- results. The C38 p m a t e r  
can be m d f l c d  to dewmiue the effect. Using a value p t m  than -33 (€238 less than 33) may mult 
in a 3@ up, s h  mytracing is halted for any escape path when the probaWry falls Mow -C88. 
Expcmmt argument greattr ihm -88 in nexteveut logic, ~cm WBS tallied. This talIy is tk c w p b  
m t  of the p v i m s  tally. If next-evem kgic is uwd fur p h ~ t p ~  escap~, then the cum of these two 
tallies shwld equal tix number of photon escape smres (unless them have k a  lost particlw during 
ehe next-cvmt ZDgic). 
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For a photon mum, the number and tnergy escape fractions fDr unscathed p h m y  photons is printed. 
FwlTS (nee MlTa), the number escape fraction (that is, number per source p~&k) ic given for electmu 
gmmM s m d a r y  e l m n s  (ESEC), phDtcm-gtmrded sacondary dectrons (FSEC), and anoihilatim 
photws. The numkr escape fraction is given for x-rays geunaakd in each d d .  For the ~D~-PCODM, 
x-rays are ody generated for the K-shell. This infomation is given for each surfact requested or all s & m  
by default (see the ESCAPE-SURFACES keyword for m m  hfmation).  
The next secticm contains mbles of the numb aud energy escape f i m i ~ n s  for each m c l t  species. For 
all c&s, information i s  given for ectrOns and phatcm. For MIX'S, information is also given for pwimns 
and nwmns. For ITS+ positmns are countid as elecmns here, Thic information is @en for each surface 
requested or dl surf'- by default [EX the BSCAPESWACES keyword for rnmx infcmaticm}. 
For lTS, the following values m statid: 
I Net c h q e  ~ s c a p t  fraction below cutoff. These electrws and positmns are not included in my other 
output tallies. 
Net charge escape fraction abwe cutoff. This qumtity m y  be different t.hf~u the number escape 
fmtim given for e k m  in the above table, bizauw this qumtity assips a negative weight to 
escaping p m i m .  
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m TOTAL is all deposition in the 3ubz.one. This &odd equal the sum of the other three. 
For MlTS, the four columns are MICRO, TRACK, JiXCUT, and TOTAL. 
MICRO is depsitiw due to microxcqic d e p i t i c m  tallies. Thh should only te n o n - m  If the 
MCRO byword is used. 
TOTAL i3 all deposition in the subzone, Thik should qual the sum of the other three 
For TIGER, the entrgy dcpaiticm saction(s) appem kfme the charge depktim sat im(s ) .  Energy 
deposition is given in MeV xu&g. Chrge  depositim h h electrons xcma/g. The C ~ ~ U I U J I S  for both sacti~ns 
report the subzone number, the materid number for the subzone, the minimum-z edged the subzpns in cm, 
the maximum-z edge d the subzone in cm, the minimum-z edge of the subzone in &ma, the maximum-z 
edge of the suhcme in ghm2, and the four deposition values (with percent unrxtaintiw). At the end of each 
table is a m d wtals u r n s  all mbzcmes in tk problem. 
FDr CYLTRAN, the energy dtpwition secti~n(3) a p p m  hfm the charge depmiticm section{s). En- 
ergy deposition is given in units of MeV+ and charge deposition i g  given in units of electron c h w  (Le,, one 
dwtm &pDBitd a charge Df 1.0, and me p i t m  deposited a chargc of-1.0). The columns for the energy 
depodticm table mprt the subzcme n u m k ,  the material number for the subzone, the mass of the s u b m  in 
grams, the volume of the subme in cm3, and the four depmiticm values (with percent uncettailntie~). The 
cpIumns for the charge depmition table report the 3ubmm number, the mat i r t l  number for the submne, 
the minimum-z edge in cm, the maximrrrn-z edge in cm, tht inmr radius edge in cm, the wter radius edge 
in cm, the l m  azimuthal boundary in degrees, the upper azimuthal lmdtuy in ckqrm,, and the four 
dqmiticm values (with pumsnt uncertainties). At the end of tach table is a raw of totals acm35 dl s u b m s  
For A C W T ,  energy and charge deposition infwmaticm m ccmtaiucd in the m e  table. U h s  the 
DEPOSITION-WS l e y w ~ r d  is used, energy depwition is given in unib of MeV, and charge deposition 
is given in units of electron charge &e,, me ectrOn deposited a c m e  of 1.0, and we positrw deposited 
a c h q e  d -1.0). Tk f h t  column cmtdns h e  Bubzpne number If subzoning is not activated, the rwe 
number is the same as the sub= number. Lf suhmdng ic aEtivated in h e  problem, the Btart of each zone is 
marked by a line stating the "INPUT ZONE NUMBHR", and for the zones that are ~ubzonnpd, an additional 
line states the toeal dcpogiticm quuantttitx for the zom and the following h a  notes how the subzone numbers 
are jmemmed within the m e .  The second column mtcs the matdd number for the subzone. The 
remaining columns wpurt the fnur &psition values (with percmt uncettaiuties) for anergy deposition md 
then for charge &pBitim. At the end of the table is a TOW of totals m s s  all subzones in the problem. T k  
totals are not l.lmmhd ' by the DEPOSEION-UNITS scaling factors, so they are always in mi& of MeV 
fw energy dwositicm md electmn charge for c h q e  deposition. 
The awqy c o n m t i o n  fraction is the s u m  Pf all energy acwmted fm by escape and deposition dividd 
by the amrage swm anergy, For TIGER md CYLTWN. this quantity appears immediately following 
the energy deposition table. 
The charge ~ o n m t i c m  fraction form elactrcm s c u m  is thc sum d all charge accounted for by a9cape 
mnd deposition itl units of &tmn charge. The c h q e  conservation fraction for a photon g o m e  is m e  
minus the sum d all charge accounted for try escape and deppsiticm. For either source, this statistical 
quantity should converge to me. 
in h problem, 
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All flux estimates me obtained r i a  a track-length M y  and are nwma1ize-d to one spurn particle, the 
volume of aubzone, the e m  interval {for energy differential tables), and the angular interval [for angle 
differential th1-a). The volume u d  for this normalization m a y  not be the actual volume of the Bubzpne, 
depending upm the geometry volume uption ques t ed ,  Unlass the “GEOMETRY -3” flag is used, the 
wluma of dl BU~ZOWS we printed in the Reading Input wxtirn of the output (see ection 13.1.31, and these 
volumcs are uscd for the n n m ~ ~ c m ,  h TIGER, the mergy s p m m  flux is stated in units of #MeV, the 
energy &pecbrn and mgular distribution flux is stated in wits of #LMeV/sr, and total rngu1a-r dMbution 
flux is stated in mi& of #sr, In CYLTRAN and ACCEPT (if the mbzone volumes are mmate] the energy 
spectrum flux is s& in units of #/m2MeV, the emgy spectrum and angular distrihtion flnx is stated 
in units of #cm2MeVlsr, and total angular distribution flnx is stated in units of #/crn2/sr. WARNING: In 
ACCEPT, autmatic 3ubmne volume c m c m  may ucd accurately describe the interwcticm of cubzones 
with the zone when nonnconfmnal submne owlays mu&. In CYLTRAN and TIGER, subzone volume 
are always accurate k a u x  of the Bimpliflcd geomaria. 
EIBctron (EMCFROM-FLUX hywod) For ITS (not MITS), the +‘electrcm I& at flux cutoff energy” is 
ligted before the energy spe~trum of the electron flux. This is given a& set8 of two MWS o€ n u m b m .  The 
first pow contains the mbmne numbers. The seccmd PDW (in columns 8ligued with the m b m a  numbers) 
ccmtains the number d eIecm3 per s m t  particle left at the flux cutoff energy in tach sub= armd the 
associated pcrrxnt uncertainty. Each row contains up ta ten subzone quantities. 
A table d “ m q y  spectrum d electron flux” appears for each subme d the m e s  q u ~ t a d  with the 
ELECTRON-FLUX k y w ~ t d .  FW tach a ~ ~ r m  interval ~ ~ ~ s w d ,  h elc~erOn flu and p a n t  ~~carrainty 
arc stated. 
A mble of “energy spmrurn and angular dislrihticm of electron flux” is given for each s u b m e  of the 
roues quested+ For ACCEFT md CYLTRAN, the azimuthal htmal is stated in the header for each table. 
For TIGER, the azimuthal i n W  is always implied to b 0 to 360 d t p s ,  since it is a 0m-dimtnsiwal 
code that can not resolve the azimuthal dbztion. Column headers state the p ~ l a r  (theta) I n t m d  in &grew 
for the wrresp~ndhg header. {If the directim-sphere option is u s 4  the azimuthal and plar iufmnatiw 
appar in the opposite locations.) The mwgy intavd msDci~ted with tha flux values is stated at the start of 
Bach TOW. The flux valw and pmt u d n t y  is thm stated fur the energy intwral given at the start pf 
the mw, h pdu iatemtl stated above the column, md the azimuthal intmd stated in the table h&r, 
At the bottom of each energy-angular flux table, the total angular distributim of flux is stated for the 
entire m r g y  inletval for which flux was tal1kxL (This tMal anergy htervd is stated at the am of the TOW.) 
Again, the mp1~1 htemle comspnd to the plar interval in the column ha& and the azimuthal intend 
in the tablt h&r. 
Photon {PHmN-FLUX byword) A table of “energy specvum d photon dux” appears’for each sub- 
mm of the zme~ requested with the PHOTON-FLUX k q w d  For & energy interval quts ted ,  the 
photon ff ux and p n m t  unctrtainty are stated. The flux from Dontinuum m W c m  and line radiation are 
listed sepmwly. The continuum radiaticm appears in the m e  fomai as the e l m o n  flux values, At the 
start of each row crmtdniag liue radiation idormaion, the mwgy of the h e  is stated. Amihihtion radi- 
ation (if applicable) appears first Then, line radiation fluxes atr: given fm each pmsiblt transition in each 
material. The transition producing the line radiatiw is stated with the line energy at the start of cach row. 
(Only K-shell transitions are simulated io the standard ITS codes. The PCODE5 allow m m  detailad h e  
radiation. For h e  radiation fluxes fn MITS calcuhtiom, liue radiation group6 must b p e n t  io the cross 
section set, and t h m e h  must be requested in the CEPXS input.] 
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A tabb of ‘ h q y  spectrum and angular disaibution of photon flux” is given for each s u b m  of the 
stated qnately.  The table f m a t  is k the alacmn 
At the bottom Df each cnergy-angular flux table, the total angular distribution of flux is stated for the 
m e s  requtated. The EOntinuum and line radiation 
mtqy-mgular flux, with the addition of h e  radiation as in the energy spectrum phottrsn  flu^. 
entire mmm interval for which flux was tallied. The total includes both cmtirmum and line radiatim. 
The anergy intervals for recording t d i e s  are listed at the start of c3ct.l mw of data The number of tdies 
and pmnt uncertainties in the estimate follow. The results are In units of numkr oftdim per WV, md 
are n o m a d  to a sin& hi6tory &e,, a single g o w e  pwhclt). 
11 is common practice to have the Ant energy i n w d  and last energy interval biz vm small. The l int  
energy interval, spanning 3 mge f m  the source energy to an m r g y  slightly malkr than the source 
aueqy, mor& tallies for the mal of abscrptim of s p u r n  energy within the dtactor. The last energy 
interval, spanning a range from slightly larger thm zero energy to m, repords tallies for no source energy 
h ~ r p t i o n  within the detector. 
The ytmrurn of absorbed energy is B pwdo-pulst height distribution. It diffm from a true pulse 
height distributim in that ITS is a Class I electron transport d e ,  meaning that it does aot correlate electron 
mrgy loss with the energy imp& tD knmk-on e l m s .  {Energy loss due to bmm&stmhlmg production 
is pampld with correlation tn semndary production.) Electron energy 103s is sampled basad on straggling 
di$trihtims ta & m i n e  the energy lost by an electron. The mrgy lw$t is depoPit&d in the medium. The 
production of h d + n  electron is sampled ~ ~ ~ ~ y ,  B q y  lnitiatlng a h&-m electron is mwed 
from the medium. In a given h i ~ t ~ r y ,  it ic pmsible to have more energy rernwed frpm a subzone thm is 
Wositd, but statistidy the tnergy deppDsition is accurtite ~9 the number of histork is increased. Pulse 
height distributim are tallies on a per-history bmis. It is possible to haw physically unrealistic negative 
ab9odx-d energy tallies. A diagnmtk folluwing the absorbed energy table stam the number of c m t s  that 
were Ejected due tD negative energy depaitim. 
The drst line of each header slates that the table repm the mrgf spectrum and angular emiwiw 
distribution of electrons. The second line states which surface of which body the elmon emission has ken 
tallied for, and if applicable also reports the suhurface index fpr thnt surfwe. Result8 we normalid for a 
single swprx particle and are given in units d #&V-sr (number of decbmm emirted divided by both the 
energy interval and solid angle htmal). On the fifth fine, the azimuthal interval is stated (or polar inhwtl, 
if dhctiw-sphere binning is used). 
Calumn h& state the polar [theta) interval In degrees fm ehe wrrttrpmdng header, [If the d i d o n -  
sphere option is u d ,  the &zhuth&l and polar information appear in the opposite lomtions.) The m a  
interval assodated with b electron emissicm valus is stated at the stare of each m, The emidm value 
and percent unctrtainty is then s t a i d  fur the energy intimal given at the stwt d the m, th~t polar interval 
stated h v e  the column, and the Mimuthal i n w d  s @ t d  in the table header. 
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13J.9 Escape Spectra ( F o m d  Om&) 
All escape eaimate3 are obtained by tallying putides entering the @ c a p  zone. For A C a P T ,  the 
accuracy of the escapc tallies depends upon an dequately d e h d  epcape zone (t.8. it should b non- 
reentrant). Escape results m n d z s d  to me coum particle, the energy intend [for energy difkmtial 
tabls), and the angular interval [for aagle differential tablfi). 
Sepmte tables of escape iafo&cm are given for each SL&X requested. For ACCEPT, the default is 
to report the escape i d o m t i o n  ‘Wmgh all surfaced’ in inkgmted table(s). For TIGER and CYLTRAN, 
the M u l t  is to report escape information separately for each of the 2 or 3 possible escape surfaces. See the 
ESCAPE-SURFACES keyword for more hfrsrmatim, 
The energy s-rn escape is ~tatBd in ut& uf #MeV7 the energy spectrum and mgdu disU’ibutiun 
escape is stabed in units of #,MeV/sr, and total angular distribution flux is stated in units of #h 
E1~d.ro11 (LECTRON-ESCAPE kqwsd] For each surface quested with h e  ESCAPE-SURFACHS 
keyword, two hblas of cha may be given depending upon the molutim qwsted with the ELECTRON- 
A table o€ “energy specuurn UI escaping slectrcm6” is wdtWn h t .  For tach energy interval quested,  
the electrcm escape and percmt uncertainty me stated. 
A table of “energy qecmrn and angular tscape diatributim of escaping e l m ”  is presented next 
(if angular binning was requested). For ACCEPT and FYLTRAN, the azimuthal inixxwl i s  5 W  in the 
header fur each table. For TIGER, the azimuthal internal is always implied to t-e 0 to 360 degrees, hce it is 
a owdimfii& code that can not resolve the azimuthal direction. Column h a d m  state the plar (theta) 
interval in degrees for the corresponding h&, (If the d i t e c h - s p h m  qticm is used, the azimuthal and 
polar iofmmaticm appear in the opposite locations.) The m e q y  interval associated with the escape values is 
statad at the 3tm af each TOW. The escape value and percent uncertainty is then stated for the energy htmd 
given at the start of the m, the polar hwal stated above the column, and the azimuthal interval stated in 
the table header. 
At the bottom of each energy-mplar escape W e ,  the total angular distributioh of escape is stated for 
tht entire energy interval for which epcape WM tallid (Tlus total energy intern1 is stated at the stmt of the 
row.] Again, the angular intervals c w  to the polar interval in the column huader and the azimuthal 
interval in the table header. 
BSCAPH keyword. 
Escaping poSitrcms m included in the electron wca~c tallies. 
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I Det#ctPr mspnse type (DOSE, KEBMA, CHARGE, ESCApg ELECTRONS, ESCAPE PHOTONS, 
or ESCAPE NETJl’EONS) 
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swrrx p3rticle location; 
I Total d s  - The uumh of times a mum particle zone number was quested (dmdd equal the 
n u m k  of hi~to~iea), 
+ Percent unknown -The percentage of source particla for which the zone number could not be deter- 
mined. 
I hxmt bad -The pwcmtqp of source particles for which CAD txperieuwd a f d u r e  while trying to 
dttcdrle  the particle location. 
+ Pcnxnt rejected - The perceatage of calls that resulted in 3 particle being rejected due to failure to 
find a valid distance to bwndary. This ib not the same as a percentage of s o w e  prbclcs rejected, 
since g o m e  of them rejected p d c l e s  m y  be cecondaty particles a d  may have a variety of weights 
due to biuhg. 
1 sidestep attempted -The number of timas that, because a hundary could not be located, the particle 
WBS pushad 1 x lW7 cm pqmdicular to the direction of Wt, and the distance b a hundary w w  
attempted to be d e t e m i d .  
I 2 $i&sw aeternptd - The number of times that, bcauge the first sidestep failed, the particle WBS 
pushed 1 x lom7 cm pmpendicular to the dhucticm of flight and p q e n d i c u h  to the dhxticm of the 
fmt sidestep from the location of the particle before the first sidstep was aktuptd The difference 
between this vdua and the “1 9idmt.e~ attempted’’ value is the number of t ima that the first sidestep 
auccmled and tbanspmt continued with the particle m a ahghtly altered @. 
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I 4 sidesteps attempted - The number of timm because the third sidestep hiled, the particle was 
pushed 1 x lom7 cm perpendicular to the direction of flimt (in the opposite direction of the smnd 
rn Sidastepps fdd - The number of times that a distance to hundary could not be detmimd either 
si&Step). 
along the ~rigiad particle p a h  or along 4 different offset panicle paths. 
B~undary crossing locatinn: 
Pmixt fight ImirrOring d y )  - The pacentage of agreement between CAD and CG, 
Petrent m n g  ImirtWing cmly) - The pmtntage of disagreement lxtwacn CAD and CG. 
I P e m t  bad -The pwrcntage of particks fm which CAD wrpc- a failure while aying to deter- 
mine the &cle lrscation. 
I P e m t  rejected - The percmtap of particles r e j d  due to failure t~ determine the m e  nmbr. 
133.12 TlmingData 
Al l  tim m IX~NILXI ia secoods. Batch tim reed only the h durlng wM& h MOII: Carlo 
calculation is king pr€ormd and exclude all YO, pte-pmcessing, and post-processing. In a RHSTART 
calculation, only the cumulative Mmte Carlo time, average batch time, and average hiswty time include the 
times of the previous IUI(B). 
With MPI, the function MPI-TIME is u d  to detmine  h h g  metric6 for the calculation, This is a 
wall clack timer. 
A timer may or may not lx available for your platform If a timer is nDt available, all eimings will be 
rep& as zcm. If a timer is available, cwsult the Code Opons  sccticm to determine whether the timer is 
a CPU or wallclock timer. 
Output pmessing time (s) - This is cmly reported if not using MPL This is the time required for 
~ 8 t - p M s i n ~  and writing Output, i0~ludit18 in-atc Wtput. 
+ Monte Carlo cycle h e  (5) - This is only rep& if uslng MPI in static (not DYNAMIC) mode. 
This is the s u m  across all cycles of the longest batch time for each cycle. 
Longest Monte Carlo time (3) - This is cmly reported if usin8 MPI in DYNAMIC mode This is the 
longest batch time. 
. .. . . . - .. ... 
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Cumulative Monte Carlo h e  Is} - This is the ~ u m  d all bat.& times. 
Average Monte Cwlo history time {SI - This is the sum of all batch timts divided by the number of 
Monte Carlo hiswries simulated. 
a 
rn 
rn 
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14 PCodes 
i 5 . M C h s  1 l b  
Lmt Modifid; January 9,2004 
In m y  insmcas the vdue of ~trictly colJi&ml t m ~ p m t  md& is questionable because the actual 
experiments involve macroscopic electric md magnetic fields whose effects upun radiation transpwrt not 
only cannot be neglected but may mm be more important than the cdlisimnal &h, In wder to address 
t h i s  situation, we have dewloped a model that combines s o p h i s t i d  coupled e k c W p h m n  collisional 
trausprt with transprt in ~ x t e m a l l y  applied macroscopic electric and magnetic fields of arbitrary spatial 
The model allows mapt ic  fields in bath malerial and void regions. Of cwm, rnmgwtic fields a l a e  
Will only deflect ele&ons without chmging their energy. The procedure fm combining collisional energy 
l a s  and deflection with magnetic deflection has been described elsewhere in &tail.[15][33][34] Briefly 
stated, the rectilinear d m - w d k  substeps of the field-free m&l[l][2] me replmd by numerically- 
integrated segments of field trajectories in v m a  whow htepted areal densities are qual to those of 
the suhteps. Sampled collisipnal deflations m supirnpmed upon the electron direction at the end d 
& of these v m u m m b 8 ; i a ~  s e g r n ~ s .  The numtxical integration scheme detmnim those l o d o n s  
dong the segmmt that cmspcmd to energy &pit ion and ceccmdary production (kmck-on ekclrm~, 
bremsstrahluung photws and rdaxatim particles from cltctron impact icmjzatim), as we11 as the inma- 
tiws of the trajectory wgments With material boundaries. Magnetic fields should be ignored in regions 
where transprt is cpllisim dprniuabd, h s e  the wmbined simulation is quite expensive in such cases, 
though tbe results are the samr; as for collisions d o m  
EllecSic fields (01 combined electric aud magnetic fields) are allowed cmly in void regicms. This 
mmictirsn has been i m p E d  bwmse no suflcieutly g a l  & m e  bas h derived to wcwunt for the d- 
fem of changes in the elem~m energy pmduped by the macroscopic electric field upon the mq-&pen&nt 
multipleinteraction collisicmal pmesses within a @VM substep. For thow applicaticms where electric fields 
are premt within d d  media (e,#,, potenlid h i h p  h dielectrics and sustaining fields in gas h e r s ) ,  
spscial algorithms[35] that depend u p n  the ratio of the e l~c t r i c  potential gradient to the eltxtmnic stopping 
p e r  must k introduced to handle this difficulty. Even with the ~3tr ic t icm of electric fields to void regionnc, 
the model is applicable to 3 wide rariety of problems - for txamplt, problems involving acwkmting di&c. 
The method for accurately integrating the vacuum aqu&cmms d motion in order to obtain the racuum- 
trajsctcq segments is the essential feature of the model, whether the fields are p e n t  in mamid or in 
void regkmns. In voids the i u k p t h n  is intempted whenever the tr~&kq intersects a material bwfidary 
or a prob1m-escape Ixrundary. In material regiuns the inteption is &c, and more frequently, inkmpted 
whenever the areal density traversed corresponds to a l~caticm w h  energy is to be depwited or xmndary 
production wmm, or equals the d densiry of the qprcpiate substep. In the W r  case, colhicmd 
scattering and meqy loss arc accounted fm and a new trajectory sexmnt is initiated A fourth- to fifthwder 
Rungchtta-Feh1k.q mutine with automatic stepsize control (RKF)[ 161, subsmtidy modified w Include 
hundary-cmsin~ l q i c  and other cmlrainb, is empl~ycd to inttgrate the aquaeirms d motion in vacuo. 
The ~ a s m  for this choice me discussed at IC@ in Ref. [MI. 
The c m t  algorithm hludes a major improvement overthe m & d  described in Ref. [N]. The basic 
RKF htegrator was designed to integrate over some specific in tmd of the iudependent vmiable. However, 
model applications invariably r e q k  iumptim of the integration at the MOB of any one of $wed possible 
mnsnaint funCtiws that m f u n ~ w s  of the depmndent vmhbles. The most common example is the r n ~  
c~rrespding tp the htersectiun of an electron trajwAmy with a m e  boundary. Other examples are the 
roots cmprmding to the lwcationns fm energy dqpwiticm and smndary production. In the pre-ITS vemiws 
ofthe M codes, we were forced to uw nthhly crude appmxhmte soluticms Bt thae roots, which limited the 
dcpenhce. 
rn 
rn 
a 
a 
a 
rn 
rn 
rn 
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16 Biasing Optiom and Variance Reduction 
118 
From a practical, if not themtically r i p u s ,  point uf view, biasing in Mmte carlo can generally lx 
described BS the &aWm of the mtural 3ua1Og to achieve variance ducticm in certain desired output 
quantities. Vwiance reduction refers ta the aminment of lower statistical UnDertainty for the same amount 
of run time or, equivdmtly, the attaiument of the same statistical uncmthty in 3 laser amount of m time. 
Except where abmlutely necasamy, biasing should be used sparingly. In any m e ,  it shcaid be used with 
great care. Reckless use d biasing [owbiasing or undertiming) can lead to mults that are m t i c  d o r  
easily subject b misint-qmtatioa, Nevmtheless, there me W a g  optimc in 1Tr'S that m-e w i l y  aca-xsd 
via input keywords and that have p e n  very useful in specific apphations. 
he-dependent particle cutuff energies can be s p d f i d  with the CUTOFFS keyword. Fw orhw biasing 
opti~ns, there are t w  approaches available to the urn, The BIAS-GLOBAL and BIAS-ZONE keywords 
may be used to set global biasing parmters m d  zom-&&mt parmeters, re$ptively. The BIAS- 
ZONE keyw~rd is u $ d  fw each zone in which a m&p&t fatme is &sired and in ~m case3 is 
&wl to swfj the zones in which global biasing s m g s  are to be activated. Alkmtimly+ the BIASIN13 
keyword may be used to simultaneously spec@ global biasing pumm, the m e s  in which globd biasing 
panmeters are to be applied, and zcme&pdent biasing pmem. 
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16.2 Forred Phuton Colllslocls 
An Dpticm is av&le for forcing a selabed fraction d photons mtering 3 given mne or laving a 
collision site within a zpne to interact in that zone. The option is activated via the COLLISION-FORCING 
subkeywwd, The option ic u&l for forcing ph-3 to interact in c e ~ n  mgim w b  @I& natural 
interaction probability is so small a5 w nuke it difficult to ~btain stalistically s ignXmt mu1t.s. The values 
cham for the forcing fraction3 must be > 0.0 and < 1.0, and are specified by the a p p i o w  pmmter 
for the given m e  as &&bed unda the COLLISION-FORCMG subkeywDrd. C m  must be t.&m not to 
overbi&$. A forcing fraction of 1.0 will prevent any photws from e a x p i ~ ~ g  from the given mne and will 
prwent them from making contributions elsewhere in the results of the EalcuMcm (e.g, prevent them from 
mtributing to the ascape fractions), 
16A Next-Event Estimator br Photon k a p e  
For a p m & y  that is highly absorbent to ~eccmdary photons p e r a t a d  in the transprt pms, smnng 
B leakage phtom only tho% sscmdary photons that actually escape the geometry WW M g  tr&cked can 
b quite iumciant. (In tht continuous-energy code, the mtributicm to total leakage from uncolJided swrpc 
phmnc is not scored k a u s c  this cwtributim ca~l usually bu calcul~M adydcally and might othetwise 
dominate the total leakage to the extent that the scattered ccmtributirsn cmnot bE ' However, a 
fly cm the PHOTONS keyword can b~ used change this defmk) Thh is remedied by using the nextevent 
estimator fm photon leakaga With this estimatpr, a s c m  ic obtahed each time a photon emerges from ti 
colJisim. The 5cm is Simply the e m q e n t  photon weight t ime6 the probability d escape without further 
ioteracticm, 
Thls option is au-cally activated as a methud of variance redudon for diRerential leakage when 
the PHUKlN-ESCAPE keyword is used. Otherwise, the option is not used for the default pmdiction of 
integral k h g e  unless explicitly activated via the subkeywwd, NEXT-EVENT-ESCAPE. 
16.5 photm Only Tkmprt 
k mme calculaticms, d m ~ n  transport is wly jm-t in a small prticln of the geometry. In this 
cue, it is mom mcient to simply turn off alectrcm production throughout much of the pme@y rather than 
using a high e k m  cubfTmergy, The PHOTRAN subkeywnrd p v i d e s  t h i s  functionality. Zwes in which 
elixtmn traaspcrt is hired cm bE specifled. 
An option similar to f iat  kwribed in Sac. 16,6 F i t s  the uwr to d f i d d l y  increase chmwri3tic 
x-ray producticm by scalin8 the m s  section for eltxtmn impact ionization. This option is activated via the 
SCALE-MFACT subkqwurd. The cms5 d m  for electron impact imizatiw of each m a t d  is uded 
50 that an electmn slowing dawn in that materid from the maximum murce wmgy b the global clectrc~n 
cutoff m q y  will, on the aver3ge, generate a number of ionizatiw evmm qual to the value of the parameter 
asssociated with this subkeyword. A sepmte gcding factor is cdculated fur each materhl, Impact iunization 
scde fators are rounded to the nearest: integer and are uwer allowed M be less than om, h p w t  ionization 
scaling is implemented h the 5me m e x  in which bmnsstrahlung scdhg i b  implemmtd. 
If SCALE-BREMS is used and SCALE-IMPACT i s  not, dtxtmn impact imizaticm is scald The W u r  
for this gcaling is &hd such that impact ionization events between the maximum some energy and 
the global electron cutoff ~ n q  equal 20% Df the h s s t d d u u g  m a t s  over thc same eoergy range in the 
material given by h second paramm on the SCALE-BRtiMS keyword. This number of i d a t i o n  events 
is used to &&e scalt facmrs for each mahid. 
rn 
a 
a 
a 
rn 
rn 
a 
a 
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17 Stathitics 
A significant advantage d the lTS system is the computation 01 swis t ica l  urmrw :ti IM v i d d l y  
a l l  output quantities. Under the default qtim the total number of histmiw d p i m t q  4 1 ~  are run 
20 equal batches. The wtput routine is called at the d of d batch. Immediately before each write 
statement, 3 d is made to Submutine STATS. This mutine (a] mall8 the statistical variabks from the 
previws batch correspmdmg to the output qumtitits &out to k written, (b] computes the estimate of &ha 
statistical standard e m  (in pix-mt) baEd MI The n u m k  of batches that haye been rum, and (c) gax$ the 
statistical data from the c m t  batch so that it will be available fm the next batch. Unless the kywurd 
PRINT-ALL is used, only the find results bused on the total numkr of cmnphed hkhes  are @Ned out- 
The user may specify a number of W e s  other than 20 by using the keyword BATCHES as described in 
h i 2  Keyword$ for ITS 5ection. 
Under normal operatioo Virtually every Monte Carlo output quantity is fo1lwe.d by B me- or twrsdi@t 
integer from 0 through 99 (e~t imata  even p 3 t e r  than 99 are shown as 99) that is the best estimate of the 
statistical standard emr c x p $ e d  as a percent of that output quantity: 
and 
. N  
The Xd '6 am the value8 of the quantity obtained from each ti&.&, aud H is the total number of completed 
Should the rnm sophisticated user wish to add additional utllies to any of the Mmte Carlo memkr 
COdBs, he Will find subroutine STATS to bc a useful utiliry. STATS pmvides estimated statistical umeminties 
for all output qumtith. It has three formal p m e k r s .  The first is I temporary array containing the c m n t  
batch valw for the qumtitiea for w k h  ~ t a t i b t i d  estimate$ arc dcxirrd when the routine is called. The 
roudne return the cumulative batch averagts in tbh m e  array for printing. The second parameter is an 
atray that will ?xturn the statistical estimas for pdmting. The third pameter is the number d b&h ralm 
to be p m s a d  with this c d  (the length d tht first two parameter arrays). 
batches (default 20). 
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18 Autamtic Subzoning 
Aut.omatic subzoning refem to that fame of the ITS c& whereby the user may direct a particular 
member tmde to intentally divide a given input z ~ l c  into m b m s  for the p u p =  of & t h i n g  the spatial 
varkhm of energy and c h q e  depwition, e l a c m  flux, and photcm flux within the given input zone. Tiis 
powerful f e a w  has the ptmthl for substantidly reducing (a) urn time for gentrating the input file, (b) 
rmchiue m m q  raquhments, and (c) rrwhine CPU tim, Without this feamre, the user would h e  to 
hcribe each subzone BB a separate input zone. Forexmpk, a lIIxlOxl0 subzurhg of a rectangul~tr pard- 
kkpiped with the ACCEPT codts would require at least 1WO lines of Snput without automatic subxming, 
Became the ~ubzanes ase defined in term of q u a l  incmmuts d the intrinsic wwdinatts of the iuput m, 
here i ~ ,  no need fm txphit storage of the hundaries of ~ubzwes, and very little memory is requ id  w 
h a t e  the suhne containing an arbitrary p h t  within the input m. Finally, bBcmse the internal Rubzime 
taundaries am not material discwuhuities, they ~m be ignored by the CPU-intensive tracking logic. 
Automatic 3ubzm.ing and related coding has pam with the development of the FS ~ycttm, and is st i l l  
not a9 complete as we would like. In the TIGER c h ,  it was already v;rtUaUy complete in Vmim 1 .O. In 
that verbion of the CVLTRAN cDdBs, that was 60111~ capability fur pseudo-subzoning a golid annulus input 
mne in the radial and axial directions. However, the only reduction was in the sense of Item (a) above. Once 
these “mbmes” w m  germakd intenally, they were treated like my other input zme. Th& boundary 
i n f d m  wm pemmently stured. and prhclm were tracked through them just like any other input m e .  
In Version 1.1) there was no subzoning of any kind in the ACCEPT coda. In Vemicm 2.0, we implemented 
ful l  aukmatic wbming in tk sense of Items (a), (b), and {c) above io the ACCEPT codes for input m s  
wnaiatiug of a single RCC or RPP budy. In the latter we allowed thnzedimensionnal subzmhg, and in 
the former we dhwed radial and axial subming. No a d d i W  automatic submoing WM hpkmentad 
in Version 2.0 of CYLTRAN. In Version 3.0, we substantidly extBnded this feam.  We implm-mted 
full automatic subzoning in the CYLTRAN wdm, extending it to three dimmiom with the addition of 
azimuthal subnmiing. M O E D V ~ ,  the ACCEPT codes feahmd the full zh.mdimensimnd subzoning d input 
zom wnsisting of a single body of type RCC, RPP, BOX, or SPH. Since Venhn 3,0+ automatic submnlag 
has ken added far input zones d a single body of type TRC, WED, and TOR. Also, a new type of 
subzmiag bax ken added based on multi+bddy input zones. Thse am gmmlly  s h d s  that Ponsist of om 
M y  sub- h m  the middle of mother b d y ,  The d t i ~  
TRC-RCC, SPH-SPH, TOR-MR, SPH-RCC, a d  RCC-TOR. 
the RCC-RCC, RCC-TRC, TRC-TRC, 
There me, however, some aspacts of the c d n g  of TTS that do not yet take full advantage of or are nut 
completely consistent with the philaophy of automatic 3ubmOning. We discuss them here in t m  d three 
bmic quuastims that m muently a s W  as a p h &  trajacwry evolves within the problem geometry: 
(1) Point locaticm: In what hput zone (or sub-) dcm a given point of the trajectct4 lie? 
(2) Tracking: For a prticle at a given pint  in a given input zone [or auhurmt) with a given direction, 
how far will it 40 before reaching the boundary d the given iuput mne [m subzone) if it mntiuw moving 
in the given dlrwtim? 
(3) Trapping test (electmm cmly): For an c b n  at a given point In a given input zwe (or subzone), 
what is the minimum distance to th sutfm of that Input zone (or subzone)? 
In principle we would like the & to mpond ta such querifi on a Eiubzone rather thm an input zone 
h i s .  In prrrCtice, it is felt that the w a h d  for doing the f m e r  may be SD excessive as tn negate the 
above menticmad advautape of a u t d c  submning. We have tW a middle of the road approach bawd 
on OUT judgement of what is the best overall choice and what is feasible at this d m  Since Version 3.0, 
subzone-basad electmu vdpping (we the section on Biasing) has been extended to the ACCEPT cades and 
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to azimuthal subzmnss (in addition to the p v i w s l y  available axid and radial subzone-$ in the CYLTRAN 
codes, 
In general, ?he fmum of the c m t  lTS c& that uie zom rather than subzom have to do with the 
&Au.al s c h g  of certain spatially-dcpnht output quantities: energy deposition, dacmn ff ux, and photon 
flux. AI of the scwing is wbzzwe based, but there are dtemative variations to what we c u m t l y  use whose 
vdmce-duction c m s ~ u m e s  h v e  not been fuIly cxplured 
Energy depmitim and scoring of uolume-aum$ed electron flux are coupled. Both quantities are scored 
at the m e  point, as in Im (1) above, which is randomly selected dong an elecmn random-walk suhtep, 
or paraal substep if the suMep encwntm a material dipconkuity. Because there i s  one s c m  per substep, 
The USB of autCanatic subzoning will not Lad to variance duction by increasing the number of 6 c m  pcr 
dsmn. Rather, the vaiimce neductim from automatic submoning is achieved b w u w  the time required m 
track an ekctmn i 3  reduced when subzone boupdaries can be ignored 
Thm is, however, an alt.emative m&d of scwing t h e  quantiticS, not yet implemwted in lTS, that 
could potmhlly lad to further d m w  redu&rsn in applications where the mdom walk subteps are 
gnxiter thm the subzme dimensions. We refa tn t h i ~  method as track-lmgh apportirming. The % g m b  
d the substep within etch subzone must fimt be ck.4.ermindd. These sexrnem h e s  the electron weight are 
then gcwed ag volume-averapd fluxes in the appmpriatc subzonm Similarly, the segments, as fractims of 
the total substep, are u6ed to apporthm the substep energy depmitim ammg the s u b m s .  Multiple gcOring 
of thew quantities per subsstep may led  rn significant variance reduction. The caveat to this approach is that 
it requires what is equivalent tn tracking, as in Item (2} abwe, among the subzones. It was the avddmw of 
trackins mwog subzone boundaries that was primarily responsible fw the v a r i m ~  reductim achieved by 
automatic subzoning. Nevertheless, the more spghi3tirxted user may use cpde moM&cm to implement 
this method. This is rather easily done for the TIGER codes (see diswwion of photon Am Mow),  but 
becomes progressively more difficult fur tbe! CYLTRAN and ACCEPT 00de.s. 
In the CYLTRAN and ACCEPT M&S, swnng of volumeaveraged photon flux is done in a fashion 
SimiIar to that of eleictruu flux. Here, however, instead of obtaining one wore pm suhtep, there ic me s c m  
per fmflight p h o n  trajactmy segment ktwaen mllisionns or input- zone hundarin.  Again, s c d n g  is at 
I point, a3 in Item 11) above, that is randomly sampled dong the fre4ight s e p e n t .  Automatic submniug 
d m  not i u c w  the number of s c m ,  and v d c e  reductions again chive from the avoidanm of tracking 
among the sub= boundaries. However, when the dimensions of the subzones art much smaller than the 
average fm-flighr photon trajectory went#, there mld actually be a varlanw increase &ve to the 
rarian~c that would have been obthed had aach subzone been &fined explicitly 3s an input zme, since 
the number of scores is greatly reduced in the former case. Whether there is rn overall varianw increase M 
reduction is, of murse, very problem dqmdent. 
Because phmn meam free paths tend to le much huger than electron random-walk subteps, andbecaus43 
wedimmnsicmd tracking is relatively simple, it was decided M apprtion the k-f l ight  p h m  trajectory 
egmentx amuq the subzone$ in the TIGEX coda when scmhg photon flux. Thus, significant additional 
variance raductirra, over and above that from ~utcimatic submning dam, may a c m e  to the e s t i r m t h  of 
photon fluxes with the TIGER c&, u n l ~  subzone bc~~udanlos m d  to be much h e r  thun photon mean 
free paths. Using mde modifiminns, this logic may easily le wctmded to the calculation of d m  ff ux in 
the TIGER c&s. 
18.1 Non-Ccmformal Subzone Overlays 
At times, subzoniug is desired for a zone that is quite complicated Fur this purpose, a more gmwal 
m e h d  is p r w i d d  W m overlaying the m e  with the subdng of a Birnple entity. An input zone 
with arbitrary shape (that may include unions M CAD georncrry m a s )  can be suhcmd by k i t  completdy 
enclosins it in any simple body or me of h BheIls available for subzoning (RCC-RCC, etc.). The details af 
rn 
a 
a 
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activating subzone overlays are dcscribad in the ACCEPT Gmmq &on. 
Ncm-mnfrxmal subzoning afka the impIerncntaticm of the electmn trapping logic. With noncmfmmal 
subme5 it is not Bufficiwt to d e t u m j ~ ~ e  th3t an elactron is trapped withiu a subme; it is further necessary 
to determine whether the electron is trapped within the zone, if it is possible that the wbzpne lies on the 
zwc hundary. 
Tnm are currently three methods for impging ~ u h o n e  pverhys. The first IB to explicitly mte the 
overlay to k used fm subzmhg the zone. The mod method, which applies d y  to CG zones, is to 
intersect the first code zwe with the simple body (w bdiix) in such a way tha& the first me body (or two 
budiec, for a shell) in the desxiptim of ehc input mne specifies the entity to lx used for subzoning. The 
additional htmsection Bhould mu11 in a logically equivalent description of the input m e ,  since the original 
input m e  hmipticm is required to be completely ewhed by that with which it is In- (but this 
remains the user’# rt3pmsibjJity). The suhme structure is now based on the firrt body (or first two b d h ,  
for a shell). In bath d the first two methods, it is the user’s respomibility to choose a &ape that makes 
sense; Lebt he subame bc~oundarita shwld dcsCribe a reasmnable pfile h u 8 h  the z ~ l c  of intmst. The 
third and most automaled method, which applies only to CAD m s ,  ic to base tht subaming on tht RPP 
that is the zpne hunding hx. 
The spi f ied  m W n g  structure may &mibe some subzum that rn CornpIetely outside of the orig- 
inal input mm. It is desirable not w Include output for such subzx~nes, and m m.empt ic made to exclude 
them from both the output file and the finitt-tlcmmt-fmmat output written to the fort.3 Ne. 
Fur CG, two checks can be made to determine whether to exclude a submue f m  wtput. T h m  checks 
are made if the “GEOMETRY 4” Dptiw is used. It is p e r h m d  by comparing a point inside the subacme 
with the zone. (This pdnt i~ chosen as the simple average Df  the Bight vertices of the subzone. The vertices 
ace subzrme “comer” points that are used if finite-elemmt funmttd outpt is requested.) If the p i n t  is not; 
within the m, then the subzone is flag@ for exclusion from the fidi+elament: ouwut.(Ex axampl~, if
the original mnt is a q u a m  bend d a toorus and the subme s t r u c t u ~  i~ bmxl on submhg the full torus 
witzl the number of angular 3ubzcmm around the circumfmnce of the bend divisible by fwr, then only the 
submnw wrrespnding tD the quarter bend of the wms will be included in the output.) Ifthc full subzoning 
is not corn. but all individual subzcmm m entirely imide or entirely outside of the zpne+ then this will 
be smclnt to accurately cdculak cubzpne volumes. 
The stcwd CG c k k  can pmvide a mare rigomuc detmmhation of whether subzma coiaude with 
the ZonE For n o n c d x m d  subzwing to use accurate volume information, the volume3 (of the portion 
of submones within the zone) must h 3uppliad. Volumes can be input via the ‘‘GEOMETRY 4” @on, 
Volumes can be dcuM via a Monte Carlo cdcuM0n. The p l h i n q y  flag from the first check will be 
cwerwritten if the subzone has I PWU-zero volume. This cwm the w e  where of the subzwe (mntaining 
the interior Wt) lie3 wtside the input zone. It should not lx pssiblo to find the i nk r i a  point inside the 
zone for a subzane with urn-zcm volume overlapping the mue. The 
For CAD, OM of twD methods can be used for determm ’ ‘ng whether to exclude a submne fmm output. 
For the ‘‘GEOMETRY 3” option, the volume is calculated for the hmecticm Df each subzcm with the 
zone. For the “GEOMETRY 4” optior~ the volume of submes  can te input M y .  (It may be weful to 
use the former optiw wct and sulxquently use the latter option to input the cdmIated volumes diredy to 
avoid the repeated mmpultaticml cxpmsive af the volume itummtions.) In dther c m ,  the output will be 
mppmssd fDr subzones with rem volume. 
flags this condition a$ m mor, 
. .. . . - . . . _  
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Mome Carlo cdcul&ms rely un the use uf peudo-mdom numbers to simulate the stochastic nature 
of phyeicd processes. Therefore, one must bc careful w mmtly implement the available random number 
pnemtor (RNG). We provide the user a chdcc of 3 RNGs. In tiis d m e u t . ,  w e  h t  discuss the propsdes 
of the RNGs provided and then share the issues of c p m  we hwe mcpuntmd in the implementation and 
use Df RNGs. 
19A Portable Random Number Genwators 
FWGs have been made available BS compile opticms in ITS to relieve the uscp d concerns about the 
integrity md implemmtatim of the intrinsic RNG MI his system. All 3 RNGs me double precision and as 
implemented, never generate z m s  or mess, 
RNGl, an implementation of a RNG in the MCNP cpdr;[36], h a cycle length of 246 end dlows easy 
access to ib seed. H w c v q  RNG1 is not implamented as a parallel RNG. RNG2 and RNG3 will function 
in both serial and p m k l  To permit a mrnmcm i n m f m  for the RNGS, RNGI is uwd to seed each batch 
perfmmed with RNGZ or RNG3. Repiless  of which RNG is selected in the code, the urn will ~ P B  weding 
and m i v i n g  scad informatim from RNGl. Because the states of WGZ and RNl33 are quite huge, they 
will bz written to a iih when required fur debugging. Only tbe RESTART-HISTORY featme p~guirec access 
w these S t 3 E S .  
RN132is au implementation of the RANMARRNG[37,38]. It has a state space 0f2~~~[39], consisting 
of numerous cycles withan average cycle length of appmximately 2100[38]. RNGl is uscd w rmdomly seed 
RNG2 within its state space. RNG2 q u i r e s  a single seed between 0 and 9MtCKHl,CKKl inclusively. The first 
1000 @aramctcr MAXCHKiin randat.h) seeds from RNGI are chcdced tu wsure that batchec in & run with 
RNG2 arc uot initialized with the same s e d  
RNG3 is  ELI^ implementation ofthe hkrsmt~ Twister RNG[Qo]. It has a cycle lm@h of 21gg3’-1. Each 
batch in a run wi th  RNG3 is $eede.d with a combiuatim of 624 random n u m b  from RNGl , 
19.2 Range 
The random numbers that are generated should b~ u o i f d y  distributed h t w m  0.0 and 1.0 exclusively. 
There m certain places in the Munte Carlo software where mudurn numbers that are identically 0.0 or 1.0 
are unacceptable, resulting in fatal mwutirsn e m .  
The s m  of a FW€3 consists of those miable$ that m used to dekmine the next random number 
in the quence. The state of RNG1 comists of a single variable. Access to this variable is quirad to 
assum imlepmdm raudorn number wqumm in separate m 3 ,  to have a restart capalnlity, and to facilitate 
debugging. If an cmr cmdition is dctacted while the Mwk Carlo b in progress, for RNt31 the starting 
random-number seed for the c u m t  3 ~ l r c ~  partide (varihle RIRSAV in mdat,h} is p h k d  within the 
termhating subroutine, AEORTX. For KNG2 md RNG3, the st&g mdom-numlxr seed for the current 
batch and the number of r d o m ~ n u m ~ s  getmated in the batch before the c a n t  histmy (variables RIRA 
and CNRN(2) in randat,h) we printed, and the initial RNG state for ~IC current some particle is priuted to 
a file. 
One 3ympwm of immt impkmmtaticm of a RNG may lx the obtainhg of TY’ percent statistical 
unmtaintim far all qumtiticx; this may happen if the same & is W g  used to start each b a d  BO that the 
mdts from e& bBtch me identical. 
19.4 Reprodudbility 
A RNG is designed to pmducc the same sequence of randpm numbers for the same starting seed. 
Computer generated random numbers have 3 finite cycle length (the number d random n u m h n  gener- 
awd bfm the cycle rem imlf). One should never nm 80 mauy source particlec in a given run SI, 3~ to 
acead the RNG cycle length. A sin& scmm parlick will Wly uae mmy mudum mmlxn .  The number 
of mudurn numbers used in I cdculdon is premted in the output. 
19A Speed 
and RNG3 are f m . ~  than RNGl. However, these timings vary depending on the platform and compiler. 
Timings indica that for our impkrneutationnc RNG2 is gemrally faster than RNGS and that both FUR32 
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20 Adjoint Calculaticm 
The adjoint cdculation mode i s  a complement to the forward cdmh~tion made. In some situalicms where 
fotward calculations are indkicnt, adjoint c.alcuWaos ofler an effidmt ah.fmatiue. In p e t a l ,  if one h 
interested in a variety of responm with distributicms in space, angle, ad energy (e.g., dose and charge 
depositim diStrihti0115) due to a limited number of radiation 3 0 u m  [e.g., a morroenqgtic electron beam), 
then it may be more efficient to use the furward method. However, if one is interested in a limited n u m b  of 
trsponses (e.g., dose at a poin1) due to a large numkr  dradiatian ~ourcea w i t h  diWmtions in space, angle, 
and energy [~ .g . ,  B D W ~ S  from various dimtiws), then it may be more eftlcknt to u3e the djoint method. 
From hw algebra, given an inner prcduct (, 1, an opemtm T, and two functions g and I?,., the follwiug 
equdity holds: 
where Tf ic the adjoint operator of T. POI pur purposes in the MITS mde, we can think of the T as 
the fotward mode of the compuuta program, and we can think of Tt as the adjoint mode of th computer 
pmgram, Running MlTS in both forward and adjoint modes to ~dculate a c h g b  response R due to a single 
source S &odd yield identical results [within stalhtics) since the code is solving the same problem using 
the m e  c m s  sections only with different methods. 
The faward computer program T “qerate3” on a iiingle forward BOUICD S, which must be dmcrikd in 
space, energy, and angle. For Monk Carlo, we can think of the program T BB tracking particles, and the 
particle s o m e  is spxified by 8. The m l t  of TS is the particle flux. If the user wants 8 d u e  of dew, fm 
exmple, that is the value of the im product, thtn the flux must be folded with the appropriate respnse R 
to obtain that value. For dose, the reespmse is the restricted stopping power for the q i o u  d intcrest. For 
a single source, the particle flux TS can be folded with rnmy different respomes to obtain, for example, 
daes in various materials throughout the geometry, dose profiles withiu a Single ma~erhk charge &psition 
profiles, escaping particle distributions a3 a function r$ energy a n d h  angle, etc. As a c~nwnience to the 
user, our cod- will compute the inner product for a library of common mponscs. 
~ e l y ,  the adjoint computer propm ~t operates ou a single response R, $0 the user must specify 
what single typ of ~wpmsc (e.&, h e )  ki desired. For Monte Carlo, we cau think of the program Tt 
as tracking ‘>articles’’ called adjuudms, and the *‘adjuncton souroe” wmsponds to the response R. The 
result of T ~ R  is a particle importance map, that give& the importance of particles (as a functicm of species 
type, spme, energy, and angle} to the Bpecified response. The inner product can u w  be wdu~ted for mmy 
diftmt typm of forward x~urrxs 8. As ~i ccmver!iw to the user, m codes will compute the inuer product 
for a library o€ mmmon soum~. 
In forward mode, the distribudon (in space, anergy, and angle) and the species type of a single source 
must be specified using the WSlTION, ENERGY or SPECTRUM, DIRECTION, and ELECTRON, PHO- 
TON, M NEUTRON keywords. Then, a varkty of responm my be sew. Hnergy and charge deposi- 
tion are calculaled throughout the problem by default. The urn may q u e s t  map distributions [using the 
ELECTRON-ESCAPE, PHOTON-ESCAPE, NEUTRON-ESCAPE, and ESCAPE-SURFACES keywords) 
and flux di~Vihtim~ ( U S ~ E  the ELECTRON-FLUX, PHOTON-FLLX+ and NEUTRON-FLUX ~ w o & ) .  
In adjoint m&, a single rexpcmnse must be specified with the DETECTOR-RHSWNSE keyword. 
The uwr must specify the t y p  of mppase BB DOSE, CHARGE, KERMA, M ESCAPE and must de. 
gcribe some properties (such as spatial extent) of the dctactm This specifies the qme,  energy, end m- 
gle distxibuticm of an adjunctan ~0urc.e. Then, a variety d sources may be selected. The um must e- 
quest at least m e  source, since there we m defaults. The USBT may specify a surface s m  of cach 
rn 
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21 Regression Testing of ITS 
130 
This document lists the steps involved 5n perfmrrung regression testing for a CVS c d t ,  covm m h  
step in detail, and discusm regression test coverage. 
2. Make sure that you know what you are testing to c m m k  Consider using the f d d n g .  
9. Examine the changes to be committed (Refer to step 2 , ck if repository has changed, 
10. Commit cmly files containing chanpc. bdude brief descriptions d changes. 
11. Notify d e r  developers o€ cbangex, preferably via email. 
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1. It is a good idea IO s t m  a backup copy of your changes ak various sQtw of the wting and wmmit 
prrscxss. Erma my m u r  in the scripts, in the we of wipm, M in moving files aroupd. Diffing 
the file structure after the W n g  process with a version w a& kfm testing is B simple c k k  of 
any i d w a n t  changes made during testing. It can also mme as a remi& of changes that were 
necxasary. For example, a hug fix implmenecd duriug parallel testing should be re-tested in serial 
bfm the commit. 
2. Before beginning the tcxting pmess, yw should make SUE that ym know what you are asting to 
mmmit. You should ccmsider examining in detail the changes you have madc. This allows yw to 
assess any inadvertent changes that m y  cause the tests ea fail, any changes yau may expect b see 
in the regrussicm test mulb, whether additiwal c h ~ s  aught to be made bfwe gmng through the 
commit process, and whetha any f u n c t i o d ~  of the cods may b dimhished wt damaged, Consider 
using the follwiug techniques for examining c h p :  
(b] “cvs diff -D now” cau be uscd b evaluate how files c m n t l y  existing in the repmimy have 
beeu changed. YDU should consider thak M m n c e s  may be ehe mult of change-s in repmitory 
am, in which c t w  it m y  be m s q  to updata the cude ( ~ - 3  step 2d) and then d 8  your files 
again.. An ovmim of the f i l e 8  changed can te w e a d  by &ng the output of the cvs diff 
for “RCS file”. 
(d] Any &&ut tags must be removed bef~re  film can b mmmiW. r r ~ ~ s  upidate -A” will remove 
tagi and update the files to the c m t  repsitmy. This may DT may not b medd Tags, if 
prepwlt, will b~ located in a Tag file in the C V S  subdirectwy of each directory cheeked out of 
the ff3popitory. 
3. The test d p t a  Bhpuld be run fmm within the directory structure of the &red coda. If the Tam were 
not origlndly checM out with the d, it will be necasary to add the directmie~ tothe file structure. 
From below the its directmy @e., from withh tk its dhxtmy do a “cd .,”I, you should checkout the 
tern using   CY^ checkout i t s f l ~ ~ ~ e g ~ b ” .  
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in heir rtsulb (such as changes in the last digh of c m 3  stxticlas) due to being m on a new platk~tm, 
then they may cause the ITS regression te ts  to fail. In mch casc3, the user should use the crms se-ction 
fiIes that me wntained in the XGEN and E P X S  repmiwries. 
5 .  Thm are two sets of d l  tests tu be txauted, one containing combhatorial gerrmeq (CG) mdels  
and the other cmtaining cA13 mod&. Both $et$ of tests will be exwuted by “re@.exts.pl” withiu the 
RegTests directory, Several f l a p  m y  be u d  with the script to limit the number of tests prfwmed or 
b conntrol the exwution of the tests. Only the CG tests will be ptrfonned if the -cg flag is used. Only 
!he CAD tests will be pcrfmmed if the -cad flag is u d .  By default the CAD tests wlll use the ACIS 
6.0 libraries, but the -acid flag will cause the tests to uw the ACIS 4.0 librurkc. The -noopt flag will 
pfm the wts without compiler uptimiration. 
(u] When the regresion tests have mmpletad, the user must evaluate the mults. If there were 
change3 in the output film not deemed to be test failures, stme the output flks by moviq the 
files f m  Newoutput to Ourput. 
Each regression test will delm the Diff and NewOutput directories bfm beginning its tests, sa 
it is important to move files fmm the NcwOutput direct~y that we Wishes to mve. 
There are a number of ways in which tmb can ~ u c d  M fall. The simplmt indication W the 
tests have s d d  is that ftlm (om for test pwfmed) 1tmt.e.d in the RtgTestsIIIiff di- 
mmry m all of size mo.  The drnpht indication that tests are failing will be the appearance of 
&oh files In the RqTests directmy. Ohah files may ccmtain sufficient infomation tp determine 
the C ~ U S E  of the failure. If they do not, then files in the rehmut $HOWtmp directory shwld 
be examined. 
A more complicatad smariP (that due$ not nwecsanlly indicate whether the testa have passed 
or failad) i b  the presence of files that arc nd of size zero in the RcgTesWiff dinxtwy. In this 
caw, the diff files should I x  c x a m i d  to determine whether h e  differeacm from the ITS output 
flies ccmmstitute a failure of the regression tests. Bwn if the diff file& are not of s h  zm, it ic 
possible that the mgressicm ~ S I S  have passsd, if the dungex in the output w m  a x p t c d  and/or 
are an explainable. acoeptable side effect of the code chang~.  If the changes revealed in the diff 
files are not explaimble and uxeptable, the code must be fixed and the regression tests must be 
m n  b e f m  a wmmit can be perfwmed. 
W m O :  If the ttwts have fdd without having cornpkkd all ofthe tests, the ‘”intemptslean- 
up” script should be run. lfthic is tmt perfrmna4 wde modificatim that arc ntceswy for 3 m e  
tests m y  remdn in plme and u s e  other tests to fail. 
6. There art two sets of parallel tests to be exacuted, I with the sdd tixts. The same f l a p  are available 
in pmllel as in d l ,  but there are additional for spxifyinx the parallel testing. The -mpi A a g  
r e q u a  that pardel tat.$ be wmpil@i m, and post-pmessd. If executed as ‘kegksts.pl -mpi”, all 
twt8 should tzln to complctiw, and the results can h n  b waluatsd. Fm functionality 011 the crater 
pla t f~m,  the scripb are h d w i m d  to m e  the test$ to “ / & o M h p ”  and cxaclrte the testa with 
“mpjrun -np X’* where X is the number of p m s m  needed for the test. On mmt platfotms, the 
parallel regression tixh must lx compile4 my and past-pmexsed as separate steps. In that case, the 
-mpipre flag Bpacifies that the wts are w be compiled. The itskom scripts can be used (submitted 
from bdow the bflp dkctoy) to run the calculations. The -mpipst flag specifies thai the testa are to 
be post-pmimsad. 
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21. Regression Testing of ITS 1.34 
9. A6 in step 2, you shwld examine the file changes that you intend to wrnmit, Refer to ~ t e p  2 for tips 
on inspecting 6h. Performing a cvs diff* difing with a h k u p  copy of files created before testing. 
and diffing with a current checkout of the mpmitmy me useful ~ t e p s .  The latter will yield the most 
complcte irhrmatioo. This is a cmdmt tima tp connstruct I list of dl files containing changes 
that need to be committed and construct the b M  desdptions of cdde changes tD lx included at the 
time of the commit. The list of fila to be committed may lx extracted semi-automatically using the 
techniques from step 2 used to obtain an avmiew of altered f i l ~ g ,  
You should also check t h a ~  the repository has n d  changed. This can be a.cwmplished in two wuyys. 
First, one cau simply perfrmn a cy5 update of the files to be codW and msure that PO f1k6 EUX up- 
dated, Second, a cvs diff cm be performd b e t w m  the c m n t  version and h e  version c m ~ p m d l n g  
to (or prim to) when tJx previou3 update was petfortued. For example, if ypu estimate that an update 
was p&md 4 hours ago, thtn yw can c k k  to see if them have teen any cha~@es rfurlng that time 
using cvs diff -D ‘*5 hourx ago” -D now its. If there have h dxmges in the reppitoy, then the 
code must be updated. and the regression tests must be perf~rmed again b t f m  doing a commit, 
10. File$ are committed using the camand ‘%vs wmmitT’ followed by the p l h m m ~ e s  and files t~ be wm- 
miW This command may b executed fmm anywhere within the c k h d  out repository 3ttucture 
@g., from w i h h  the its directov “cva c d t  CMfi1edwtput.F” or from within the Ffil~s di- 
rpcmry “cvs commit wtputF’). A brief description of the change$ bdng committed may bc inserted 
with a “-m” flag [e,g,* cvs commit -m ‘IAddidonal chposticics infmrnation for h0TS forward code,‘’ 
wtputF). If this Aag is not usad, an editor window should lx lunched ID provide the user with mom 
To m o v e  a file from the repository, flrst m o v e  the file from the checkcd-wt version of the mpw- 
itory (e.g,. rm output.F‘), schedule the file w be removed from the repasitwry (e,g,, CVB m o u e  out- 
put.P)F and then commit the removal d the file (e.g., w5 wmmit P U ~ ~ U L F ) .  The Ab will 3till be 
available when a checkout is pixformed of older versions of the code. 
#p!X f3r describing the chaa#H. 
TQ add a fib to the Pepositmy. schedule the file to be added to the repository (e,g., cvs add output.p) 
d then commit the addition of the file [e+* cy3 commit outpu~F). 
To mwe a file within the repsitory sau~ture, runwe the file fmm one location, add it to another ~OCI- 
tim, d c d t  the changes. For example, CVB mmow I%leshutput.F, cy9 add CMfiledw@t.F, 
cvs cmnmit Ffil&outpuLF CdeA%ledouQut.F. Note that while old vmionnx of the code can still be 
ostainad, the new file will not “hw’* of its reladonship to the old file, and for example, an update 
of the file containing alterations m o t  be pwfmmad m 3 3  this transition. To faciJitate upththg, thha 
mpwitpTy h l d  tSe tagged beforc and after such a commit and the c p d t  should only represent 
movlng the file - UM changing the file, The tags should k Eommunicatd to other UEE. 
11. The final step in a c d t  is notifying the other devdoppers of the change that were made. This 
is mmt imprtant so that othm know when they must prfatm an update. However, it &odd dso 
serve a9 B m m s  for communicating my known issues resulting horn the commit and provide the 
oppomity for review of c d e  changes. 
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I hIscheiaht 
itscadm2 CAD RNG2 -8, PhOKm-Only 
itgCyl.3 CYLTRAN RNG3 Brem corrvatm 
itscylmll CYLTRAN RNGl MCODES Thiu vacuum gap with field 
itscylml2 CYLTRAN RNG2 MC0DE.S Thiu vacuum gap with field 
itscvlm23 CYLTRAN W G 3  MC0DE.S 
I ~ F I I Y ~ 
..I 
itscylp2 I CYLTRAN I RNG2 I PCODES I Bremsconvmor 1 
mtscigc3 TIGER Adjoht p i n t  charge 
mitstigdl TIGER WG1 MITS Adjoint mime dose 
mitstigd2 TIaER RNG2 MITS AdjPint vduma h e  
mitseige3 TIGER RNG3 MITS Adjoint escape electmns 
mitstigk2 'MGER RNG2 MITS Adjoht volume h a  
lR I 
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A RunningXGEN 
A, l  Running XGEN without Scripts 
tar the directory and transfer it to the desired platform. 
CHECKOUF Do a ‘kv3 checkout xgm” to acquire a copy of the code on crater or mxpio. If necessary, 
Tu CUI] on my platform, either use the mdn scrip (desuibad io the Scripts section) or build an BX& 
CONFIGURE: Execute “ . / M ~ w ’ ~ ,  If the platbm and operating system art identified, but the pmpa 
d g h h - *  a d  wniig/mt-* files are not present, then you must either identify the proper files to use or 
create the n e ~ s ~ r y  flk and alter the ccmfigure.in file accmdingly. If the platform and operating system m 
not i h t i f i d  the cmfig.3nb file also must be altmd ( s e M  for dlop a3 an example). 
ATOMIC DATA: The c& xgen.x will look for tho atc~rnic data file h the local directory in the Fortran 
unit 9 file. This file is in the ws directcay m&r xg&d&Sdata A goft link m y  b~ mtated from the 
location Df  the fib to ow’s working dimtory as: 
In -9 $ H O h @ J x g d C ~ 5 ~ ~ ~ 6 , d a t  fprt.9 
REGRESSIONTESTS: Files for running regmsion ~ests m in x p d ’ k s ~ t s .  The W3t3 can be 
run by executing “regtat~pl”.  The script will place c m s  sation fiks in $HOMlY~m353, wtput and cmss 
section files in the clhztmy Newhtput, and results of M s  with tha repsirno vmion d output and cmss 
se-cticm filw in the directory Diffs. 
A.2 Running XGEN with Sctlpt~ 
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2. CUI FILE: Copy the x g d S ~ p t s h . c u i  file to your working directory* and edit it for ywr specific 
pmblm. The sations of a cui file m: 
(a) DRIVER SCRIPT: The pcript axCVS is am.ilnble as a driver suipt, You may substitute a cus- 
tomized script by including it in the fmt &cm of the cui flk. Sendn wlll pwition the cui Me, 
in~luding the sectim of the driver script. Tne driver mipt contains the commands nscexsary to 
build and exccutc the pmpm,  clean up after itself, d produce relevant result informetion in 
cause of a job failure). 
B job file, (If ~ ~ s a r y ,  it will also include in the job fik iuformation ucdul in dmrrmtu . ‘nxthe 
(b) DWS: The PCODES prepmcimar definition may be selected in the clefs ~ection of the cui fila 
Thm are gcveral options for running the sctipts that m y  be wt in the d& section of the cui file. 
Chmpiler flags may lx specified. The urn m y  q u e s t  email notification that the scripta have 
hished. 
The user may dso q u e s t  an htemtive suipt. The inkactive suipt sbrsuld h usad on sys- 
tems that q u i r e  job queuing or on systenw that q u h  m~5 compiling. The Mt hdf  of the 
script will build h executable. The f i l t s  €or running the job will be I ~ a t t d  in $HOMWtmp!- 
<jobma>.  The executable is named +‘xp.x’’, the input file is “xxdae”, and the output file 
ahould lx uamed %ut.put”. When h calculatiao b wmpletq the user may execute the ‘+post- 
prrsc*’ file in the $HO~mpI< jobame> dmctary. This will move the fm.11 cross section 
Ne to $HOMWcms3 directmy, rename it according to the mpme that was given w the a d n  
mipt, and produce I job file in the dirn&ry &om which the job was originally submitted. 
(GI DFFS; Patch= to be applied to the code should be inserted in the “diffs” poreion of the Xgmcui 
file. Thest patchw cam lx formatted as a CVB cliff w as a dhixtmy a f f 3  can be lifted out of 
job files fnnn previous calculaeicmc. Alternatively, ore m checkout I copy af the cdde, m.& 
mdificaficms, and then generate a diffs file. On a platform with m e s s  to the CVS repaitmy, 
me ~m use “CW diff > diffs” frmn withiu the xgenKodc dmctmy. On a platform without 
~ccessc to the C V S  wpitwy one can pcrfwm a directmy diff, but this must be performed fmm 
within the x&Kode  directmy of the unaltered copy of ths &, and it must use the -r and -b 
flags (in that order), 3uch BB “diff -r 4 ,  $HOMlYxgenalWo&> Stiffs”. Then, the diffs file 
can be used in the xgcn.cui file. Multiple diff flbs (dlffs from two different execution$ of the 
diff command] cannot k patched tD a single cvs file. 
New film can lx added to a build. Within the diffs section, a h e  dthe following format denotes 
the start of a new file: 
New file: <Directcmy/Filmame> 
To bt  h c l u d d  in the comprutlg md linking of the code, the m w  file must be rekrmced in 
the Maktfi1e.h list of swrca. This change In the M&fikiu can also be iwluded in the M s  
&on by making the hired change in a copy of W f i k i n  and udng the cw diff procedure 
descrited ahwe. 
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[d] XDAT; Tha XGEN input &odd be included In the k t  sccti~n of the cui file. Iunstrudm for 
XGEN input in Keywords for XGEN. 
3. SENDN: Submit the job using the w m n d  “wtdu x.cui <jobme>”. This script will prompt yw 
for t h ~  following 3 pieces of information (and possibly the 441 depending u p  your mponsas tp the 
flEt 3): 
(a] CROSS SECTIONS: First, Mndn will reguest the name of the cross section file <ctoss> to 
created. Upon successful compMcm, the scripts will assign the given m e  to the fort. 11 m s  
~ ~ ~ t i c m  6le and place it at “$HOWcmsS/<mm3>”. 
(b) LOCAL COMPILE: Second, m d n  will request the locatim of a checM-out copy of x p  that 
can t~ used for making the executable. Thus, you may uw 8 vmh of the code that you have 
checked out and mdfisd. You must give a cmplete pachnme fm the base xgen clmxtmy 
(e.&, /scratcWtempomy/xgm)4 No files will be deleted from the make directory I a result of 
&IC calculation, but some f i l ~  may be m d f i e d  if quested in h e  diffs sation of the cui file. 
Any ntw film that have been included in the dirmAory (other than throu& the diff$ swtion of 
d ~ e  cui file) will not appear in the job fih, but they may ba used if the MalcefiIe.iu has been so 
modifid {in which m e ,  the job flle will show the m f m e  to the new Ble BE a difference in the 
Makefilein). 
Be aware that any &finitions specified in the “clefs” section of the cui file and any modifications 
specified in the “diffs” Wicm of the cui file will te applied b the files in this dhectory. Attempts 
to change the cwde ddnit ios for a calculation win8 the sme k m o r y  will ucd take effect 
unless the M&Mle.h  has bym resat and “makc clean” has been executed. (wndn will copy 
M M 1 e . h  to Makcfilc.in.Ms if such a file does not already exist. Tnis ~ r n  be u3d b res3 the 
M W 1 e . h . )  Attempts to apply the dZfs in a dimtory where tha diffs hw dnady been applied 
for a pviws calculation will mult in an e m .  
CVS COMPILE: To reqwt a cy3 checkout of the code, you may mpnd to this quest  with 
‘hmeT’ [or press “Enter”). The CY& chwkmt wlll be pffmed in tht $HOhEhpkjobnamc> 
directory md should not affect any other vcrsi~ns of the &. 
(c] DlKECTORY DlPF for LOCAL COMPILE: If your mpmse to the second request was a direc- 
tory pallmame, the script will request a l ~ a l  directory with which to perfwm a d8fd The diff 
wmmand will k u d  to m m p m  the two directories and all sukdimtories. The job file will not 
m d  the versicm number of either dmxtmy, k f m  the I I B ~  r n ~ y  not h v a  mough infomu- 
tiw in the job fie ta duplimte a calc&tior~ unless the d 8  directory ha a name wrrespun&g 
t~ the tag wed in the CY$ checkout of the c&. The directmy name h appcar in the jab file. 
VERSION for CVS COMPILE: If your response t.c~ the second qw6t: WBB “noneT’, the d p t  
will request the vmiw fur a WB checkolrt, The c m a n d  will be issued ZIB “cvs checkout 
<options> xgen”. The ~ s p s e  to this q u e s t  will be used for thc <options> and any valid 
cvs flags may k used that do not ccmtain B slash, “I”. Examples of d i d  syntax for responses 
-r rcleascl .O, etc. Another valid rwpmse is to Bimply press “Brit&’ with no input, which will 
result in the checkout of the mmt recent vmim O€ the code. 
Id) CVS DIFF for LOCAL COMPILE: If you gave a pathname for making the executable but not 
for a directory diff, the script will quest  the wmim for a CYB M. The syntax for mpmses to 
this request are the same aa for specifying the cv$ vmim for a c h r d m t  The d h ~ t ~ r y  in which 
the emutable is made will be compared with the rep i tmy  usin1 the wr diff command. This 
m: -D  OW, -D “ M ~ I  28, 2001”, -D 4:W~m, -D “3 hmn ~ b ’ ,  *D“2 fUrhI.i&tS UD”, 5 1, 
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D Keywords for XGEN 
The input keywords must be specified in either the CUI fle (if using fie scripts w axtcute the code) or 
h the input Bla (if executing the code manually). Refer tD the dpcumtation on Running XGEN for m m  
details cm spacifying the hput flb in the CUI file M otherwise, An overview o€ the keywords is avdable in 
the Summary of XGEN Keywords section, 
D.1 Input Notation 
and MATERLAL keywords. Most subkqwds should be used owe pa use of their plrimay keyword. 
DmiW, they will be ~t w z m .  Consideration should be given to the fact that in 30me situatipns this vdue 
ik iwdid and will triggtr an e m .  
Comments may be inserted in the input deck An@# a p w n g  to the right of an ut.@i& anywhere 
in the input deck will be mat4 a9 a comment and ignored by the coda. 
Input is not me sendtivt, with one insignificant c x ~ - ~ ~ t i r n ,  Character input provided with the T l T E  
keyword will appear in the output file ~xact; ly  as pmvikd, but the case will not dfect the code h any way, 
Most lqwords should be used once and not repsaki in an input file. Exceptions to this are the ECHO 
Paramern$ Elre assMlciated with the plx!c.eding k e p d  & p p W g  on the sme h e .  If panurlerm we 
D.2 Kqwords 
1. ECHO 
If “HCHO 1” is i n s d  in the input stream, all subsequent input card h u g e 3  will be echoed tD the 
Fortran unit 6 output. 
2. ELECTRON-GRD-LENGTH 
3. ENERGY 
Syntax: ENERGY [pa r ; lWl ) l  
Example: ENERGY 2.5 
rn 
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4. 
Default: Maximum r n s $ - e e ~ ~ G ~ ~  cmxgy is 1.0 MeV 
Maximum energy in MeV for which electron m 3 8  sections will be calculated, 
IRIAL 
Syntax: hMTEAL. mmeter(l)] [paramcttr(2)] ... 
Example: MATERIAL TA 0.25 C 0.75 
Mdt Aluminum 
(a) dement symbol(&] 
Syntax: element symbol [parameter(l)] 
Example: TA 0.25 Al0.75 
Default: no default 
Bxwpt fprpure elements where a b h k  for pmuwter(1) will default to 1 .O, each dement symbol 
must be followed by a single real numk, pwmn&r(l), which is the weight h t i w  a€ that 
c0nnstitmxt. The weight fiactiw must sum to 1.0. 
Syntax: NONEONDUCTOR 
Default: A p r e  e l m o t  with a 2 of 1, 2,7,8, 9, 10, 17, 13,35,36, 53,54* 85, or 86 
is a ncm-conductpr, otherwise, the element is a ccmduaor. A cornpo-w is a non- 
mnducwr if any me of Its c m t i h m t  elements is a ncmzcmducta by default; wtlw--%, it 
is a conductor. 
The only c o l l d w  effect in tk ITS Monte mudel i k  the h s i t y - e ~ w ~  w m n m  IO the 
electronic &tupping power. The value d this c ~ d c m  depends cm whethw the trmspm region 
is a ccmdumr m~onn-coaductPr. The user may explicitly &flm any materid to be a ccmductur or 
a nc+nconductm via the appropriate keyword. However+ if a material 30 defined BB a wnductor 
ccmdgttc of cpnstituwt elements, all of which me non-cunductors by default (e.g., pure water), 
the material will be reddiued to IE a nmcoductor, and the usa will be w iufmed via a 
(b) CONDLJCTOWNON-CONDUCTOR 
E ~ a m p l ~  NON-CONDUCTOR 
mexsqe in the output fib. 
(c} GAS 
Syntax: €IAS 
Example: GAS 
W t :  N~md s i a k  fur elemmts and liquidhdid for c p m p n d s  
This keyword is used to specify thal tiis materid i g  in a pmus SI& at normal pressure md 
tempturn. The rn~terial state is used in c-3 the density effect contribution ta the ela-  
trcmic stqphg p w m ,  
Id) DENSITY 
Syntax: DENSITY m e t m ( l ) ]  
Example: DENSITY 2.0 
Default; Normal density fcm elernwB -no default for compouuods I 
5. PRINT-ALL 
syntax: PRINT-ALL 
Example: PRINT-ALL 
Default: Abbreviated mm~-section W e c  Will be priulad 
This keyw~rd  will cause al l  except differential electron cross-sections to be priukd out. 
6. STEP 
7. TJTLE 
Syntax: TITLE 
D. Keywords for XGW 
Example: TITLE 
Adjoint l h w  cdculation in Al lmx h Satellite GPS4  
Default: no title 
147 
This keyword signah that the next lint of input rxsntains a chmcter s@hg that is a title of up to 80 
columns that will k written to the output file+ 
Thble D.2. Liat of avsilable elements md default properties in XGEN 
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Rh 102,9055 12.4 S L  
Pd 1M.4 120 S L  , 
5.337E-3 
I I 
I SiL  I Y 
I). Kevwmds fur XOEN 
. -. . . . . . . . ..__. . . - _. _ . . -. _ _ _  . . . . -. . . . 
I 
I 11.4 Y 
19.s I 9.2 
91 Prowtlium Pa 231.0359 I 15.4 
92 Uranium ' U  238,029 ' 19.07 
93 Neptunium Np 23 7.0482 19.5 sn Y 
94 Plutonium Pu 244.0 19.84 S L  Y 
95 ! Americium Am 243.0 11.7 SI% Y 
96 1 Curium Crn 247.0 13.51 sn. Y 
I S L  I Y I  
S L  I 
97 Berkelium I3k I 247.0 14.0 s n  Y 
. 99 I Einsteinium Hc : 254.0 No default S R  Y 
98 CaWomium Cf 151.0 No default S L  Y 
lo(] Fm 257.0 No default S L  Y Famiurn ' 
rn 
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E RunningCEPXS 
This dmurnent mntains wtlinas for running the CEPXS &. Instructions are provided for running the 
& by using Dornmmds M by wing scrip. Known plathrm dcpdtnciex d the Codt are discussed in 
the last &m. 
MAKE: If ccmQure funcdclns properly, a wmking Makefile will be produced, B m k  this with the 
“make” cornand to produce the CEPXS cxcutable, xcepxs. 
REGRESSION TESTS; Fih for running regmssicm testa are in Dep-stdRegTests. The ‘kunregtests” 
executable, mu each problem, place output files in the directory NewOutput, and p h e  script will makt 
resulm of diffs With the repoSitmy version of wtput dlts in the directory Diffs. 
Cmwr and ScorpI~  have direct access to the CVS repository. 00 all other platforms, the dimtory of file8 
must be tarred and m s f e d ,  and the directmy options in the sendn script must always be used insttad d 
Fw working on platf~rms that do not have diract access to the repository, it is recmnm& that two 
copies of the repmitory lm 3et up: one copy to be uBBd BS a working directory in which Dodc modificatiws 
and builds can be pwhrmed, md one unaltered c q y  that be c ~ m p r e d  with to maintain 3 remrd of 
c h ~ ~ ~ g e s  made to the working versicm. The unaltered copy should bu give a name uniquely indicating the cvs 
wrsim. For example, if the check out was performed as “CYE checkout -D Fehary  1,2oI)2 cepxs”, then 
the u d w d  copy might be named “cepxsOlFebZOO2”. The name of the directmy will be the indication of 
the versicm, which i p  a very jmprtant key to repeating a calculation at 8ome later time. 
the cvs options. 
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2. CUI FILE: Copy the cepxdSmiptdcepxs.cui file to y m  working directmy, and d t  i t  for your s p i f i c  
problem. The &cms d 3 cui file a; 
(a) D W E R  SCEUPT: The script ncCVS is available as a ~ w r  gc ipt, Ym may substitute a GUS- 
tnmizcd script by including it in the first mtim of the cui flk. S d n  will psiticm the cui file, 
including the s&ms of the driver script. The drhr gcipt contains the commands necessary to 
build md exmet the program. ckm up dter itself, and produce relevant result infmatim in 
a jot, file, (If necessary, it will also include in the job file idormath uxeful in d e t d u h g  the 
C M S ~  of B job failure]. 
There are several options for running the scripts hat  may be set in the defs sectim of the cui fib. 
Compiler hags may be specified. The user may requtxt d l  notification that the m i p ~  hsva 
finishd. 
The mer may also qwt m interactive script. The intemtive script should be wed m systems 
that q u i r e  job queuing or on systems that q u i r e  CMSE wmpiling. The first haif of !he gcript 
wil l  build the executable. The files fur running the job will be located in $HOMEhmpI~johame>. 
The axautablt is named r*xcepx6’’. When the dculatim is complete, the user may execute the 
“pwtproc” file in the $HOMWtmpl+obnme> dkectory, This will m m  the fort+ 11 cmss see 
ticm file to $HOMWmcsm dmctmy, r e m e  it a c c d n g  to the response that was given to the 
smdn script, and produce 8. job file in the dk&ory horn which the job was D r i g i d y  mbmittd. 
{c) DIFFS: Patch- tp be appbd to the code shpuld bu h s d  in the “diffs” pOrtiw of the cepx$.cui 
file. M e  patches cau be fmatted as a cv$ diff or as a dirtctury diff. Diffs cm be lifted out d 
jwb fila from prcvic~us calculation$. Altemtivtly, cmc an checkout I copy of the &, & 
rndifmtions, and then generate 3 diW fila Oa a pl~ffsrm with access to the CY$ mp03it~q, 
me can u9t *‘w$ diff > diffs” from within the qxs/C:odc directmy, Oa a platform without 
acws  to the CVS repgitwy me can perfom I dimtory diff, but this must be pfc~rmed from 
withia the ~ p d C o d e  dhctmy of the unaltered mpy of thc code, and it must we the -c and -b 
flags (in that order), such a9 “&ff -r -b , $ H O M W c e p x s d W o h >  d W ’ .  Then, the diffs fila 
cm be uwd in the cepxsmi fib. Multiple diff fi1e.a [MEI fnsm two differmt txecutim of the 
diff crmunand) cannot be patched to a single CYI file. 
New files can be added to a bulld Within the dif€s section, I line of the following fmmt hates 
the start: of a fila: 
New file: < D k t o r y F i b m e >  
To be iucludd in the Compiling and linking of the code, the new file muit bu mfmccd  in 
the Maktfile.in list of  SOU^. This change in the Wflb,in can also be included iu the diffs 
section by maldng the desired change in a copy of M&llle.in and using the WE diff prowdure 
described &we. 
[d) CEPINP: The BPXS input should k includad in the last section of the cul file. Insttuctiws for 
CEPXS input n e  in pepxaf l )pc~CEpxs . t ex ,  
{b) DEFS; T h  are currently no prepmessur definitions to h~ set for CEPXS. 
3. SENDN: Submit the job u s i q  the c O m d  “mdn cepxs.cui <jotmame>”. This gcriPt will prompt 
you for the following 3 piaces of infwmatirm (and pwsibly the 4th h p d i n g  upon your respnses lo 
the fiist 3): 
a 
m 
a 
a 
rn 
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Ed Plaflorm Dependandm 
the m e  d the platform is the system type and operating system. 
The following is a list of platforms on which CEPXS has been successfully built and testBd. Following 
V i 0  {IBM, AIX4) 
This machine uses archibscxure ddnition AIX to include exception handling. 
I Luigi [Sun, Solaris 5.8) 
Janus (i336, TFLOPS), compile cm sasnlOO (Sun, Solds 5.61 
The configure command must sptcify &he tmge.4; 
Janus use3 archimre d a i t i o n  ‘FLOPS b use double puuion instead of axtendad precision. 
mufigure -tEyget=i386-tAqx 
rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
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F. S u m m q  of CEPXS Keywords 
T d d e  F.3. Sumrna~y of CEPXS kaywouh (for uw with MITS) md 
efault satdagx 
MATEHAT F. DEFAULT 3 ’ M# -
above 1.03 MeV and fubmup 
STRUCTURB **** 
.- 
no default 3mcm 
aummatic line if enera -wrrcl, sbwe 1 .O: 
annihilation line is automatic 
I ELASTIC-LEG 
no “ a d d i t i d ’  infwrnation I s  print 
c m p t  furt.11 Ale 
a 
rn 
rn 
rn 
. '.%.... ' . . .  - 
L a t  Modifled; February 2,2004 
G Keywords far CEPXS 
The input k e y w d s  must b~ s p s i f i d  in either the CUI file (if using the scripts to execute the c&) M 
in the input file [if executing the code m u a l l y ) ,  Refer to the domentation on Running CEPXS for more 
detailc DI specifying the input file in the CUI file or &mise.  An ovaview of the IqcvotdS is available in 
the summary of CEm KkyWord.3 Secticm. 
G+1 Input Notation 
Mod keywords should be used once and n d  rcptaeed in an input file. Hxccp~ions to this are the MA. 
TERIAL, MATNAM, and MONO-PHOTON keywords. Most subkeywords shwId h u3ed owe per use of 
th& primary keyword. 
Once a keyword has k e n  used, then parameters in brackets are optional md pmetm 1101 in backti3 
Comments mBy b~ i n 4  in the input deck. Lines with au in the fim column will be i g n o d  
by the code. It is important to uote that asterisks inserbd anywhere other rhan the first column may not 
cauuw wo& that follow to be ignured by the code. 
Input is mx c ~ s e  sensitive, with one significant exception. File names given under the ELEME,NTS 
subkeyword of the NEUTRON-SOURCE keyword will be read as case-sensitive chmcttr strings. Also, 
character input provided with the TlTLE kywmd will appear in the output fib exactly as provided, but the 
are required. 
CBSe do& not &t the d e  in any way. 
6.2 bywords  
Transport Code hr IS 
syntax: ONELD 
EXumple: ONELD 
Default: ONELD 
This keyword sptcjjits that the CMS$ sections from CEPXS will b~ formatted for  ONELS. 
2. m 
Syntax: MITS 
Example: MITS 
Ilkfault: ONXLD 
syntax: BFP 
Example: BFP 
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Default: Tht B ~ l ~ u - F o b r - P l a n c k  approxhahm is not used. 
This byword specifies that the Bolt~-Fokker-Planck appraximation is to be uml  for eltxtmn 
cross sections. This appmximatiw is aukmatically used if the hQTS keyword i b  u d .  
AdditiionaI Keywords 
1.. ANNIHILATION-LINE 
Syntax: ANNIHILATIOK-LINE 
Example: ANNIHLATION-LINE 
Default: Annihilation h a  is included if tnergy grid cxmds above 1.03 MeV, unless keyword 
NO-LINES is wed, (Sea the LINES keyword for exphiation of liue groups.) 
S p e c i h  hat the mnhihtion h e  wiU !x sapmtixl from h e  continuum, if 0.51 1 MeV is within the 
energy mugs. This keyword o&&s the NO-LINES keyword and avtrrides the q u i m o t  that the 
energy grid extend h e  1.03 MeV. 
Nm: This keyword is hwmptibk with PGROUP. 
Syntax: BCD 
Example: BCD 
syntax: cEpxs-m-oNLY 
Example: CEPxs-m-ONLy 
Default: cross section?! are calculated+ 
This keyword spmifies that only range, mfp, and other such information is to b generated, but c m s  
d c m s  will not be d w h t e d .  
Syntax: CONTRAST 
Example: CONTRAST 
hfaul t :  A campact fottll file is p d u m d  for MITS. (No fm.Il file is produced unless 
MlTS is ~pecifid.) 
An c x p d e d  kR11 file is produced that c ~ n  be corn@ with fmll files fmm mner versions d 
W X S  using the contrast program. This fmt.ll flle is stdl fumti~nal far MITS, but it has lqer 
memory requirements, 
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Syntax: CONDENSED-HISTORY 
Example: CONDENSED-HISMRY 
Dtfault: A diamond snergy.difimuug scheme is used for the CSDA opmbr. 
6. CSDA 
. .. 
a 
rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
a 
rn 
Syntax; CSDA 
Example: CSDA 
Default: Restricted CSDA is used. 
syntax; CSDLD 
Example: CSDLD 
Default: A diamond emrgyd8mwing scbme is u s 4  for the CSDA operator. 
8. CUTOFF 
9. EGROI.JP 
Syutax: BGR!X.JP 
Example: EGROUP 
Default: Fifty logarithmic electron groups. 
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10. ELASTIC-LEGENDRE 
Syntax; ELASTIC-LHGENDRE [ p ~ ~ ~ f l ) ]  
Example: ELASTIC-EGENIIRE 5 
Default: 13, or Legendre order d c m s  sectim set with LEA3ENDRE keyword 
This keyword specifie8 the Legendre order d electron d~stic cross sectic~ns as [pmrneter(l)]. This 
order is used if between 0 and the Legendre order of the cmw $&om Otherwise, it is met to the 
*Il& order of the cm3s section$, 
Note; This keyward should be used wih  caution. For ONELD the extended trampart correction is 
applied, md it is important to consider the quadramre set with which the C M B ~  satim will be used. 
11. ELECTRONS 
Syntax; ELECTRONS 
Example: ELECTRONS 
Default: For MRS, 50 logarithmic electmn groups. Fw ctthtx mdes, up W 50 mtoomatic- 
slrLlmrc elccavm group$. 
If this primary keyword is used, me d the se~ondary keywords must be used to spec$ the 
g m p  strucm. 
Note: This keyword is incompatible With Et3ROUP. 
(a) LINEAR 
Syatax; LRUEAR wmetcr(l)] 
Example: LINEAR40 
12 ELECTRON-SOURCE 
rn 
* 
a 
rn 
rn 
rn 
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(a) NO-COUPLING 
Syntax: NO-COUPLING 
Example: NO-COUPLING 
I)efN.llt: FIdltOUplitl8. 
Tbjs hpmd h d i c ~ t w  that photons will not be included In the calculaticm. , 
(b) PA.RTIAL-COUPL;ENG 
Syntax; PARTLALCOWLING 
Example: PARTIALCOUPLINO 
Default FulI-mupling. 
This keyword indicam that electmns can produce p h o n s  but photpns cannot prpduce clactnms. 
(GI FULLCOUPLING 
Syntax: FULLCOUPLING 
Example: FULL-COWL;[NG 
Default: Fullzwpling. 
Tkis keyword indicates that electtpns can produce phamns and phot.cms can prpducc t lectrms.  
Aha, if the u p p  bound of the energy grid extends abwe 1.03 MeV, positmps will b included 
in the CWQS sations with full c w p h g  tu photons and partial couphg to e l s c m .  
Syntax: ENERGY pnmeter(1) 
Example: ENEROY 0.665 
DBfault: 1 MeV 
Syntax: FIRST-ORDER 
Example: HRST-ORDER 
Default: A diamond mergy-l-diffemg scheme is used for the CSDA qmutor, 
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Syntax: rNCOH-BINDING 
Example: INCOH-BINDING 
Default: No h w h n t  bindhi# for ONHLD. h w h m o t  binding for MlTS. 
This keyword speciflts that incoherent biding effects will be included. Either of the bywords 
XS2P1 or NO-INCOH-BINDING specfies that incoherent binding effec~ will not b~ indu&d. 
16. ITS2FY 
Syntax: l'TTs2P1 
Example: lTsZp1 
Default; ITS v m i m  3.0 physics. 
18. LEGENDRE 
19. L m s  
syntax; LINES paramettr(1) pEUarrleM2) I . .  
Hmplc: LINES AL BE 
Dtfault: photon reladm lints are mixed With the continuum. 
rn 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
rn 
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20. MATERIAL 
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S@flex material compdtim. The mandatory strhg spclfiw either the name of a hA-wired mate- 
rial M the chmlcd ume~ d the constituent elements and their weight fractions. 
In the latter case, the h t  prameter in the string iar nxmdahy and is tht & e m i d  name d an element 
h the mahid. The sexmd parameter ic the weight fraction of the element in the material. For single 
element: materials, the weight fraction is not needed (and will bE in m r  if not equal KI l.O), 
Additional p m m m  may specify other elements and their weight fractions. E ni?-cessary, this p- 
rameter libt may be extended to other lines by eermiu&n8 a line with a dah. The weight fractions of 
elmeats in I m a t e d  must sum to 1.0, 
The a u I t  p m p d e s  of elements arc provided in Wle G.4. The Mwjred m k r i a l s  available in 
CEPXS and the default prq~ertiea of those material3 are provided in Table 
[a) CONDUCTOR 
Syntax: CONDUCTOR 
Example: COmUCTOR 
Default: Default values m provided for single elanent materials. A cmpwnd ic set 
as a ccmdumr U&SP my one of its cpnstitumt elements is a nonccmductor. 
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E m p k ;  NON-CONDUCTOR 
Default: Default v d u a  are provided for single element rn&erhls. A compound is set 
The only mllective effect in the CEPXS model is the density-efkct correction to the electronic 
stopping power: The value of this corntion cau depend m whether a material is a cmductor or 
a ucm-cmducm. 
Kob: This k@ is incompatible with ITSPl.  
as a conductor unless my one of its cmstitwnt elements is a am-conductor. 
[e) NO-SEC-ELEC 
Syntax; NO-SBC-ELEC 
E m p l e ;  NO4EC-ELEC 
Dehllt: Sew- dams at2 g c n m M  
This keyword sptcifim that secondary & m n s  are not generated in this material. 
21, MATNAM 
Syn1ax: mTNAh4 [pmeterIl)]  
[parameter(2)1 parameter(3) ..- 
HO.1111 00,8889 
Example: MATNAh4 WATER 
Default: None, At least one MATERIAL or MATNAM enlq is required. 
This keyword is an dkmtive to the MATERIAL keyword. It ~Jlws the u3er tD assign a d d  
name ?a any material whether au clement, a hard-wired d a l ,  or a usm-ddsned composition. TIE 
cdde will u3e the first six characters of the u m ~ s i g n a d  material name, [parmetm(l)]. This user- 
assigned name will cmly appear in the CEPXS output Ale,  cepmt, and is not availuble for use in the 
generated ms5 s & i m  f i l s .  
Unlike the MATERIAL keyword. the material cornpsition is speufied cm the follcwing lha. HOW- 
ever, all of the same mmndary l q w ~ r d s  apply, 
22. MONO-PHOTON 
A m ~ c m @ c  30urce h a  group is created at the energy ~peciild by [paramcter(l)] in MaV. This 
keywod must be repeated for & source line ueeded. Up to 28 lim are allowed. 
If the source h e  is meant to be the highest energy in the calculaticm, it should be set; Bxactly equd to 
the energy specified with the ENERGY keyword. This will result in the aoum line being the I q h e 3 t  
mrgy group. with the m n d  highest energy group spanning the energy range between it and the 
third highest: energy p u p .  (ENXRGY s p i f l d  the mid-pint energy of the highest energy group. 
This is  till the case, but now the Qhe3t m r g y  g m p  is a line group.) If the swm h a  is wthetwiw 
3prAfid to fall within the highest m r g y  gmp,  it will st i l l  be the first p u p ,  but the m d  gmup 
will extend in energy lmth above and b d w  the line swm p u p  and thmdore, may not yield the 
desired results. 
If the m q g  a p i f i e d  for h e  wurce line is higher or lower than the extent of the m q y  grid it will 
be omitud 
Note: h MITS, soume h m  are not dwd in adjoht mode. 
Note: For ONELD, PHOTON-SOURCE must be specified tn U ~ B  MONO-PHOTON. 
If this primary byword is usad, the second.ary keyword USER must be u d  to specify the nesrtMn 
group structure. The NEUTRON-SOURCE kywcd must k used to spwify the neutrcm m s s  LE- 
tions arailablt. This Iqwcmd must be used to s p i f y  the mum c m s  sections that .are w be included 
in the cross sectim file and w assign the energy p u p  shucture of thme m s s  secticms. 
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This keyword (and the ELEMENTS sub-keyword) must be used to & mutam cros3 mticms from 
use~upp1ie.d fils. 
Note: The NEUTRONS keyword must b~ used to 3 p i f y  the nwtrc~n mtrgy group structure. 
Note: Neutron and photon physics must always bc pzuTially c w p l d .  The following keywotds for 
selecting the coupling scheme refer to the photon and electron c ~ u p h g  physics, 
rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
a 
a 
a 
rn 
a 
a 
a 
This keyword indicatw that ~ B S  sations will be read into W X S  for [parameter(l)] elements. 
The keyword must be folIcrwed by two ti- [parameter(l)] lines of data For =h dement, one 
line must ccmtain the chemical m e  of the element., and the following line must contain tht six 
dumter m e  of the file Dontaining h e  elm& CMW section data. 
(e) EXTERNAL-PHOTONS 
Sy~eaX: EXTHRNAL-PHOTONS 
Example: EXTERNALPHOMNS 
Default: CEPXS-gmaM photon C M S B  sectiws are mpluyyad 
Syntax: PHOTON-GROUPS -er(l)] 
Example: PHOTON-GROUPS 50 
Default: 48 phmm p x p +  
This keyword specifis the number of photon p u p s  condried in the user-supplied cross section 
files. 
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This keyword deactivates the simulation uf coherent photon sc3t.tering. This pmvide~ a fwlCtiO&ty 
equivalent tp the NO-COHERENT keyword in ITS. 
2.6. KO-INCOB-BINDING 
This keyword causa incoherent photon scattering to be simulated in the Klein-Nishim c+r fm 
tle..ctrUm approximation. This amvide$ a functionality equivalent w the NO-INCOH-EINIXNG key+ 
word in lTS, 
27. NO-LINES 
Syntax: NU-LINES 
Example; NO-LINISS 
Dcfault: An annihilation line is included if the energy grid extends above 1.03 MeV, 
This keyword spmiflas that uo line groups will be included. The LINBS keyword will wcrride this 
k p o r d  and cause photon r e M w  liaa group$ to be included The ANNIHILATION-LINE key- 
word will o v d d e  this keyword and came m annihilation line group w be included, 
28, NO-PCODE 
Syntax: NO-PCODE 
Example: NOwPCODE 
Default: CEPXS ~ s m t i d y  duplicate$ the imhatiohlaxatiw physics of the ITS €‘CODES. 
Syntax: NCTPOSITRONS 
Default; Positrons we generated if the upper limit of the energy grid exceeds 1.03 M V  and 
EXRJIIP~E NO-POSK’RONS 
m s 9  sections we fullyaupled. 
Positrons are not gwerated. Annihhtion quanta are &tneratcd at the site of the pdr intawtion. 
approximate trefitmrn for Positrons muit be specified by one of the secondary keywords. 
Syntax: PEQH 
Example: PEQE 
Default: Nme. 
No pair semndaris are produced. Energy and charge me depwited locally. This uption provides 
B reaxonable e~timate for charge but m h w m t  dmse prediction. 
30. NO-SEC-ELEC-GLOBAL. 
Neither photon-produd nor elacmn-produd gacorulary electrons are gcncratcd in any material. 
Syntax; PGROUP 
Example: PGROUP 
Ikhult: Fifty logarithmic ptwton groups. 
The photon # r a p  structure is obtained from the ASCII file, “pgmup”. A “pgroup” file is werated 
or] & CEPXS mn and may be used m a subwpeut CEPXS run. 
The sttur; l~re of the *’ppmp’’ file is not impwtant unlaa the uwr w i s h  to create thh file from 
smtch. On the first h e  of the fib, the number of photon p u p s  is speci8ed. For MITS, the first l i n ~  
also ccmtaius the following (in order): the value d USCAT, a 1oggim.l flag indicating whether p i t m n s  
are present, and a logical flag indicating whether the NO-PAIR keyword is wad. Bach submquent he 
of the &e i3 associated with a p u p  (in descending order of mrgu.) Each line specifies, in order, the 
top m r g y  of the group in MeV, the mid-poiut msrgy of the group in MBV, ths bottom energy Df the 
group in MeV, and an integer that is zero fur I m n h u m  group or one for a line group [relaxation, 
6ourcey or annihilaticm). TIE cctde will function pmviw that the mid-point energies we withiu the 
energy group b m d s ,  wen if they m not exact mid-pcht values. For line p u p s ,  the mnergy bwtmds 
&odd be the energy h u n &  of the group in which the line would otherwise be included, and the 
mid-pint energy should the he energy. 
The h e  Df  ‘>pup” following the energy group stmcture spedits the number of relaxation ha 
(not including mujhilatiun and ~ource lines) and the p u p  that wntains the annihilation h e  ( z m  
if not applicable). On the fuHmhg Tim, m e  line give5 the e m q y  of a m h t i c m  line followed by 
the Z value of the asamiabd clement and the next h e  confaitlg three character fields (a3,d,rr4) that 
dewrib the rdaxation h e  typ% 
32. PHOTONS 
17I1 
If this primary keyword is used, one of the ~eccmdary keyw~rds must be u& to specify the photm 
grmp smcmmm 
Notee: This keyword i a  incrsmptiblc with FQROW, 
33, PHOTON-SOURCE 
' The following subkeywurds are used to ~p$clfy the coupling schema for photon and electrPn crass 
$wtiCms. 
rn 
a 
rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
a 
rn 
Default: Fullrwpling. 
Thic keyword indicates that electmms will not be included in the calculati0n. 
(b] PARTIAL-COUPLING 
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This keyword indicah that photons cau pruduce electrons and eltctrons can produce photons. 
Alan, if the upper h d  of the energy grid e x d s  above 1.03 MeV, p m h s  will be included 
in the m s  section3 with full couphg to phmns and p m i d  coupling to ~lctrons. 
34. PRINT 
Syntax: PRINT 
Example: PRINT 
Default: Multipup Legcadre ~ O S B  wtim matrices m not prinled. 
35. PRINT-ALL 
Syntax: PRINT-ALL 
Example: PRINT-ALL 
172 
Default: No "additional" infomation will be pripted. 
The DolJisiod and radiative stqping pwm and the density effect cmction.  
1 The cdJisional stoppin8 power due to largeenergy losm. 
I The exponent fm the power-law extrapolation of the ~llisicmnal stopping power below 10 k V  
A scccmd order backward difhmcing of the CSM operator is wed, 
37. TITLE 
Syntax: TJTLE pmmeter(1) 
Example: TITLE 
Default: No title. 
3 MeV &tmnx on gold 
This Iqvd spaciftes the title of the cdculatiw that will a p p  in output files, The title will be read 
fromthe following pmmeter(1) lints. If parmeter(1) is m OT omitted, the following (me) line will 
b read as the title. The title card may cmtah any alphanumeric infwmatirsn in columns 1 to 72 With 
which the user wishes to identify the calculation. 
39. USCAT-ITB (Mi?-$) 
L .  I 
I Gas I N 
-. 
I. 13 - .. Argon .. . . . AT 3 9.948 Gas N 
19 Potaxdurn K 3 9 IO 9 8 3 0.862 sn. Y 
20 Calcium ca 4I1.078 1.55 sn,, Y 
21 scandium sc 44.95591 2.989 a' Y 
22 Titauiurn Ti 47.867 4.54 m Y 
-_ ... 
' 
23 Vanadium V 50.9415 6.11 m Y 
24 Chmium cr 51.9961 i 7.18 S L  Y 
38 S m t h m  Sr 87A2 2.54 S L  Y 
39 Yttrium Y 86.M585 4.469 SiL  Y 
40 :Zitwnium Zr 91.224 6.506 Y 
A!2 
I . . .  ... J 
I 107.8632 I 10.5 I sn. I Y 
121.76 sn, Y 
127 .MI , 6.24 FdL Y 
I 12 6,90 44 7 I 4.93 sn, N 
-- 
Xe 13 1.29 5.435E €hi N 
J 
162.50 8.55 Y 
164.93032 8.795 sfl, t' 
Er 167.26 9.066 m Y 
19.32 sn Y 
13.59 s/L Y 
1 74 
rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
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I I 
I m I  Y 96 Curium Cm 247.0 13.51 
97 BmMurn E41 247.0 14.78 m Y 
. 98 CRJifmlium Cf 25 1 .O . Node It a Y 
99 Einsteinium Hs I 252.0 No dtfault sn. Y 
loIl Fermium Fm No default s n  Y 
W € e  GS. Lilt of available mterials, cmpositions (in do),  and den- 
sities in CBPXS 
M#tiXiJ Keyword . Composition m8ity 
AlUmiM A L E !  0,4708 AL S292 3 99 
Aluminum 6061 AL-6061 MG .I1080AL .9725 SI .IMM TI ,0015 2.69 
CR ,0015 MN ,0015 FE .Ow0 CU .MI15 
2N . O M S  
ZN ,0560 
Aluminum 7075 AL7W5 MG ,0250 AI, .go00 CR .MI30 CU .0lW 280 
Bakelite Phenolic BAKELI H ,0645 C ,7656 0 ,1699 1.45 
Brass BRASS FE .0020 CU .615fl ZN .3520 . 8.40 .. .. 
BIW BRONZE P ,0090 CU ,9470 SN ,0050 
CaF TLD CAFTLD F .&68 CA 51332 MN ,0193l 
GP- . , KAPTON H ,0100 C ,5600 M .1300 0.3000 1.42 
€c&vk  KEVLAR H .@'I28 C ,6958 N ,1166 0.1448 1.31 
K.mmrtium KBNNHR CU ,0200 W .9Bg[s 18.5 
Kclvar KOVM MN .MI30 FE 3370 CO ,1700 NI ,2900 7.90 
Ltbiurn Flr LIF I ,2675 F ,7325 2.63 5 
Mica MICA €3 .Oil51 0.4820 AL .2032 SI ,2115 2.80 
- -' 
K .SI932 
Mylar MYLAR H ,0519 C ,6186 0 325 
Nvkm NYLON . H ,0980 C ,6368 N ,1238 C 
I .... 
I PHENOL I H ,0300 C .7100 N ,0600 0.1500 I 1.33 1 
Polyimide I I 
I I 0.9370 NA ,0030 MG .OD2il AL .0590 I I I <
51.1460 CA ,1110 
Pplrn~hrLe POLW H ,0402 C ,5913 N ,1398 0.2287 
0 S326 SI ,4674 ' 2.20 Silicone Dioxide $102 
Silica G k 3  , O U S S  0,5257 MG .ooo6 AL .@I48 SI .4475 2.18 
SdCh SOLDE SN ,6000 PB.4cKsO 3.67 
SttliakBS steel 304 55304 C .ooO8 SI .I5100 P ,0005 $ .- 8.03 
stainles Eel I ss4 : C .MI15 SI .I)l!XI P .OCNkI S .COO3 7.76 
R T V M  RW630 . H .WBo C .2100 0.32'" 4L ,0010 1.28 
Tdl0I-l 
W # b  
CR ,1900 MN ,0200 FE .67M NI .1MO 
CR .12I)D MN .OlMs FE ,8578 
SI: .4130 CU .0020 
- 
- - - . .. . .- - -. . . . .. -. . . . . . . . . 
U 
m 
rn 
a 
a 
rn 
rn 
rn 
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-kl 
H. Glossary of Terms 
Last Mdified: Jmuary 9,2004 
ACCEPT: the three dirnmsicmal ge~mi  capability of the ITS codes. 
ACCEPTM: the MCODES version d ACCEPT. 
ACCEFTP: the KODES version of ACCEPT, 
Adjoint: the solution of the adjoint transport problem. This Bimulation method i3  $hilar to the 
physical procassas going backwards in time. Pareich hegin at a radiatim detector, and tallies are 
made at mdiahn source locations. 
B-rep; the boundary representation gmmety &~riptmn typically mplqd by CAD package$. 
CAD: computer aided design, dso ueed to refer to the hundary representation [B-rep) m e t r i e s  
created by CAD. 
CEPXS: the C w p l d  EMn-phdrm X-Section g e d m  code used to m a t e  multipup m s 3  
gcctiws for ms. 
H. Glosr--r of Terms 
JI; the Combin& Urn hputs employed whm run  vim shell 51 
178 
rts. 
CYLTRAKP: the F'CODES version of CYLTRAN. 
Ihi~e: mergy ahmbed by a material per unit mw3+ &en used hterchangably with the tern 'hergy 
deposition", which is not normalized pa uuh mass, 
Electron mpping; $Be Trapping. 
Group: a span of h e  particle energy domain within the multigmup a p p r o M a n  wer which 
particles art assumed to inmct  with the game probabilities. 
lT3-CAD: the lTS and MITS codes capable of trWng particles in three dimensicma1 CAD gc 
Omett-iH. 
 keyword^ the set of words that may be used in the input deck to activate rtnd dewtimte code 
features. 
MCODES: the ITS cddes which enable transport in macmwpic electric and magnetic fields of 
MlTS: the Multipup Intepmi TIGER Series wda. 
arbitrary spatial depeudmtx, 
Multigmup: m q m x i m a t i m  involving the discretization of the puticle energy domain into 
group. The a p p x h a t i m  is only accurate if the cm3 sdms do not vary significantly over each 
P W -  
H. G l o s w  of Terms 179 
Next Event htlmmhr: a biasing technique used for photons. Trmt probability W a photon will 
amp without iuteraceing is used to mrd an escape M y ,  with the wight of the tally modified 
m&ngly, regardless of whether the photon actually escapes in the particular simulatim. 
Overlay: a tally structure superimpwed upon a zone for cdcuhithg the wbmne distributiw of 
energy and c@e deposition. 
h p r m ~ ~ ~ ~  IIW wrnpiler prepmes3m used to apply the rmlection of the code version and in- 
clude the ntcessary common blwk statements into the source code. The cpp program is uscd far 
prtpmtsshg ITS. 
TIGER: the me dimensional pometry capability of the ITS codes. 
[l] M. J. Berger and S. M. Seltw, HTRAN Monte Carlo code system for electroo and photon transpa 
thmgh extended me& CCGlW, Radiation Shielding Infmtim C a n t ,  Cpmputw Cdc Colbc- 
ticm, Oak Ridge Natimal Labmatpry, 1963. 
[2] M. J. Bcrger, Monte Carlo calculation of the pmetratim and diffusiw of fast charged particles, in 
MetOLss in C~mpariutiud Physlcs, edited by B. Adkr, S. Fmbach, and M. Rotenbq, volume 1, 
pages 135-215, Academic, New Ymk, 1963. 
[3] M. B. Emmett, The MORSE Monte Carlo radiation transport cddt system, TsAnid  Report O W -  
4972,0& Ridge National LAmratory, 1975. 
[4] D. P. Sloan, A new multigmup Monte Culo s d n g  dprithm suitable for neutral 8rid charged- 
particle Boltzmmn md Folcker-Planck calculations, Technical Repod S M R 3 - 7 0 8 4 ,  SmdiaNatiDnal 
Labmatmies, 1983. 
[6] J. A. Halbleib and W, H. Vmdcvender, EZTRAN 2: A user-onmted version d the ETRAN-18B 
electron-photon Monte Carlo technique, Technical &port SLA-73-0834, Sandhi National Laborate 
ries. 19'73. 
171 1. A. Halbleib md W. H. Vmd#ender. Nuclar Science and Engineuiug §7,94 (1975). 
[8] J. A. Halbleib and W. H. Vandcvmder, Nuclear Science and E n g i n h u g  61, 288 (1976). 
[PI J. A. Halbleib, Nuclear Science mdBngineering 75+ ZIM (1980). 
1101 W. Guhr, J. Nagel, R. Goldsttin, P. S. Metklman, and M. H. M m ,  A g e m t d c  demipticm technique 
guituble for computer analysis d M the nuclear and Convmhnal vulnmbility of m m d  mi1it.q 
vehicles, Tdmical Report MAGI-6701, M a t h e d c d  Applicaticms G m p ,  h,, 1967, 
[ 111 E. A, S W r ,  J. W. H. Scptt, ad N. R. Bym, The MORSE code with cambinatorid geome~y, Tech- 
nical Report SAI-72-51l~W (DNA 2MOT), Sciww Appplications, Inc., 1972. 
[I21 J. A. Halbleib and J. E. Mml, Nuclw Science and Engineuing 70,219 (1979). 
[ 151 J. A. Halbleib, Sr, and W, H. Vandemder, Journal of Applied Physics 48,s 12 (1977). 
[16] L, E Shampine, H. A. Watts, a d  S. Davenport, SIAM Rev, 13,376 (1976). 
[18] J. A. Halbleib, ACCEPTM, Saadia Ndmd Labmhritw. mpubhhad, 1981. 
a 
[20J J. A. Halbldb, SPHEM, 1979, Sarmdia Nal iod  Labwatcnies, unpublished. 
[21] J. A. Halblub and T. A, MehJhm. Nuclear Scietm and Enginewing 92,338 (1986). 
[Wl J. A. Halbkib, R. P. K.snW, 0, I). Valdcz, S. M. Seltzer, a d  M. 3. B-r, - 
[HI L. J. Lmnce, Jr., R. €? Kens&, and J. A. Hdbkib, Transactions of the Amuicau Nuclear Society 73, 
Transamions un 
Nuclear Science 39,1025 (1992). 
339 (1995). 
[25] L. J. L m n c e ,  R. P. Kens&, J. A. Hdbkib, md J, E. Morel, EEE Tranmxiosnc on N u d w  S k c e  
42,1895 (1995). 
[311 D. Price et al., Vmfcm management with CVS, http://www,cvshomc.org, 2oM. 
[32] Ammc Engineering, h., Amw Engineering home p a p ,  http://w.amtec.com, 2W3. 
[33] J. A. EMbleib, J. Appl. Phys. 45.4103 (1974). 
[34] J. A. Hdbleib and W, H. V&v&r, ERE Trans. Nucl. Sci. N3-22,2356 (1975). 
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ACCEPT, 9,30 
ACCEPTM. 9 
ACCEPT", 10 
ACB-ONLY, 61, 62 
ADJOINT, 37,128,129 
adjoint, 10, 128, 129 
ADJOINT-SPHCTRA, 74 
AIX, 30 
muhilation, 99, lo[), 104,108,110 
ANNULUS, 67 
ASCIXED, 30 
Auger, 9,103,115 
ANNIHILATION-LINE, 158 
Az, 52 
BATCHES, 38, 95, 100,122 
BIAS-GLOBAL, 42,&,96,118 
BIAS-ZONE, 37,45,%, 113 
BIASING, 38,%, 118 
biasing, 96,100,118 
BINT, 49 
BODY, 51, 57, 63,72 
body, see GKWETRY, body 
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DELTAO-AVE, 9565 
DEPDSKICIN-UNlTS, 37,47, 10'7 
DETAIL-IONIZE, 47 
DETECMR-RESPONSE, 47,100,111 
detc~ur, 93,99 
DIRECTKIN, SI) 
DISK, 67 
documentation 
DIRECTION-SPACE, 54,55,65 
m, 12 
manual, 12-14 
d e r ,  14 
IXISE, 48,69,111 
DUMP, 51,101 
DUMP-FILE, 53 
DYNAMIC, 30, loo 
ECHO, 37,51,144 
EROUF, 159 
ELECTRAN, 39,42,45,46 
electric fielcls, m e  MCODHS 
ELASTlC-IJGENDRE, 160 
ELECTRON-EMISSION, 51,109 
ELECTRON-ESCAPE, 53,100,110 
ELECTRON-FLUX, 54,100,108 
E L E C T R O N G D U N G W ,  I44 
ELECTRON-RR. 39,42,119 
EIECTRON-SOURCE, 160 
ELECTRON-SURFACESOURCE, SS,72,1M1 
ELEIT€CIN-VOLUME-SOURCE, 56,100 
ELECTRONS, 51,160 
ENERGY, 56,144,161 
error, 97, lOD, 101 
ESCAPE, 48 
ELECTRONS, 48,111 
NEUTRONS, 48,111 
PHOTONS, 48,111 
Heap zmle, 94,110,11~ 
110,111 
ESCAPLcSWACm, 37, 57, 76, 79, 94, 106, 
ETRAN, 9 
EZTRAN, 9 
m R A N 2 , 9  
FlLbNAMES, 37,57 
a 
a 
rn 
rn 
FIMTE-ELEMENT-FLE, 58 
FXlTE-ELEMENT-FORMAT, 59,61,64,65 
fluorescence, 9,99, 100, 103, 104,115 
F ~ l c b P b k  99,104,172 
FULLCOUPLING, 161, 166, 171 
GEOh4ETRX 37,59 
ACCEPT, 60.80 
body, 80,91 
mmm, 59, 77, loo 
materhl, 60,61,91,100 
submning, $&e mbzcming 
TIGER, 59, 76, IMI 
~olume, 61,90,93,97, 103, 125 
sone, 35,91 
negative, 97 
 UP, 49* 57 
HISTORIES, 62,95,1Ix) 
HYBRID, 62 
rnTORES-PER-BATCH, 62,95,100 
INCOH-BINDING, 162 
input bdy,  fee GEOMETRY, body 
hput zone, see GEOMETRY, zone 
installation, ~ e e  t sting, imtahtion 
INTERMEDIATEFILE, 58 
'LSOTROPIC, 50,Sd 
ITS, 15, 17 
ITSP1,162 
ITSINP, 30 
K E M A ,  49,111 
KNOCKoWS-WIm-PmARIE$, 162 
LB3ENDRE, 162 
LINE, 66 
line radiation, 1~,110,16Z, 164
LINES, 162 
LINUX, 30 
LX)CATION, 48,49 
magnetic fleldx, see MCODES 
Makefile, 17,19,20,30,138,142,151 
MASS, 47 
MATERIAL, 48,49,144,145,1$7,163 
CONDUC3MR, 145,163 
DENSITY, 146,163 
DENSITY-RATIO, 146 
GAS, 245,163 
NO-SHC-ELK, 164 
NON-CONDUCTOR, 145,163 
SUBSTEP, 146 
matarid, 93, see GMMETRY, material, 99 
MATNAM, 157,164 
MCODES, 3I1,102,116,117 
Mtrsennt Twister, 30,126 
MICRO, 62,107 
MlTS, 10, 30,157 
MONO-PHOTON, 157,164 
MORSE, 9 
MPk 30 
dynamic, 30,100,102 
static, 1w102 
multipup, 10 
NBINE, 53,55,70,74 
NBINP. 5 4 , 5 #  
NBINT, 54.55 
nccvs, 152 
NEUTRON-ESCAPE, 63,100,111 
NETJTRON*FLUX, 63,lOO,109 
NEUTRON-SOURCE, 157,165 
ELEMENTS, 157,166 
EXTERNAL-PHOTONS, 167 
LEG-ORDER, 167 
NEUTRON-GROUPS, 167 
PHOTON-GROUPS, 167 
NEUTRON-SURFACE-SOURCE, 63,72, la0 
NEUTRON-VOLUME-SOURCE, 63,100 
NEUTRONS, 62, 165 
NXW-DATA-SET, 37,63,102 
NEWEVENT-ESCAPE, 39,43,105,119 
umcvs, 22 
NO-BANK, 40,4 
NO-COHHRBNT, 45 #,63,103,167 
NO-COUPLTNG, 161,166,170 
NO-DEPOSlTION-OUTPUT, 63,65,106 
NO-INCOH-BINDINO, 64,168 
NO-~RM'EDIATL~UTPU'T,  64
NO-MCKDIG, 64,106 
' NO-KNOCKONS, a, 103 
NO-LINES, 158,163 
NO-PCODE, 168 
N;O-POSlTRONS, 168 
NO-PAR, 169 
PEQR, 168 
. ._ . . .. 
NO-SK-ELEC-GLOBAL, 169 
NO-STRAGOLING, 64,103 
NO-SZDWOSlTlON-OVTPUT, 85,106 
non-conformal, see subzoning, ~verl~yys 
NUMBER-PER-BIN, 73,74 
NUMBER-PER-BIN-PER-MEV, 73,74 
mCYS, 139 
ORIENTATION, 67 
OSF1,30 
OUTWARD, 63,69 
overlay, w e  subzming, ovwhys 
parallel, 30,75,95,100,101 
PARTLAL-COUPLING, 161,166, 171 
PC, 30 
PCODES, 30,10S,108,114 115,139 
PGROUP, 169 
PHOTONBSCAPE, 65,100, 105, 1 10, 11 9 
PHOTON-FLUX, 165,100,108 
PEOTON-SOURCE, 170 
PHOTON-SURFACE-SOLXCE, 65,72,1W, 105 
PHOTON-WLW-SOURCE, 66,100 
PHOTONS, 65,170 
P H o m ,  40,43,45,119 
POINT, 48, 49, 66 
POSITION, 66 
positrons, 9X-l00,11I1,168 
postpm, 22,26,139, 152 
Keproass 
PlUNT,171 . 
@le, 22,23,97 
proc-sson, me TASKS 
PROFILE, 67 
definitions, 30,97,142 
€"T-AL.L, 70,102,148,171 
PULSH-HEIGHT, 70, lDD, 109 
RADIAL-BIASING, 67 
F€ADIU5,67 
RANMAR, 30,126 
RAYPRINT, 65 
RAYTRACE, 65 
RECTANGLE, 68 
regression test failure, we testing, regression, wal- 
RESTART, 71,101 
RANDOM-NUMBER, 72,102 
REFLECTION-ZONE, 71 
UatiOfi 
RESTART*FKE, 58 
RESTART-HISTORY, 71 
W, 57,68,72 
RNGI, 30,71,126,127 
RNG2,30,71,126,127 
RNG3,30,71,126,127 
Russian R o u I ~ ~ E ,  ELIXTRCIN-RR 
smm, la, 115 
satflle, 22,a 
SCALE, 47 
SCALE-EREMS, 4,43,119,120 
SCALE-EP, a,#, 1 19,120 
SCALE-IMPACT, 41,43,44,120 
SCALE-PE, 41,44,120 
scaling, 100 
sendn, 22,24,2$, 139,140,152 
SHELL, 70 
sidestep, 112,113 
SIMPLBBREMS, 72 
SO~CE-SURFACES, 37,72,76,79,94 
SPECTRUM, 73,74 105 
SPHEM, 9 
SPHERE, 9 
~tatisticd unce.rtainty* 101,122 
STEP, 146 
steps, 103, 146 
substeps, 98, 99,124,146 
subsurfacing, 52 
SmzOm-omY, 37,61 
subzOning, #6-83,90,92,123,124 
CYLTRAN, 77 
noaamfortml, see xubzoning, werlays 
overlays, 90,92,108,124,125 
TIGER., 76 
SUN, 30 
SURFACE, 5 1.57,68,72 
SUWACE-SOURCE, 74 
SURFACES, 51 
TASKS, 75,95,101 
testillg 
installation, 17, 13 
regrtxpion, 18,13C~134 
CRPXS, 151 
coyerap, 134-137 
evaluation, 132,133 
XGbN, 138 
rn 
TIGER, 9,30 
TIGERP, 9 
timing, 30, 31, 101,102,113,114 
TITLE, 37,75,144,146,157,172 
uapping, %,97 
TRAp-ELECTRCINS,41,44,121 
u n c d n t y ,  Jee statistical uncertainty 
USCAT, 172 
UNIFORrM-ISOTROPIC-FLUX, 69 
USCAT-FTS, 172 
variance reduction, s e ~  biasing 
VOLUW, 47-49,69 
warning, 97,1m 
XGEN, 15, 17,93, 138, 142144 
XSECTION-FILE, 58 
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